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FATHER HENRY ALTENBURG RETURNS FROM CHINA
FR. McCARTHY MADE

PASTOR IN LA SALLE
FR. KANE NEW DIRECTOR
Perryville.-On July 28, Very Rev.
Eugene E. McCarthy, C.M., for the past
six years Director of Students at the
Barrens, received notice of his appointment to succesd Very Rev. Michael Dillon, C.M., as pastor of St. Patrick's Parish, LaSalle, Ill. Soon after,
he left for La Salle and took up his
new duties.
Rev. Maurice P. Kane, C.M., who was
stationed at San Antonio, arrived at
Perryville on September 7 to fill the

MISSIONER HOME AFTER TEN YEARS
Perryville, Mo.-On the feast of the
Sacred Heart, June 16, 1944, Father
Henry Altenburg, C.M., took his leave
of Bishop Quinn and the Vicariate of
Yukiang, Kiangsi, China. Father Altenburg first went to China in the fall
of 1923; since that time he has been
back in this country twice, the last time
being in 1934.
The two thousand mile trip from the
lower and western section of interior
China to the western coast of India
was made by truck and plane in less
than a month. While in India Father
Altenburg became ill of a stomach disorder and spent two weeks in the hospital. He was discharged .in
good
health and set out for the western coast
of India, leaving behind him Father
Leo Moore, C.M., whom he had joined
in India but who wished to rest before making the remainder of the
journey to the United States.
On August 12 Father Altenburg set
sail for the U.S.A. from the east coast
cf India. Seasickness bothered him for
the first few days out, but after that
the trip was very enjoyable with Mass
almost every day. There were eight
other priests aboard, seven missionaries who were returning to the United
States and Canada and the chaplain of
the boat. Fr. Daniel McGillicudy, C.M.,
returning from Bishop O'Shea's Vi-

REV. HENRY ALTENBURG, C.M.

cariate was among the missionaries.
The boat docked in the United States
September 11 and Father Altenburg
was in Perryville September 15-ninety days after his departure from
Kiangsi. All the credit for this speedy
trip Father Altenburg gives to the
Little Flower whom he had asked to
get him home safe and without unnecessary delay.

~LI---Courtesy LaSalle Daily Post Tribune

VERY REV. E. E.-McCARTHY, C,M.

office of Director of Students, left vacant by Fr. McCarthy's appointment.
The Students of St. Mary's Seminary
take this opportunity to express publicily to Father McCarthy their esteem
and their gratitude for his deep in-torest in their welfare, shown so frequently during the six years he served
as their director. Their prayers and
good wishes are with him in the exercise of his new duties.

De Paul Instructs Prisoners of Nazi
Through arrangement with DePaul
University, 10,000 correspondence courses have been sent out by the War Relief Services, of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference, to Americans held
in prisoner-of-war and civilian internee camps of Nazi-occupied Europe.
Distribution will be made through
International Red Cross agencies in
Geneva, Switzerland and the Swiss
Catholic Mission. The University of
Fribourg, in Switzerland, will receive
and grade completed tests, and hold
them until after the war when they can

be returned to DePaul for accrediting.
An innovation in educational fields,
three full years of college credits will,
under a concession made by Rev. M. J.
O'Connell, C.M., President of DePaul,
be available to all completing courses
and passing expminaticns in either
philosophy, higher mathematics, economics, or any of 200 other subjects.
School supplies, besides supplementary textbooks of reference, are furnished each student. Examination will be
taken with Red Cross representatives
as monitors. New courses will be added
on request of the students. No tuition
is charged.
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"RECENT APPOINTMENTS
The Very Reverend Visitor has announced the following
appointments:
Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brow.
St. Vincent de Paul
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the Catholic Students' Mission Crusade.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

In fifteen years the DE ANDREIN has come a long way.
We, members of St. Vincent's Family, now have a paper
that is a bond between our houses and among our friends.
Making this bond as strong as possible is the only aim of
the present staff.
Anything that you, our readers, can do to help in the publication of this paper we will appreciate. Your contributions
in every shape and form, whether money, "copy," or criticisms, are sorely needed. We must print what you give us,
with what you give us, and in the way that you give us.
The DE ANDREIN is your paper.

SUMMER AT THE SEMINARY
The Students, to be sure, missed their camp this summer.
Only three classes know from experience what they missed but
the others have heard so much about "the days at camp"
that they realize their loss almpst as well. With no camping
season to write about we substitute a short account of what
happened here at the Seminary.
The most evident accomplishment of the summer is the
concrete walk that stretches from the steps of the faculty
building to and around the Mound. The walk is seven and a
half feet wide on the straight runs and five and a half
on the circles around the Mound and the Guardian Angel
statue and on the arms extending toward the Scholasticate
and Novitiate. An estimated 10,513 square feet was laid.
With one of the driest summers in years-we did not
have a good rain from the first part of June till the first part
of September-there was comparatively little work on the
farm. The only exception to this was afforded by the
abundant tomato crop.
The library has been undergoing a technical reorganization for the past several years. This summer much progress
was made in the work; so much so that the library with all
its books, catalogues, and indices, is pearing complete order.
In addition to this 620 new books were entered.
The bindery, archives, and general upkeep of the institution furnished sufficient activity to make the summer
fly by. When classes began on the eleventh of September the
Students were ready and fit for them. The summer being

well spent we now pray and work that the school term may
be successful in the fullest measure.

St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Mo.
Rev. James McDonnell, C.M.
Rev. Maurice Kane, C.M.
Rev. Charles Rice, C.M.
St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Rev. Maurice J. Singleton, C.M.
Rev. Myles P. Moynihan, C.M.
Rev. Cary Newsum, C.M.
St. Vincent's, St. Louis, Mo.
Very Rev. Timothy J. Flavin, C.M.
Rev. Emmett A. McDonnell, C.M.
Rev. George O'Malley, C.M.
Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.
Rev. Simon Smith, C.M.
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary, St. Louis, Mo.
Rev. Orlis North, C.M.
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo.
Rev. Ignatius A. Foley, C.M.
St. Vincent's Church, Los Angeles, Calif.
Very Rev. James F. O'Dea, C.M.
Rev. Donald Fallon, C.M.
'
Rev. John E. Modde, C.M.
Rev. Charles Saunders, C.M.
Rev. William G. Ward, C.M.
St. Katherine's Church, New Orleans, La.
Very Rev. Willis F. Darling, C.M.
St. Joseph's Church, New Orleans, La.
Very Rev. Marshall J. Le Sage, C.M.
Rev. Thomas A. Lilley, C.M.
Rev. Frederick Marsch, C.M.
Rev. Francis Pennino, C.M.
St. Stephen's Church, New Orleans, La.
Rev. John J. Casey, C.M.
De Paul Sanitarium, New Orleans, La.
Rev. William M. Hopp, C.M.
Los Angeles College, Calif.
Rev. Charles Barr, C.M.
Rosati Hall, Chicago, Ill.
Very Rev. Edmund R. Vohs, C.M.
De Paul University, Chicago, Ill.
Rev. Edmund J. Cannon, C.M.
Rev. Thomas W. Connolly, C.M.
De Paul Academy, Chicago, Ill.
Rev. Francis J. Watterson, C.M.
Rev. James J. McHardy, C.M.
Rev. Walter Cook, C.M.
Rev. Francis O'MaIley, C.M.
St. Patrick's Church, La Salle, Ill.
Very Rev. Eugene E. McCarthy, C.M.
Holy Trinity Church, Dallas ,Texas
Very Rev. Michael Dillon, C.M.
Sacred Heart Church, Cotulla, Texas
Rev. Louis Coyle, C.M.
St. Paul's Hospital, Dallas, Texas
Rev. Stephen J. Depta, .CVM.
St. John's Seminary, San Antonio, Texas
Rev. Emmett E. Darby, C.M.
Rev. Bernard Degan, C.M.
Rev. Edward Riley, C.M.
St. Thomas Seminary, Denver, Colo.
Rev. Daniel J. McHugh, C, M.
Rev. Bert Cunningham, Q,%.
Vincentian House of Studies, WVshpngton, D. C.
Rev. Harold J. Guyot, C.,,
Rev. Robert F. Coerver,
M,.
Rev. Marion L. Gibbons, CtM.
Rev. Francis Hynes, C,M,
St. Thomas Church, Long Beach, Mi4gs.

Rev. John J. Martin, C,M,
United States Navy
Rev. William A. Flynn, Q.D,.
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Lt.-Col. Preston Murphy and the 85th
Fr. Preston P. Murphy, C.M., was one
of the first of our Province to enter the
service for this war, beginning his active duty May 6, 1941, as First Lieutenant at Ft. Sheridan, Ill. He was promoted to Captain, to Major, and finally
to Lieutenant Colonel in October, 1943.
Late in the month he sailed overseas
with his division, the 85th, and landed
in North Africa. April found him in
Italy where his baptism of fire took
place the following month when the
Italian drive began. The 85th was
reported to be on the west flank of the
5th Army along the Tyrrheanian Sea,
capturing Formia, Terracina, etc.
Traveling in a sturdy jeep along
roads lined with cheering people Chaplain Murphy entered Rome June 5.
After stopping to visit the Church of
St. John in Latern he went on to St.
Peter's and said Mass at the altar of
St. Gregory the Great. In the afternoon
his jeep honked and butted its way
through 50,000 milling, festive Italians
gathered in the Concourse of St. Peter's
until it came to rest in a favcrite position beneath the balcony over the
great door of St. Peter's.
In the mellow part of a sweet summer day, it was 5:30 P. M., the deep,
rich bells of St. Peter's began to throb
over the great throng, continuing for
fifteen minutes and then gradually
silencing. The people clapped and.
cried "Papa, Papa"! The double glass
door opening onto the balcony moved
ajar. An excited cry of pleasure arose
frcm the crowd, and handkerchiefs
waved with added exhuberance. The
doors swung wide and a plumed attendant came out and stood at the left
of the microphone. Then framed in
the dusk of the doorway was the tall,
lean, white clad figure of His Holiness
Pius XII. Wave upon wave of exultant acclaim rolled over the crowd,
beat against the walls of the great
horseshoe and echoed back. The Holy
Father raised his hands for silence,
and then in a clear, strong voice, vibrant with feeling, he spoke felicitations to his children on their liberation
through the providence of God and the
Blessed Virgin. Each time he paused
for a breath the people cheered wildly.
When he had finished speaking he gave

LT.-COL. PRESTON MURPHY
(COURTESY

OF DE PAULIAN)

bishop Spellman and the Field Mass at
which he was celebrant.
Chaplain
Murphy was in charge of the arrangements and was one of the Archbishop's
escort to the assembly area. The
Archbishop with five padres distributed
Communion close to an hour. Of the
5,000 who attended, all of whom were
Catholics, 3,500 went to Holy Communion, being led by two generals. At
the end of the Mass His Excellency

NINE DEACONS
ORD
- ZX
. AA
ORYJL%ATNT
IA TIT%.T)
Perryville, Mo.- On September 21,
1944, nine Deacons were ordained by
the Most Reverend George J. Donnelly,
Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, during
the celebration of Mass in the Church
of the Assumption.
Reverend
Messrs. Charles Welter,
Clarence Bogetto, Raymond White,
Henry Piacitelli, Dimond Ryan, Alvin
Burroughs, Thomas Wesner, Anthony
Falanga, and Warren Dicharry, all of
the Congregation of the Mission, made
up the group of the ordinands.
Afterwards, from the predella, Bishop
Donnelly offered his congratulations to
the ordained. To all present, he addressed a brief exhortation, using the
text: "They shall net appear before me
with empty hands."
The world is spending countless hours
tabulating, analyzing, and recording
the minutest trivia of its daily commerce. But the impcrtant thing, the
Bishop told us in his direct and lively
style, is being overlcoked in its concern
with the overdeveloped science of mcdern finance. That important thing
is the care of souls; fcr everybody,
his own; for the priest, the souls, also,
of all in his care. "Work, yes, wcrk
by all means! But let it be for eternity."
spoke to the men: "I have traveled frcm
the Aleutians to India, but have never
seen anything quite like this. I shall
never forget it."
As much as he likes his 85th Division,
Chaplain Murphy wrote: "Sure will be
glad to get back to St. Vincent's Division."

the Apostolic Blessing and turned to
leave. The throng implored, "Papa, Papa"! He came back three times, his
hands raised in benediction.
Shortly afterwards Chaplain Murphy
had the added privilege of a private
audience with the Holy Father as a
special envoy of the 85th Division.
September 9 Chaplain Murphy wrote
that the 85th had been taking it easy
during the past few weeks. The outstanding event was the visit of Arch-

VIEW OF THE QUADRANGLE AT THE BARRENS
WITH THE NEW CEMENT WALK
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"GOING MY WAY", TRIBUTE TO CONFRERE Chaplain Thompson
Hollywood, August 16.-Leo McCar- preacher and a great Irishman." The
In South America
ey, producer, director and writer of the priest was also a great champion of
record-breaking Paramount picture,
"Going My Way," related for the first
time today that the role of Father
Chuck O'Malley in the film, played
by Bing Crosby, was derived from a
real-life Father O'Malley-the late
Rev. Martin J. O'Malley, (C.M.) of St.
Louis.
McCarey's family \vas born in St.
Louis and was friendly with Father
O'Malley when the latter was teaching
at Kenrick Seminary in St. Louis
County. From 1926 to 1932 Father
O'Malley served as pastor of St. Vincent's Church in Los Angeles, and dur-.
ing this time McCarey was one of his
parishioners.
The two bdcame fast
friends and McCarey declares he will
never forget this vivid personality "who
was a dynamic leader, an outstanding

boys, and in many of these respects
there is a slight parallel between him
and the character in the film.
However, it must be admitted, Father
O'Malley of St. Louis was no composer. It was poetic license, so to speak,
that Hollywood used in adapting the
role to fit Crosby's presentation.
After returning to St. Louis from
Los Angeles, Father O'Malley became
rector of Kenrick Seminary. He was
never advised by McCarey that "Going
My Way" was to be a tribue to their
friendship, never told that Crosby was
to portray him on the screen. It was to
have been a complete surprise to him.
However, shortly before the film was
completed Father O'Malley died-last
September 29.-(Courtesy St. Louis
Post-Dispatch.)

MOTOR MISSIONS
VISIT NEW TERRITORY

FIFTH SUMMER AT
MISSION SCHOOL

Three groups of Motor Missioners
left the Barrens late in June for six
weeks of street preaching in the rural
districts of Central and Southeast Missouri. This year the missioners visited
new territory conducting street missions in and about Jefferson City and
in several towns of Lincoln County.
Everywhere the missioners were hospitably received, and their talks were
welcomed with enthusiasm.
The series of missions in and around
Jefferson City was carried out by Rev.
Richard Gieselman, C.M., and Rev.
Mr. Thomas J. Wesner, C.M. This unit
had occasion to visit six localities, giving a week's mission at each place.
They addressed large audiences nightly,
answered scme 350 questions, and distributed over 90 application cards for
the Correspondance Course.
Working in Lincoln County, in and
around Troy, Missouri, were Rev. James
J. McHardy, C.M., and Rev. Mr. Clarence Bogetto, C.M. The preachers were
afforded excellent support by the Catholics and non-Catholics alike in the
towns they visited. One resident pastor
proudly referred to the visiting motor
missioners as "the modern St. Pauls who
have been addressing you this week."
In the localities visited by this mission band, good-size crowds attended.
The "modern St. Pauls" replied to 250
questions that were placed in their
Question Box, and they passed out 80
applications for instructions-by-mail.

Fifty-Eight Negro children, a record
enrollment, attended summer school at
Holy Family Church at Cape Girardeau, Missouri, to be taught Catholic
doctrine and prayers by two members
of the Oblate Sisters of Providence.

At present Chaplain James Thompson is carrying on his duties at a Naval
Base somewhere in South America,
where a new office has just been furHis duties consist of
nished him.
handling the library, athletics and all
fcrms of recreation in addition to his
religious duties with the men. With
these activities and also trying to familiarize himself with the Portuguese
language, Padre Thompson has his
hands full.
Recently he had occasion to attend
oren-air novena services in a Cathedral that is new and still only half
finished as to its outer structure. The
lack of a roof did not seem to hinder
the devotion of the people and their
Archbishop, for the services, consisting of prayers, hymns and two sermons in honor of the Pope were inspiring. In Father Thcmpson's opinion the Portuguese know how to "do a
novena." WhSn they pray aloud, they
really give out. As they recited the
prayers of the novena the walls of the
Cathedral reverberated with the sound
of their voices.

DE PAUL VICE PRESIDENT

Supported by the Catholic Rural Life
Conference, Holy Family mission, conducted, until recently, by Father W. F.
Darling, C.M., for its fifth consecutive
summer, was enabled to offer instruction to children who attended public
schools during the year.
During the summer term the pupils
learned the Latin responses for the
"Missa Recitata," as well as the Gregcrian "Missa Recitata,"
The Parish bus, provided by the
Cathclic Rural Life Conference, will
again be available this fall for the sixty pupils to attend classes the year
round.
visited the Malden Air Base. Typical
of the kindness extended these missioners was that of a Church of God
minister who went out of his way to
do all he could for the Catholic Street
Preachers in order to make their mission a success. This unit addressed
sizeable audiences each evening and
answered over 300 questions about the
Faith.

In Southeastern Missouri, working
from New Madrid, Missouri, Rev. Francis Hynes, C.M., Rev. Bernard Degan,

The applications for the Correspondence Course indicate that the summer
Motor Missions were a grand success.
May God continue to bless this work
of the community and grant His
abundant graces for its successful con-

C.M., and Rev. Mr. Dimond Ryan, C.M.,

tinuance and expansion in future years.

Courtesy of New World

Rev. E. J. Kammer, C.M.,

(above).

has been appointed to succeed the Rev.
Daniel McHugh, C.M., as vice president
of De Paul University. Fr. Kammer
has been affiliated with De Paul aince
1941, when he served as professor of
sociology and chairman of the department of sociology. Since 1943 he has
been dean of the college of Liberal Arts.

DE PAUL INAUGURATES
NEW COURSE
Chicago:-In conjunction with the
new Illinois legislation requiring greater emphasis on physical education in
all public schools, De Paul University
opened on September 20 a department
of health and physical education to
train qualified teachers. The courses
offered are also designed to train competent men and women to serve Chicago public playgrounds, beaches and
parks.
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TEXAS SCHOOLS GIVE RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION
After completing ten years as pastor at St. Vincent's Church, Chicago,
Father Michael M. Ries, C.M., was
changed to the Archdiocese of San Antonio where he was placed in charge
of the Sacred Heart parish in Cotulla.
Rapidly he oriented himself to his
new surroundings and in a short time
made many new friends. And, before
long, he discovered that, although
Sacred Heart Parish had been estab-.
lished for the previous sixty years and
had a resident priest for the ten years
prior to his arrival, there was still
much pioneer work to be done.
MANY PLANS

Immediately he set to work. In his
spare time he studied Spanish. With
the help of thirty parishioners he organized the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine. During the first summer he conducted, with the help of
three sisters of the Sacred Heart of St
Jacut from San Antonio, a religious va.
cation school.
To conduct this latter was extremely difficult. The children had to accustom themselves toa sister's habit and
classes had to be held in church, in a
garage and even in the shade back of
the church. Despite these hardships
the results were inspiring. 175 children enrolled, of whom 75 made their
First Holy Communion.
During these first few months Father planned numerous other projects,
such as: the enlarging of the tiny
rectory, the refinishing of the church,
the permanent employment of sisters
as teachers of catechism and the laying of foundations for religious instructions in the public schools. All
these plans have materialized.
STATE LAW

The most significant of these plans
is the last named, the laying of foundations for religious instructions in public schools. In May, 1942, Father Ries
arranged for a meeting with the
Methodist, Baptist and Presbyterian
ministers. Here it was decided to present to the city superintendent and
the school authorities a united front
for application for release time and
induction of religion courses into the
public schools of Cotulla. In other
words, they decided to appeal to these
authorities to give each child one hour
a week to devote to the study of religion. Since many obstacles had to
be surmounted, as, for example, the
breaking down of prejudice, their job
was a slow, arduous one. Their joinT,
efforts, however, were crowned by the
passing of a state law whereby students are given released time and the
ministers may go into the classrooms
and teach the children of their denominations according to the dogma of

their creed, if there are no objections

voiced by the denominations concerned.
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED

For the 1942-1943 school year this
law was passed too late. During the school year, 1943-1944, the ministers would have used the privileges
accorded by the law but someone objected and they were invited to hold
their, classes outside of the classrooms
and off the school premises. For the
Catholic children of Cotulla this was
a great inconvenience. There was no
parochial school and the church was
the only place where class could be
held. To get to church the children
had to walk ten blocks and cross the
railroad tracks and highway twice for
each class.
Meanwhile, the public high school
program was not faring any better, although the city superintendent had
granted time for religious instructions
and had accredited the religion class
which was to be taught for one hour
each day. Since it was an elective
course, many students could not participate because it interfered with their
schedules. Too, the students who were
able to take the one year course had
no religious instructions for the other
three years, which was not at all desirable. As a result of these complications, Father Ries was forced to conduct religion classes for the high school
students in the church each evening.
Still the attendance was low.
PROBLEMS SOLVED

In the face of all these difficulties
Father did not give up hope and before long his prayers were answered.
This past summer one of his parishioners gave him two lots 125 feet deep
with an 80 foot front just 80 feet from
the public elementary school where
most of the Catholic children are enrolled. Spurred on by this donation
and a check from the Catholic extension Society of Chicago, he visited a
"ghost town," where a friend gave
him the lumber of three deserted
buildings, and hired some local masons
to construct a red tile building-30x80
feet. This building, which will be opened sometime this month, will serve
as a school with four clasrooms and a
kitchen and can be converted into a
ccmmunity hall.
Thus, the elementary school problem
is solved. As for the high school, things
have also changed. After a conference
with the state superintendent about
the high school situation, Father Ries
called a meeting of the board of ministers, the city superintendent and the
high school superintendent.
The results were gratifying. The same Scripture course as offered the students before will be used this year but is now
a four-year course. There will be class
recitations once a week in a regular

classroom and each minister will come

REV. M. M. RIES, C.M.
Courtesy

ol Alamo Register

to the school and teach the students of
his own denomination, using the outlines of the Texas Syllabus. Furthermore, this course is accredited with a
major junior college credit for four
years and with a minor for two years.
To have the right system of educating the public school pupils adopted
according to law and put into working
order required two years of consideration, planning, meetings and experimentation. All of .this, which has
marked an outstanding advancement
in the field of religious education in
the public school system, was due,
largely, to the untiring efforts of Father Michael M. Ries, C.M.

BIBLICAL CONVENTION
HELD AUGUST 22-23
On August 22 and 23 the Catholic
Biblical Association held its annual
meeting at St. Mary's Of The Woods
College, Notre Dame, Indiana. The
main issue dealt with the impetus to be
given the traislation of the Scriptures frcm the original languages.
At the convention Father Joseph
Lilly, C.M., was elected General Secretary of the Biblical Association for
the third time, Father Gilmore Guyot,
C.M., was elected Associate Editor of
the Biblical Quarterly, Father W. Keneally, C.M., who read a paper on the
encyclical "Divino Afflante Spiritu,"
was made a member of the committee
for the popularization of the Holy
Scriptures and Father Owen J. Quigley, C.M,, was elected an active member of the Association. Other confreres present were: Fathers James McGlinchey, C.M., and Sylvester Taggart,
C.M., of the Eastern Province, and
Fathers D. W. Martin, C.M., and James
Fischer, C.M., of the Western Province.
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Navy Chaplain Talks With Students
Perryville, Mo., Sept. 12-In an informal talk with the Students today
Father Joseph Edwards, C.M., now a
Lieutenant of the United States Navy,
gave a sketchy and yet revealing and
interesting picture of Chaplain work.

night. He couldn't sleep for his conscience was bothering him. He came to
the chapel, and God, disposing all

Chaplain Edwards has been stationed at Great Lakes for the past thirteen and a half months. Recently he
had received his assignment to the
U.S.S. General Leroy Eltinge. He seemed anxious to get aboard ship.
At his departure from Great Lakes Father Edwards was Senior Chaplain. He
told us of his work in the hospital and
among the men. For the Navy he had
words of hieh praise-it was a magni.ficient institution with excellent per-,
sonnell, and one would be surprised at
the number of frequent communicants.
But it was in speaking of the Chaplain
Corrs that Fr. Edwards became really
enthusiastic. He had found in it a
most exemplary group of priests. The
ideal of the Catholic priesthood shines
out in them in an arresting manner.
Their work is so delicate and so important that they are destined for attention. Fr. Edwards assured us that we
would find much prejudice destroyed
because of the Chaplains' conduct duing this war.
The students were laughing during
most of the talk because Chaplain Edwards, was telling them of the amusing side of this life-of his adventures
with his roommate, of his training to
abandon ship and wear the gas mask,
of navy practices and usages so strange
to one who is a priest and religious.
In concluding, however, Fr. Edwards
asked for our prayers for himself and
the other chaplains, and for their boys.
The life and work is rugged and tough,
and this not so much physically as
mentally. The strain of leaving home
and all that's dear, the worry of a sick
conscience, the fear of what is to come,
all of these are troubles for the Chaplain. His work is to settle minds, h"e
they Jewish, Protestant or Catholic, by
his tact, his natural gifts, and his supernatural powers. Grace is needed in
every case, and for that grace Chaplain
Edwards most earnestly asked our
prayers.
One evening, Fr. Edwards said, he
was working late in one of the wards
of the hospital at Great Lakes. At
eleven-thirty he was going to his room
when the thought came to him to go
to the chapel to see if everything was
prepared for the Mass the next morning. When he switched on the lights he
was surprised to find a sailor kneeling
in the chapel.
,

"Padre, will you hear my confession?"
A sailor who had been away from the

sacraments for years c.me back that

NEWS FROM CHINA
September 20 the Very Reverend Visitor received a cablegram from Father
William Stein, C.M., stating that the
vicariate has been closed indefinitely
although it is quiet and all the confreres are well.
In view of this announcement Fathers Vincent Smith, C.,
M., and Herbert Vandenburg, C.M., will
not return to China at this time as had
been planned.
Fathers William Stein, C.M., and
William Glynn, C.M., are acting as
auxiliary chaplains to the American
Forces in their districts. In addition to
having plenty of work to do the Chaplains have the added comfort of being
able to eat nourishing American food
and procure little luxuries like cigarettes, candy and personal articles at
the Post Exchange.

LT. JOSEPH EDWARDS
(COURTESY

OF DE PAULIAN)

things, worked mightily thru his minister.
Such workings of divine grace are the
obvious result of prayer, perhaps our
prayer.

CONGRATULATIONS!
During the summer months several
men were received into the Novitiate;
four pronounced their Good Purposes
on the Feast of Holy Founder: and
three pronounced their Holy Vows during the month of September. Our sincerest congratulations to these men.
VOWS: Messrs. Bruce Vawter, C.M.,
Thomas Parrott, C.M., and John Farris,
C.M.
GOOD PURPOSES: Messrs. Martin
McHugh, N.C.M., Raymond Keilner,
N.C.M., Carl Callier, N.C.M., and Robert Olker, N.C.M.
RECEIVED: On July 18.
Messrs.
Gerald Gaines, N.C.M., William McCarthy, N.C.M., and Donald Ryan,
N.C.M. On September 14: Mr. William
Gannon, N.C.M.

NECROLOGY
The suffrage numbers for October are 46 to 50 inclusive.
In your prayers please remember the mother of Father Oscar
Huber, C.M.; the father of Fathers Bernard and Norbert Miller,
C.M.; the father of Father Patrick Mullins, C.M.; the father of
Father Richard Lang, C.M.; the
mother of Father Orlis North,
C.M.; the sister of Father Edward Brennan, C.M.; the nephew of Bishop Misner, C.M., D.D.;
and the brother of Mr. Rudolph
Miller, N.C.M.

Father Altenburg tells us that the
nine priests and our Bishop Quinn.
C.M., in the Vicariate of Yukiang,
Kiangsi, were in good health and high
spirits when he left them last June.
Fr. Louis Bersewell, C.M., wrote in June
that his health is better than it has
been in some time and that he is gaining weight.
Fr. William Stein, C.M., writes in a
letter dated Sep: 1: "Fr. Glynn was successfully operated on for appendicitis
and is feeling well again. I have seen
him only once since we left the Vicariate ....... The job here is a real vacation fcr me. Our Catholic boys really appreciate a priest in their midst.
Have just returned from a trip by truck
into the mountains to visit a camp
where no priest has been for six mo.nhs.
All the Catholics there went to Mass. I
will hear the rest of their confessions
two weeks frcm now ..... I am kept
busy with three Masses on Sundays,
catechstical instructions and other
pertinent duties.....Please say a little
prayer for all of us over here."
Mail is now
by A.P.O. His
Rev. William
Headquarters
APO 627

delivered to Father Stein
address is:
C. Stein, Chaplairi,
Adv. Sec. No. 1, SOS

c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

Vincentian Bishop
in South America
Most Reverend Bernard Botero, C.M.,
was consecrated Bishon of Santa Marta, Columbia, South America, August
24. The new Bishop is a member of the
Columbia Province; bcrn in 1891, he
was received into the Comnmunity in

1910. For the past, six years His Excellency had been rector of the Consiliar Seminary at Tunja, Columbia.
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Daughters of Charity News
The new successor to Sister Paula as
Visitatrix of the Daughters of Charity
in the Eastern Province is Sister Isabelle Toohey.
Sister Stella,
Sister-Servant
at
O'Conner Sanitarium in San Jose, Cal.,
celebrated her golden jubilee on September 8. Fr. J. J. Cronin, C.M., sang
the Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving, and
the sermon was preached by Monsignor
Maher. The Apostolic Blessing from
the Holy Father was given at the ceremony.
Sister Marguerite Harrington, formerly stationed at St. Stephen's School in
New Orleans, Louisiana, is now the
new Sister Servant at St. Vincent's
School in San Francisco, California.
"The Louise", a boarding residence
for working girls and business women
conducted by the Daughters in New
Orleans, celebrated their 24th anniversary last month. As part of the

CRUSADE COURSES
The number of "Instructions by
Mail" given by the Students during the
summer months was unusually large
this year. Due to vacations, farm work,
war work and the hot weather the
correspondence was slack in comparision to the winter months, but yet it
more than doubled that of last summer.
The total number of tests handlec~
was 234. Instructions were begun with
44 new correspondents, and 15 pupils
were graduated. From the letters of
the summer it was ascertained that the
Crusade Courses were largely responsible for at least 4 conversions.
The statistics for the month of September are: total number of tests
handled, 88; new correspondents, 6;
graduates, 12; conversions, 2.
Besides the courses in fundamental
Catholic doctrine based on the text,
"Fr. Smith Instructs Jackson," by
Bishop Noll and Rev. Lester Fallon,
C.M., the Students give courses in the
Sacrifice of the Mass with the text,
"The Treasures of the Mass," and an
advanced course in Christian Doctrine,
using "Chapters in Religion," by Rev.
Carleton Prindeville, C.M. The largest
correspondence by far is handled for
the "Smith" course, with the other two
courses serving as supplementary and
advanced matter.
With letters arriving from every
quarter of the globe as correspondents
move with their military divisions, the
Students with their Crusade Courses
feel a special fittingness in calling upon
the patron of their work, The Little
Flower of Jesus, "Patroness of All Missions." May she deign to help so that
these letter-missions may prosper and
gain new converts everywhere.
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ceremony of celebration a one-hundred
dollar VWar Bond was presented to the
Sisters for "The Louise". Sister Gertrude who is in charge accepted the
War Bond and thanked the guests for
their kindness and loyalty to the Louise
Home.
Rev. Salvator M. Burgio, C.M., VicePostulator for the Cause of Mother Seton, has asked the fervent prayers of
all the Daughters and devotees of
Mother Seton for a "special intention"
that has particular reference to the
advancement of the Cause.
Funeral services for Sister Serena
McCafferty were held in the Marillac,
chapel on the morning of September
18. Sister Serena was a Daughter of
Charity for 37 years, and in the course
of her life served at Charity Hospital,
New Orleans, Catholic social center,
Chicago, and Mullanphy hospital, St.
Louis. May she rest in peace.

STUDENT-NOVICE
BASEBALL GAME
Perryville, Mo., Oct. 1.-You don't
watch a game intensely when your
team is way ahead or is trailing hopelessly. But no matter how the contest
progresses, 2-0, 5-1, or 17-1, the players
on the field have always had to compete with "grandstand" attractions.
This year a Mitchell Bomber swooped
to fly ball height, circled the bases
twice, and climbed over the orchard to
the East. You heard the elderly confrere who shared your bench noting this
modern touch and comparing it with
days when the Fathers Moore, Henry,
Leo, and Martin, were comfortable in
baseball spikes. Big league ball intrudes
even here. The Student-Novice box
score becomes interspersed with scores
of the Browns and Detroit. With the
unfair distraction of mid-game refreshments the Captains fight hard to
keep their teams on the field and their
men at bat.
Spectators grow even less aware of
the uniforms as the ninth inning approaches. "Separation" won't come
again until Christmas. Faces of men
across the quadrangle you've missed
thus far come up, and you call excited,
warm greetings. Perhaps you have forgotten the game completely by now.
The facts of the day are outlined in
the box score below. To this we will
add that Mr. John Vidal pitched excellent ball for the Students, while Mr.
Clarence Miller went the entire route
for the Novices.
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 RHE
001000000 1 23
STUDENTS 0 2 0 0 3 7 0 5 x 17 14 1
Innings
NOVICES

STUDENTS HELP
AT THE "CAPE"
During the last week of August the
Students went to St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., their "Alma Mater," to help with some work there.
Three classrooms and a dormitory had
to be painted before the College openen on the seventh of September. The
Students went in three separate
groups, each for two days.
The Very Rev. Martin Moore, C.M.,
Superior of St. Vincent's College, expressed his gratitude for the help given; in turn the Students wish to thank
him for the genuine pleasure of going
back to "Cape" and the kindness shown
them there.

KENRICK SEMINARY
Last August the citizens of Webster
Groves, Missouri, voted upon a proposal to annex 380 acres to the eastern
and southern boundaries of their city,
368 acres of which are occupied by
Kenrick Seminary. Archbishop John J
Glennon tried to persuade the Council
to drop the proposal, but failing this
he made a direct appeal to the Catholic
citizens of Webster Groves. He pointed
out in a letter of August 14 that the
annexation was of no real profit to
Webster Groves, but on the other hand,
was definitely harmful to the diocesan
Seminary. The proposal was defeated
at the polls the following day by a
vote of 738 to 619.

FIELD DAY
PERRYVILLE, MO.-Sept. 6 brought
the renewal of the annual Field Day
which had been discontinued when the
Summer Camp was closed at the beginning of the war.
Being held on the Seminary grounds
for the first time, it provided an opportunity for a Student-Novice "get
together" with a friendly rivalry to add
zest to the day.
A well organized schedule kept the
long series of events moving without
delay in the morning and afternoon,
leaving almost enough time to work in
a last minute suggestion for a Student-Novice softball game. The game
ended in a 5 to 5 tie.
The winners of the principal events
were as follows: 100 yd. Dash, Mr. A.
Viau, C.M.; Base Running, Mr. W.
Pittman, C.M.; Running Broad Jump,
Mr. A. Viau, C.M.; Standing Broad
Jump, Mr. R. Brennan, C.M.
For those who were speedier of hand

than of foot, a bunco party in the evening offered a restful climax to the
strenuous day.
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BITS OF NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
Fr. George Brennan, C.M., will con-

ST. LOUIS MO.
St. Vincent's Parochial School, the
first permanent parish school in St.
Louis, opened its 100th term this September. St. Joseph nuns have
been
teaching there throughout the one
hundred years.
Fr. Lester J. Fallen, C. M., as direct-

or of the Religious Information bureau
has announced that twenty-six students have been enrolled in the correspondence courses in Catholic Religion as a result of the advertising
campaign of the Knights of Columbus
being carried on in the newspapers of
Missouri.
Twenty-five men were ordained to
the priesthood from Kenrick Seminary
SSeptember 24-25. This is the remainder of the 1944 class, fifteen of whom
were raised to the priesthood in June.
Mr. Thomas Staed, an old friend of
the Vincentians residing in St. Louis
has bequeathed to the Community securities amounting to about $25,000.00.
SAN ANTONIO,

TEXAS

Seven men were ordained deacons
and twelve received minor orders in St.
John's Seminary Chapel, Sept. 21, Archbishop Lucey performing the ceremony.

St. John's enjoy the largest enrollment in its history; 72 students in the
Minor Seminary, and 58 in the Major
Seminary.
In addition to their teaching, Fr. Edward Riley, C.M., is Ass't. Prefect of
Students in the Minor Seminary, Fr.
Bernard Degan, C.M., is Ass't. Director.
of Students in the Major Seminary,
and Fr. Robert Zimney,

C.M..,

is in

charge of El Carmen Church at Losaya.
PERRYVILLE, MO.
Fr. George Yager, C.M., has been appointed assistant pastor in charge of
the mission parish at Highland, Mo.
St. Vincent's High School lost its
first football game of the season to
Eugene Coyle High of Kirkwood, Mo.
by a score of 27-0 Sept. 24. Fr. James E.
McDonnell, C.M., is in charge of the
team.
EVANSTON, ILL.
Fathers Gerard Stamm, C.M., and
Oscar Miller, C.M., completed during
the summer their courses in speech at
Northwestern University and obtained their Master's degree.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
The Preparatory Seminary has an enrollment of 165 Students this year, 27
of whom board at the Seminary.

tinue his graduate studies at the University of California.
Fr. Donald Fallon, C.M., is in charge

of the Newman Club at the University
of Southern California, succeeding
Fr. Thomas Connolly,

C.M..

LA SALLE, ILL.
Very Rev. Eugene McCarthy, C.M.,
describes the improvements that were
well under way at St. Patrick's when
he came to relieve the Very Rev. Michael Dillon, C.M. A new covering has
been put on the rcof of the church. The
classrooms have been repainted and
the bricks in the walls arcund the
schocl have been taken out and replaced with concrete. With the opening, of school there were 259 pupils in
the eight grades.
CHICAGO, ILL.
The registration of 654 boys at De
Paul Academy is greater by a hundred
than that of last year.
In addition to teaching philosophy at
DePaul University Fr. Thomas Connolly, C.M., is director of Student Activities-Thomas Haggerty is back as
Director of Athletics at the U-Ray
Meyer is still the basketball coach.
The 13th yearly conclave of the National Catholic Evidence conference
held September 12, 13 and 14 at Cathedral Hall, with its topic of discussion being street preaching and openair lectures, had three of our ednfreres as guest speakers.
Fr. Patrick
O'Brien, C.M., treated the subject as
applied to rural districts. Fr. Philip LeFevre, C.M., spoke of the means of
promoting these activities among the
clergy. Fr. Lester Fallon, C.M., epoke
of "Religion by Mail," the natural follow-up to such religious discussions.
On August 10 Very Rev. John Overberg, C.M., spoke at -the-flag raising
ceremony held in the yard of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hartigan to honor
Lieutenant James Patrick Hartigan,
U.S.M.C., who was killed in action on
Saipan Island, July 7, 1944.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Two new side altars dedicated to Our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal and St.
Joseph were installed in St. Vincent's
Church. Very Rev. John Conroy, C.M.,
is pastor of the parish.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.
St. Vincent's College opened Sept. 7
with a registration of 65 students. Fr.
James Saracini, C.M., closed Thirteen
Hours Devotion at Portageville. Mo.,
Sept. 24. Fr. William Ryan, C.M., closed Thirteen Hours Devotions at Charleston, Mo., Sept. 27.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Very Rev. John L. O'Regan, C.M.,
addressed the Metropolitan Council of
the Archdiocesan Union of Holy Name
Societies at its meeting August 14.
Fr. Peter J. Diliberto, C.M., gave a
short talk as guest at the breakfast and
meeting of the Holy Name Society of
St. Joseph's Parish. Fr. Miles Moynihan, C.M., was given a token of the
society's appreciation of his work as
spiritual director. Fr. Moynihan is
transferred to Cape Girardeau, Mo.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
St. John's Seminary has a capacity
enrollment of 104 ...
.The first semester was begun the first of August to
close before Christmas . . . . Eleven
men were elevated to the Deaconate
Sept. 17 by Archbishop Cantwell.
Fathers Daniel Coyne, C.M., James
Stakelum, C.M., and Oscar Miller C.M.,
preached at the Forty Hours Devotion

at St. Clare's Church, Oxnard.
ROME, ITALY
The two miracles required for the advancement of the cause of canonization of Blessed Catherine Labour were
discussed at a recent meeting of the
Sacred Congregation of Rites in the
presence of Cardinal Verde, Relator in
the cause. The Cause of Blessed Catherine and that of Pope Innocent XI are
the two chief causes to be considered
this year by the congregation of
Rites.
FROM THE EAST
Four newly ordained, Fathers Tuneity, C.M. Ryan, C.M., Mul igan, C.M.,
and Hummel, C.M., left for Panama
during the last week of August
September 3 ten men were raised to
the Deaconate and thirteen tonsured
by Bishop Lamb at St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Pa.
The Sisters of Charity at St. David's,
Pennsylvania, opened a new home,
"Our Lady of the Way" on a former
estate consisting of a, house and thirtyfour acres of beautiful land. His Eminence Dennis Cardinal Dougherty
blessed the new home and presided at
the Benediction celebrated by Very Rev.
William M. Slattery, C.M.V.
Niagara University, while maintaining its civilian department on a skeleton basis, is continuing its work of
educating youth for the United States
Government. July 6 saw the arrival
of 306 Aviation Reserves on the campus.
Fr. Frederick Gehring, C.M., has
taken up the duties of Senior Catholic Chaplain at Sampson Naval Training Station. In July he was in charge
of the Solemn Pontifical Military Field
Mass celebrated by Most Rev. William
T. McCarty, C.Ss.R., Military Delegate,
and attended by 16,000 sailors.
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LAUNCHED
SEMINARY BUILDING FUND --DRIVE
-- Miraculous
Medal
Association Starts
Drive

Proposed Architect's Sketch of New Faculty and Library Buildings

The new buildings are to match the Scholasticate and Novitiate
in material and architecturalform. According to the plan, which
is at least tentative, the library building will run east and west and
connect with the southeast wing of the Scholasticate; the faculty
building, at a right angle, will be to the south of the library with
its front facing the east.

FACULTY BUILDING
94 YEARS OLD
Back in the early days the Catholic
settlers of Perryville were visited occasionally by a Trappist priest, Father
Dunand, who lived at Florissant, about
a hundred miles away. When Father
Dunand heard of Bishop DuBourg's
proposal to establish his see in St.
Louis, he instructed the people at the
Barrens to buy property surrounding
their church and offer it to the Bishop
for a college or a seminary. If it was
accepted, the people would be assured
of a priest at all times.
A delegation was sent to Bishop DuBourg at St. Louis with their request.
Bishop DuBourg offered this opportunity to Father Felix De Andreis, Superior of the little band of Vincentian
Fathers who had recently come to
America to work among the poor country people. Father De Andreis sent
Father Joseph Rosati and several other
priests who arrived at the Barrens on
October 2, 1818.
The new Seminary buildings were
not completed when Father Rosati arrived, so he accepted the use of a
house from one of the Catholics of the
(Continued on Page Four)

New Library Needed
That the library is housed in nonfireproof quarters is sufficient reason
for building a new library; for although books may be insured, in many
instances they cannot be replaced.
The necessity of expansion, however,
is another factor demanding a new
and bigger building.
Years ago the library occupied a
small room that is now being used as
a storeroom by the Procurator. Later,
toget more space, it was moved to the
second floor of the Brothers' building,
now the Brothers' recreation hall.
Finally it was moved to its present location, the second floor of the classroom building. In the old days the li(Continued on Last Page)

Under the auspices of the Association of the Miraculous Medal, a Building Fund Drive for St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville, has been launched.
The Drive will run through the year
1945 and is for the purpose of collecting
funds for the building of a Faculty
Building, a Chapel, and a Library. It
is hoped that all the Members of the
Double Family will wholeheartedly support this Building Fund Drive and that
they will strive to arouse the interest
of other friends of the community.
The need for these buildings at St.
Mary's Seminary is very great. The
present Faculty Building is almost a
hundred years old and is unable to
support the considerable repairs that
are needed. The Library today has
long been temporarily housed in a rebuilt portion of the old student building.
It is now too small and unsafe for the
size and the value of the Seminary's
present Library. The present Community Chapel, though serviceable, is likewise
beyond repair. St. Mary's truly stands
in need and is asking for the spiritual
and material support to fulfill this
need.
A folder on the Drive with a Donatinn envelope will be found enclosed
with this copy of the DeAndrein.
Through your help St. Mary's Seminary, the Motherhouse of the Western
Province, will be able to build for the
future and to increase its spiritual activities by sending more laborers to
bring souls to Christ.

NEW CHAPEL FOR MOTHER HOUSE
Situated between the Faculty and
Classrocm buildings, the present Community Chapel has been standing since
the year 1898. Although the Chapel
is still serviceable, it now lacks the
beauty and elevating appearance that
a Seminary chapel should possess.
Gradually, through its forty years of
daily use the chapel has come to a
state in which the floor, walls, sacristies, altar, statues, and light fixtures
need repair or replacement. But to

take care of one need would only make
the others more crying.
A prospective new Community Chapel meets, we are sure, with an enthusiastic response in the hearts of all'
confreres. When a beautiful, soul-inspiring chapel, worthy of a Motherhouse, is erected at the Barrens, one
"must" will be scratched off the list
of every community-minded confrere
in the Western Province.
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS
Rev. Raymond Harvey, C.M.,-Procurator ...of ...the

Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
St. Vincent de Paul
and in the sweat of our brow.

provincial house.

Rev. Francis Kunz, C.M.,-Assistant at St. Thomas

parish, Long Beach, Miss.
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That in due time the name of
the most illustrious son of St. Vincent de Paul in the United States
may come to pious fame, we propose
to devote monthly space to the life,
virtues, and progress of the Cause
for Beatification of the Venerable
Felix De Andreis, after whom this
paper has been named. Confreres
throughout the United States, as
children of this one father, are in+ftystdrl in the CauseI

of his bpatifi-

cation, but we who possess the most precious treasure of
his body buried in our Seminary Church, and who have the
opportunity of praying at his tomb, wish to participate more
actively in this sacred work.
Studying the life of the leader of the first Vincentian
Missionary band in America we can find nothing to oppose
to the question which he asked himself as a youth after
counting through the Roman Martyrology: "Why should
not I be the sixty-sixth St. Felix?" By his labours and heroic
virtues our Venerable confrere has placed the foundation
upon which others may build a case tliat will bring another
Felix to the altars of the Church. This is the work of prayer-prayer to Almighty God that He may see fit to raise up
for the edification of all, but especially of his fellow countrymen, a new St. Felix.
The purpose then of the articles that will follow is to
increase-be it ever so little-the prayers for that cause by
making the Venerable Felix De Andreis better known among
his own confreres, the Daughters of Charity and others whom
the DE ANDREIN reaches.

THANK YOU
The Community Spirit is no myth to us. We
are happy to report a signal response to our first issue.
You expressed your approval and encouragement
too, so there is no mistaking it: you are interested
in the "De Andrein" because you are interested in
the Double Family.
The deadline for "copy" each month is the
twenty-second. But there's never any deadline for
renewing or beginning your subscription.
THE STAFF.
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LETTER FROM SPAIN

I

In the first part of October the Students received a letter from their confreres and fellow students of the Madrid
Province in Spain. The reasonably accurate translation
which follows is interesting and self-explanatory. Recent
troubles in Spain, however, make us anxious about the
good news that this letter reports.
Cuenca, July 9, 1944
To Our Brother Students:
Dear Brothers:
Now that the trying years of our war against the atheistic Communists have passed we are beginnina the reconstruction of our libraries and archives which the Reds
destroyed, and better still we are able to renew our cultural
studies.
The College of St. Paul, (of the Congregation of the
Mission), contains today 65 students of Theology from the
Spanish Provinces. This year 25 new priests have gone to
the altar of God, and four of them have departed for our
houses in Spanish America.
The others have remained here to increase the ranks
of the missionaries in the Peninsula. Now more than ever
the bishops need us and ask our help. May God bless them
and pour streams of grace upon all the cities where the
word of the gospel is being preached.
Spain is beginning to live anew the golden ages of
Christianity; now we see the beneficent influence of the
blood of our martyrs.
In every corner of the Peninsula centers of Catholic
Action are springing up; spiritual soldiers are multiplying
among all classes of the people;' sacerdotal vocations are
increasing and impiety is not only not remaining with us but
is being removed.
Our priests are not sufficient and pray that we will come
soon to help them. However in our Apostolic Schools there
are more than a hundred who are preparing to entsr the
Internal Seminary.
Here in Cuenca the Theologians during their free time
and almost continually during their vacation time, spend
their days studying Missionology. Every month we edit a
magazine, "Queen of the Missions," and we help with our
prayers and writings the spiritual mission among our own
people and those in the countries outside our own land.
We have a fairly good missionary file here, but, as I
have said, the Communists destroyed everything by
fire. We were receiving from the outside ten missionary
magazines, but with the difficulty of communications due to
the war we have not been getting them and we rather boldly
ask you for some again. Now that the mail has been resumed with fairly good regularity we have no doubt but that
they will reach us. We would like to resume correspondence
with our brothers in other countries.
Do not hesitate to write us something about your own
life, your missions, and if you can, something about the
negroes and the infidel redskins. All of these items would
be most interesting to the readers of our magazine.
Fraternally yours in St. Vincent,
Oscar Fernandez, IC.C.M.
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Our Lady, Queen of
130th Infantry
In late September the Miraculous
Medal Association received a letter
from Father Francis Reilly, of the Diocese of Nashville, who is now serving
as Chaplain with the 130th Infantry
Regiment in New Guinea. The purpose of the letter was to notify the
Association that $1000 was being forwarded "as an offering to Our Lady's
Shrine from the Catholic soldiers" of
his regiment.
At the suggestion of his Commanding Officer, "an exemplary Catholic,"
Father Reilly asked "the Catholic soldiers if they would like to have a vigil
light burning for their physical and
spiritual welfare during the coming
year (beginning October 1, 1944)."
Every company of the 130th "went over
the top-result, we would like twentytwo vigil candles to burn for us during the coming year, undoubtedly the
most important of our lives."
Further, he asked that these candles
"be grouped together before Our Blessed Mother's Shrine and together with
your prayers obtain her Maternal protection." And, "... I would like also to

enroll the 130th Infantry in life membership."
As "Padre" Reilly requested, the vigil lights have been grouped together
on one stand in the Shrine and each
candle has a name of one of the detachments. It makes a very impressive
picture and inspires one to strive to
place such confidence, as these Catholic soldiers have, in Mary, Our Mother.

VICE-VISITOR OF
PUERTO RICO DIES
Father Benito Romero, C.M., ViceVisitor of Puerto Rico, passed away
on last September 29, and was buried
the next day. His funeral was well
attended by members of the secular
clergy, religious, and the liity, filling
the new church of St. Vincent's to
overflowing.
Father Romero had been suffering
from severe chronic heart trouble for
the last two or three years. Several
times he appealed to Madrid to be relieved of his duties as superior, but
his request was not granted. Although
at the time his condition was considered critical, he was preparing for a visit
to the United States to attend to some
community affairs and to see if a
change of climate would improve his
health. Shortly after Father Romero
breathed his last, a call cam- from the
airport telling him to report within
three hours with his luggage and papers, for previous reservations had
been cancelled.
God had
disposed
otherwise, however, and the confreres
in Puerto Rico were spared the shock-

of having their Visitor pass away while
traveling alone. They ask for our prayers that his soul may rest in peace.

NEW SUPERIOR OF DE PAUL
NEW
SUPERIOR

NEW

Chicago, 11.-The Very Rev. Michael
J. O'Connell, C.M., LL.D., S.T.D., h4s
been appointed Superior of De Paul
with the Very Rev. Comerford J.
O'Malley, C.M., A.M., S.T.D., being appointed to succeed him as President of
De Paul University. Father O'Conne-l
became a member of the staff of DePaul in 1932 and was made Vice-President and professor of history. In 1931
he was appointed Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and a
year later, President. During Father
O'Connell's term of office the UniverCourtesy Chicago Sun
sity enrollment increased to seven
thousand.
EAST AND WEST
Fathey O'Malley became a member
When the Very Rev. Anthony Fiat,
by official act as Superior General, of the staff in 1934 as a professor cf
divided the one former Province of the Philosophy. Two years later he became
Congregation of the Mission in the Dean of the College of Commerce, and
United States into two separate Pro- in 1934 was made academic coordinator
vinces on Sept. 4, 1888, there was no fcr the Army Specialized Training prodoubt not a Vincentian in America who gram. He is the seventh President of
did not know the dividing line. Today,, the University.
however, fifty-two years later, it will
An informal reception was held on
be real news to most confreres to know Friday afternoon, October 20, in the
that the mark of division set down by executive offices on the fifth floor of
the downtown school to congratulate
the Superior General was the western
a Father O'Malley. The faculties and
is,
boundary of Indiana-that
straight line produced in continuation deans of the various colleges, schools,
and departments of the University
of that boundary to the northern limit were invited to attend the reception in
of the United States and south t"o Alaorder that they might meet the new
president.
bama.
PRESIDENT

CHAPLAIN NEWS
In a letter dated Sept. 4, 1944 Chaplain Vincent B. Winn writes:
"IIave not had much time for writing but want you to know all is well.
I wanted to write before but censorship and the lack of opportunity for
writing prevented me.
"I've enjoyed perfect health and
I am
consider myself fortunate.
thankful to God and again ask the
prayers of the Community for my men
and myself. England, France, and
Belgium-is all I can say about scenes
of activity. The almost hysterical welcome of the people of the liberated
towns and cities in a way repays the
hardships of our men. The spirit of
enthusiasm, I hope, shows a real appreciation of true freedom.
"Father Robert is well and sends
his best wishes to you and to all the
confreres. Likewise Father Piet is well
and asked to be remembered to the
confreres. I had planned on seeing
them again but had no opportunity.
All is well; no damage.
"I was hoping to visit the tomb of
St. Vincent, chez les soeurs, de Chateau
l'Eveque, pres Periguex (Dordogne,) but
no chance. When this is over I will try
my best to make the visit.

"Best regards to all. Again, ask the
prayers of the Community."
Fr. Winn's address is:
Lt. Vincent B. Winn, Chaplain, 0-428354
1171st Engr. Combat Gp.
APO 220 c/o Postmaster, New York,
N. Y.
Lt.-Col. Preston Murphy gives a few
interesting touches from his life with
the 85th Division in Italy. He writes
on Aug. 4, 1944. "We're all well and
happy in this lovely mountain country.
The people here resemble our American
farmers, stable, courteous and hardworking. The religious are to my liking
with that dignity of character and respect of their people that is often lacking back south. Mornings and evenings here top anything I have ever
seen for beauty and comfort, (when
not in the line). The day dawns clear
and sweet even though the world is
Pflame with gun fire and the earth is
red with the blood of smooth faced
Yanks."
Again on the first of September he
writes: "Here in Tuscany it is harvest
time. My tent is under a great apple
tree, and I am kept awake by the continual dropping of apples on the roof.
(Continued on Next Page)
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SOUTH AMERICAN SISTERS STUDYING
HOSPITAL METHODS IN U. S.
TWO DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY VISIT BARRENS
Last May a band of nineteen nuns
of various orders arrived in the United States from South America to
study American Hospital Methods.
This move was part of a general plan
of intercommunication between the
Bishops of the United States and
South America. To date the plan is
working well and the Sisters are stationed at different hospitals throughout the country
Of the group, nine of these Sisters are
Daughters of Charity. The latter are

Rose Billac, the two Daughters now
studying at De Paul Hospital in St.
Louis, recently visited Perryville in
the company of several other Sisters
from the hospital. Sister Helena,
Sister-Servant at St. Vincent's School
in Perryville, as host to the visiting
Sisters, brought them to the Seminary
for a view of the Barrens. The visiting nuns were shown the Seminary
buildings and grounds by the Very
Reverend Superior,' Fr. G. C. LeFevre,
C.M., and Fr. John Zimmerman, C.M.,

Heri-Hodie in Print
Northampton, Pa.-With the October issue the HERI-HODIE, the DE
ANDREIN of the East, again goes to
print. An outgrowth of Community
Chatter which was first sent in 1928
to the confreres in the missions to
keep them informed of the news of
Mary
Immaculate
Seminary, the
HERI-HODIE is just what its name
indicates, a record of the past and
present in Eastern Province Community news. For the first three years the
paper was printed, but for the past
seven it has been coming out in mimeograph form.

FACULTY BUILDING
(Continued from Page One)
Parish. Finally in October 1819 the
new log building was ready for occupation. This primitive structure remained in use until 1850, when it was
moved to make room for our present
faculty building. Father John Lynch,
Superior here at the Barrens at that
time, officiated at the laying of the
cornerstone on Pentecost Monday of
that year.
This present faculty building has
certainly served its purpose through
all these long years but today it is no
longer adequate. In addition to the
fact that the old brick building will
not support necessary permanent reI
pairs, it is not large enough to acPicture of Sr. Marie L(ou iise Monsabre (left) and
commodate all the members of the facSr. Rose Billac taken on t]heir visit to the Seminary
ulty, much less visiting clergy.
The expansion program for the SemSisters Angela Lazo and Catalina RoThe Daughters were deeply imwhen
jas from Guatemala, Sisters Martha pressed by St. Mary's of the Barrenm inary was begun back in 1S25
Novitiate
the
for
broken
was
ground
Maurin and Augustine Tavala from
and expresed their enjoyment in probuilding. A further step was taken in
Peru, Sisters Mary Louise Monsabre
fusive and heartfelt thanks.
the erection of the Scholasticate which
and Rose Billac from Ecuador, Sister
completed in the spring of 1931.
was
Magdalen Vilasco from El Salvador,
A new faculty building adequate for
a.nd Fisters Lucy Duarte and Gen2the needs and conformable to the style
vieve Tokon from Chile.
of the Novitiate and the Scholasticate
As planned, the South American
Fr. F. Coupal, C.M., finished a rewill be another step toward the realSisters first took a course in adminis- treat to the Sisters at Marillac on
ization of the Greater St. Mary's.
tration of hospitals at St. Louis Uni- October 7.
versity last summer. They were then
The School of Nursing of St. Mary's
CHAPLAIN NEWS
assigned to various hospitals around Hospital, Milwaukee, celebrated its
(Continued
from Page Three)
the country for a four-months' course. Golden Jubilee on October 24. Sister
In November the nuns will return to Rose Maguire is the present Sister Ser- Save when I bury our dead I am quite
happy. Danger mixed with a bit of
St. Louis University to discuss and ant at the Hospital.
lonliness has drawn us together into
summarize their experiences.
They
A special news announcement apexpect to return to South America
peared in the latest Mother Seton one fine family. When one of the
next May, thereby completing a year's Guild Bulletin to the effect that the officers had a child dangerously sick
,stay in the United States.
Vice-Postulator, Father ,Burgio, had the others came and got Miraculous
Of the nine Daughters of Charity, just received from the Holy See Medal novena booklets and recited the
two are now studying at each of the through the Apostolic Delegation in prayers each day for the child. During
following hospitals: St. Vincent's Hos- Washington the Remissoral Letters one of our drives a soldier was carried
into our hospital tent. When asked
pital in Los Angeles, St. Joseph's Hoswhich authorize Archbishop Rummel whether he had taken his anti-infecpital in Chicago, and DePaul Hospital of New Orleans to examine with full
tion tablets he said: "No, I gave them
in St. Louis. Three of the Daughcanonical procedure the historic facts to my buddie who was hit worse than
ters are taking courses at St. Vincent's
of the extraordinary cure of Sister I." Then: "Did you put the sulfa powdHospital, Indianapolis. These Sisters Gertrude Korzendorfer. All clients of er on your wound?" He answered:
"No
will return to Marillac for their reMother Seton are urged to redouble another buddy near me needed it."
treat sometime in December.
After their prayers during the session of the
this they will probably be assigned to Apostolic Court which begins on Novful conclusion and bring the Beatifiother hospitals in the East and South. ember 23. We are asked to pray that cation and Canonization of Mother
Sisters Marie Louise Monsabre and this investigation may have a successSeton closer to accomplishment.

Daughters of Charity
News
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"Padre of the Pacific"

Library Given Valuable Collection
The Estelle Doheny Collection of
American First Editions has been
deeded to the Barrens Library by gift
of Mrs. Estelle Doheny of Los Angeles, California.
Almost eight hundred pieces from
more than three hundred and twentyfive American literati make up this
priced library.
Chief recognition is given to Mark
Twain, represented by approximately
fifty volumes by or about him.
Walt Whitman's place in American
letters is attested by the number of
his works, second to Mark Twain.
Eooth Tarkington, Ring Lardner, and
Jack London recall others in the characteristic American school.. The poets
Holmes, Longfellow, and Whittier occupy conspicuous places in the symposium.
But nearly side by side with Twain
and Whitman for numerical prestige
stands Bret Harte. Lafcadio Hearn,
George Washington Cable, Henry and
William James, and the literary pioneer William Gilmore Simms recall
names now worn smooth on the tongues of young and old America.
Sinclair Lewis, S. E. White, Morley,
Eugene O'Neill answer to the roll of
modern fiction.
One choice volume
brings H. L. Mencken, George Jean

Nathan, and Willard Huntington
Wright together in an analysis of the
European theatre.
For the literary significance alone
this will be invaluable to future students of Americana.
Rare books are
numerous; e. g., a manual of military
tactics, printed in 1783, or the first
edition of the pamphlet form of the
Gettysburg address.
A surprising number of authors left
their signatures behind in books which
were part of their own or others' libraries. Names are found as divergent
as U. S. Grant, and Dorothy Parker;
"Stonewall" Jackson, and Edna St.
Vincent Millay;
Harriet
Beecher
Stowe, and Amy Lowell. There are
'similar mementoes of Francis Scott
Key, written in his bank book; of Mark
Twain, appearing on several items
from his personal memoranda or family correspondence.
One curious item appears among
the standard original leather or board
bindings. It is a work of Lafcadio
Hearn, printed and bound in Japan,
with typical Japanese green cardboard,
and bone fasteners.
The booKs are now being entered
into the accession lists of the Seminary library. After the several months
required for cataloguing they will be
placed on reserve awaiting the erection of the projected library building.

BARRENS HOST TO MAGICIANS
Fr. Paul Lloyd, C.M., entertained the
community in the Barrens Auditorium
in the evening of October 7 with a
display of hand-and-sleeve magic.
Mr. Richard
Wiemeyer,
an
AM
1-1 -ý I ^. --. .1_-..
3
..
. ...
.2
uuitsancing amateur magician of St. Louis, who was
offering his services gratis
to aid Father Lloyd in a
China Missions benefit program to be presented the
-next day in Perryville, concluded the show with an
exhibition from his own expert repertoire.

We thank Flather Lloyd, and are
particularly grateful to Mr. Wiemeyer
and his assistant, Mr. Pfeiffer, for
their generosity.

-

Sampson, N. Y.-If you were listening to one of the Mutual Broadcasting
stations early Sunday afternoon, October 15, you might have heard a fifteen minute program under the direction of Miss Mary Hohm, radio commentator, dedicated to Fr. Frederick P.
Gehring, C.M. The program was entitled "Padre of the Pacific" and
throughout it this name was given to
Fr. Gehring as his proper appellation.
Beginning with a recitation of the
many honors and citations won by
Chaplain Gehring for his work among
the fighting Marines of Guadalcanal
Miss Hohm passed on to a dramatic
recital of the events of Fr. Gehring's
career that have made headline stories in papers throughout the country.
The "Padre of the Pacific" was spoken
of as "the Chaplain who is known to
fighting forces all over the world."
The book based on his work and associations with the Marines of Guadalcanal that he is now writing was also
mentioned. Entitled "Their Hour of
Need," it is to be dedicated to his
cousin, Lt. John Gehring of the Army
Air Corps, who was killed in action in
China.
The citation for the Legion of Merit
honor bestowed upon Chaplain Gehring and signed for the President by
the Secretary of Navy, Frank Knox,
was read at the end of the program.
Besides the laudatory mention of his
outstanding services as chaplain and
morale builder among the Marines of
Guadalcanal there is special attention
paid in the citation to the three voluntary and hazardous expeditions
made by Chaplain Gehring to rescue
and evacuate missionaries from the
smaller islands around Guadalcanal.
Miss Hohm pointed out that Fr. Gehring is the first Navy Chaplain to receive the Legion of Merit award.

- --

~----

Congratulations!
We happily congratulate
Mr. Thomas McIntyre, C.
M., who pronounced his
vows October 18, becoming the sixtieth student.

- -·

Ccurtesy Miraculous Medal Magazine

Father Gehring, one of our Navy Chaplains relates his experiences to the Novices at
St. Vincent's Seminary, Germantown, Pa. On his right is Fr. John Mahoney, former Director of Novices, and on his left, Fr. Walter Dirig, present Director.
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
New Orleans, La.
Fr. William Hopp, C.M., is among the

guest speakers at Our Lady of Lourdes
night school which is being conducted
each Tuesday evening throughout the
fall.
Fr. John L. O'Regan, C. M., led in

the recitation of an Act of Consecration and the Holy Name Pledge at the
Holy Hour of Prayer held at City Park
Stadium under the auspices of the
Metropolitan Council of Holy Name
Societies on Oct. 8.
Washington, D. C.
Studying in Washington and staying
at the house of studies are six men
from the Eastern Province of the Congregation of the Mission in America.
They are: Fathers Bernard Ristucia,
Vincent Galchus, Joseph O'Donnell,
James Brennan, Peter Goldback, and
Michael Mullen.

Another confrere from the east is
Lt. Com. Louis A. Fey, who is chaplain

of the Naval Communications Annex,
Wave Quarters, there in Washington.
St. Louis, Mo.
Fr. Frederick Coupal, C.M., conducted

the retreat -as Marillac Seminary during October.
Fr. Charles McCarthy, C.M., conducted a retreat for the Daughters of Charity in New Orleans from Oct. 20 to 29,
and he will conduct another in Dallas,
Texas, from November 12 to 21.
Fr. Timothy Flavin, C.M., will con-

duct the annual retreat at
Seminary in November.

Kenrick

Denver, Colo.
Fr. John Overberg, C.M., conducts

the annual retreat to the seminarians
at St. Thomas Seminary this fall.

of a four 'or five ton load. Since the
Ford V8 is still doing its work the
truck which the Students rebuilt and
fondly call "U.S.S. Langley," because
of its long and wide bed, will probably
be scrapped.
San Antonio, Texas

Under the sponsorship of the Catholic schools of San Antonio a football
and musical festival was held at Tech
Field, Sunday, Oct. 22, for the benefit
of St. John's Seminary building fund.
A solemn and public procession in
honor of Christ the King was held
at St. John's Seminary, Oct. 29.

Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Fr. Raphael Kuchler, C.M., gave the
annual three day retreat to the students at St. Vincent's College on Oct.
26, 27 and 28. Fr. Robert Corcoran,
C.M., took Fr. Kuchler's place as chaplain at De Paul Hospital, in St. Louis,
during the retreat.
Perryville, Mo.
The Seminary was fortunate in obtaining a new farm truck recently. It
is a powerful Chevrolet model capable

--

FATHER LEO MOORE
RETURNS FROM CHINA
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 30-Our
Chinese Missionary, Fr. Leo
Moore, C.M., has arrived safely
in the U. S. After sixty days of
ocean travel from India he landed
at Baltimore, Md., a little past the
middle of October. He is now
in St. Louis but expects to be in
Perryville in a few days.
We welcome Fr. Moore and regret that the news of his arrival
did not reach us in time to receive more prominent space and
attention in the DE ANDREIN.

Bay St. Louis, Miss.

The S.V.D. students enjoyed the conversation and the informative news
and data on the missions in Panama
given them by

Fr. John

Hild, C.M.,

Superior of the .Vincentian Missions in
the Canal Zone, during his several
days stay at their Seminary.
Camarillo, Calif.
Rev. Walter Quinn, C. M., conducted

the annual seminarians' retreat at St.
John's Seminary, Oct. 28-31.
From the East
In addition to Fr. Daniel McGuilli-

cuddy, C.M., two other confreres recently returned to the United States
fr-m the Chinese Missions. They are:
Fathers William Mason, C.M., and Paul
Lceffler, C.M.
Europe

In a letter of some

time ago to

Fr. Eugenio Comellas, Provincial of the
Barcelona Province- in Spain, -Fr. Ro-

bert wrote: "I have received your letter which gave me the news of your dear
Chicago, Ill.
province; it pleased me very muchDePaul University has 91 discharged We have no news here concerning many
servicemen among its students. Their of our provinces ..... Our Missionaries
age span is from 18 to 49, and their and sisters are working without stint
time in service ranges from 91 days to as good sons and daughters of St. Vin38 months.
cent.
Very Rev. Comerford O'Malley, C.M.,
"But our brothers of Naples and Turhas named a special Board of Athletics
to supervise sports in the academy. in no longer have their beautiful housThe members of this board are: Fr. es; that of Naples has been entirely
William Gaughan, C.M., Fr. Edmund destroyed by aerial bombardments.
Vohs, C.M., Fr. Francis Watterson,
"In France both the priests and the
C.M., and Mr. Thomas Haggerty, the sisters are carrying on their usual work.
Coach.
The Daughters have reorganized their
Fr. Stephen Paul Hueber, C.M., recently assisted at the fiftieth anniver- schools. From time to time we have
sary of a couple he had married.

-
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alarms but at present the two Motherhouses are tranquil and every one is
working with great zeal."
According to the "Revista Catolica"
of Aug. 13, 1944, (as cited by HERIHODIE), the Church of Spain in its
Civil War suffered one of its greatest
losses in its teaching personnel, especially among religious orders. The
Congregation of the Mission had the
eighth largest loss, amounting to fiftyone priests killed.

NEW

LIBRARY NEEDED

(Continued from Page One)
brary was so small that there was no
filing system employed; the Students
and priests knew what books were there,
and where. Today the situation is
far different, with the library now containing 21,000 volumes, 1,000 of which
have been acquired in the last two
years. In order that this work of expansion may continue and eventually
give St. Mary's Seminary a library
completely adequate to carry out its
wcrk of training priests a new library
building is required.
In a new building space would be
given to a rare book room containing
at least 100 valuable, rare volumesthe highly illuminated "Book of Hours,"
and the "Biblia Sacra Latina," dating
back to the 13th century, to mention
two. Because of their value, these books
are now kept in the fireproof Students
building. The rapidly growing DeAndreis-Rosati Archives would also be enclosed properly and adequately in the
new building.
The library and its annexes have had
a natural growth, year by year; the
Seminary must now make one large
step of expansion as adaptation.

NECROLOGY
Fr. Benito Romero, C.M., Vice
Visitor of Puerto Rico, who died
in the 53rd year of his age,
the 38th year of his vocation.
The suffrage numbers for November are 51 to 55 inclusive.
In your charity please remember in your prayers: the Father
of Fr. Edward Neels, C.M.,; the
Brother of Fr. Ignatius Foley,
C.M.,; the Mother of Mr. Roger
Sullivan, N.C.M.

a
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PHILOSOPHERS
HONOR PATRONESS
A sunlit oratory with a kneeling
maiden silhouetted against colorful
leaded windows set a prayerful stage
background before which the two classes of Philosophers presented their annual program in the evening of November 25, feast of St. Catherine of
Alexandria, Patroness of Philosophers.
Three papers were read, with an interlude by the Falso Bardoni, singing
a new "a capello" Tantum Ergo. Fr.
John Kearney, C.M., Professor of
Philosophy, in his Allocution, suggested the return to the kind of Catholic
Action which converted pagan Rome.
"Their success," he said, "came from
a true appreciation of the cooperation
between infused virtue of the supernatural order, and the continual efforts
to practice it."
Mr. John Richardson, C.M., in the
first paper, discussed the Church's wisdom in selecting as Patroness of Philosophers, not one of the numerous
learned saints, known as Doctors, but a
virgin-martyr, whose intelligence wqs
eternally fruitful because she was humble.
"Logical Truth" was treated by Mr.
James Towns, C.M. Beginning with
the lowest form of knowledge, he procreded through the several operations
of the intellect until explicit and perfect
judgment is obtained, setting forth the
superiority of the judgment over the
simple reception of an object.
The final paper, by Mr. John Lenihan, C.M., was concerned with the
harmful effects of modern sensate culture on the intellectual powers. Showing it to be an impediment to the reception even of divine truth, he brought
forward confirmatory passages from
such authors as Belloc, Leen, and Aclred Graham.
Rev. Mr. Dimond Ryan, C.M., conducted the Falso Bardoni.

Christmas at Barrens
For the benefit of the confreres who
are planning to spend a few days with
us at Christmas we publish what the
Students have planned for the week.
On Christmas night there will be a
play. The minstrel will be staged on
the afternoon of the 27th. Another
play will be presented on the evening
of the 29th. The last of the entertainments is scheduled for the evening of
the New Year's day when there will
be the reading of the Log and a play.
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GUADALUPE HALL BLESSED
Inauguration Planned
For De Paul President
The formal inauguration ceremonies
of the Very Reverend Ccmerford J.
O'Malley, C.M., as president of De Paul
University will take place on December
2. Rev. Edward J. Kammer, C.M., vicepresident of the University, is the general chairman of the inauguration proceedings.
A solemn High Mass will be celebrated at St. Vincent's Church in the morning after the inaugural ceremonies, by
the Very Rev. Marshall F. Winne,
C.M.V., in the presence of His Excellency, the Most Rev. Samuel A.Stritch.
The Rev. Joseph M. Egan, S.J., presicent of Loyola University, will deliver
the sermon.
The speakers at the banquet held
that evening in the Grand Ballroom of
the Palmer House will be His Excellency, the Most Rev. Samuel A. Stritch,
Franklin Bliss Snyder, president of
Northwestern University, and Mayor
Edward J. Kelly.

Chaplain Writes
Fr. William Stein, C.M., who has
been serving as a Chaplain of the U.S.
Army in China, wrote on October 26:
"I have received word that Bishop
Walsh (Maryknoll) has flown to Bishop O'Shea's place. Thinking that it
might be possible for us to return I
visited headquarters. Was told that I
could get in if I wished to walk; no
transportation would be given. As you
know, the only way now to reach the
vicariate is by air. Bishop Walsh was
given permission to enter to see if it is
possible to bring his men out.
"I am leaving tomorrow on the longest convoy in the world for Father
Glynn's place. Have been asked to accompany the convoy as interpreter
and to see what arrangements can be
made for sleeping quarters for the men.
The entire trip should take about two
weeks. If I travel much more I shall
have made almost a complete circle
around this country.
"My work here grows in interest.
The attendance at Sunday Mass is
growing. I have three masses at two
different camps. On Friday we have the
Novena in honor of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal. Once a month I have
a Communion Mass and breakfast for
the Holy Name Society with a fine

COTULLA, TEXAS-In a ceremony
attended by numerous city, county, and
school officials, prominent citizens,
clergy, sisters and members of Sacred
Heart parish, Archbishop Robert E.
Lucey of San Antonio blessed Our Lady
of Guadalupe hall on November 5.
Erected to serve primarily as a catechetical instruction center, the new hall
is located ten blocks east of the parish
church and close to a public elementary
school.
Preceding the blessing of the hall the
parishioners gathered in the church to
recite the Rosary, sing hymns, and assist at Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament given by the Rev. Michael M.
Ries, C.M., pastor. From the church
the people marched in procession to
the hall. Assisting His Excellency in
the blessing were the I ery Reverend
Visitor, Marshall PF Winne, C.M., and
the Very Reverend William Brennan,
C.M., superior of St. John's Seminary,
San Antonio. The Reverend George E.
Dolan, C.M., also of St. John's, was the
master of ceremonies. Other Vincentians present were the Reverend Louis
Coyle, C.M., and the Reverend Francis
O'Brien, C.M.
Following the ceremony more than
two hundred guests were present at
the Mexican dinner served in the hall
by members of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine. Of these many
were introduced by Father Ries. His
Excellency was the principal speaker.
The Archbishop expressed his joy
in knowing that the youth of Cotulla
are given credit for studying about God.
He paid high tribute to the progressive
spirit of the school officials, ministers,
'and citizens in making possible the
teaching of religion during school
hours and the granting of a standard
credit for religion in the high school
department. He also expressed his
thanks to Father Ries, the Mayor, the
superintendent of schools, and others
responsible for the system of religious
education, and to parishioners ,and
those having a part in the erection of
the building.
Finally, he observed that such a
splendid spirit of cooperation as has
been manifested in Cotulla is one of
the finest he has seen anywhere.
average of confessions and Communions.
"Unofficially I have a job of seeing
that the interpreters interpret correctly
-that is, when there is something important on."
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YOUNG MR. FELIX
"Today, December 13, 1778, was born
and baptized a son of John Maurice De
Andreis," is the entry which his father,
the secretary and notary, would have
inserted in the minutes of the assemblies of the Municipal Council of Delmonte, Italy, had he been able to foresee
the honors to come to Andrew James
Felix Bartholomew De Andreis.
The De Andreis family was illustrious
by birth and the Christian spirit which
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mother when he was four years old, Felix had two stepmothers; and yet we are assured that those who held the
place of mother were his most effective teachers, directing
him in the way of faith and leading him to the love of
God.
A rather slight lad in his youth, Felix was especially
favored with the beginnings of what he calls "the sweet
intercourse of contemplation." He relates that in his childhood days he experienced indescribable delight in hearing
certain songs on the love of God and Mary. That the boy
enjoyed a divine predilection is shown by the incident which
occurred in the Stura Rivcr.
On their way home from a walk in the hills, Felix and
three companions met a group of ruffians on the bridge who
refused to let them cross. The size or number of the rowdies, or perhaps the stones which they began to throw,
forced DeAndreis and his playmates to wade across the
stream. Three of the boys crossed safely, but Felix, who was
the smallest, found the current too strong for him. He felt
himself slipping, and then he was overthrown by a rush of
water. His companions were terrified and shouted for help.
The help was already there, for just when Felix thought that
he was completely lost he was drawn to safety. "I don't
know what happened," he said. "This only I know, that I
invoked St. Anthony, and that I saw extended to me a. thick
rope which I grasped with both hands and found myself
safe on the other bank."
After his elementary studies at home Felix took courses
in rhetoric and philosophy at Cuneo and then entered the
Archiepiscopal Seminary of Turin. His outstanding talents
were recognized at both schools, and were not unknown
to young Felix. Feeling himself called to the Congregation
of the Mission he went to Father Michael Laugeri, Visitor
of the Turin Province, and presenting his impressive scholastic certificates requested entrance into the little Company
of St. Vincent.
The prudent superior, well aware of the remarkable
talents of the young candidate, and knowing particularly
his poetic genius, received his request very coldly, observing
that the Congregation of St. Vincent would never suit his
views.
"The employments of our missionaries," said Father
Laugeri, "are far different from those to which you have
hitherto devoted yourself in accordance with your natural
inclination; the principal object of our institute is to instruct the poor in the country, and form good laborers for
the vineyard of the Lord; its duties, therefore, do not require
brilliancy of thought, nor talent for poetry; but serious
study, and discourses without pomp or ornament. How
difficult it would be, for a young poet like yourself, to become
accustomed to such things."
"And yet", replied the youth, "I will do all this, if you
will receive me among your children."
"Be of good heart, then," resumed the Visitor; "take
another year to reflect on your design; give up your poetical
compositions for that period, and apply your mind to other
studies; devote more time to prayer; let our life be more recollected; and then having done this, present yourself anew."
A colder reception, Felix could not have expected. He
did as he was bidden, however, and Father Laugeri received

John F. Lenihan, C.M.
............................................................

Circulation Manager..................................Maurice J. Sheehy, C.M.
Faculty Advisor.........................................Rev. Maurice P. Kane, C.M.

WORD FROM CHINA

The letter which Fr. Wendelin Dunker, C.M., wrote on
October 5, supposedly from Ihwang, Kiangsi, is the latest
news to reach us from any of our confreres in our Vicariate
of Yukiang. Lengthy excerpts from this letter follow.
"We are just about cut off now, so to speak, and I am
going to try to get this letter out through some of the fliers.
If you get it, then it worked; and if you don't, then at least
I tried. If I send it through the ordinary post-office I don't
know if it would go through, or if it did I don't know how
long it would have to wait.
"As I said above, we are just about cut off now; but
it sounds a lot worse than it is. Everything here is just the
same as it was, and we have had no trouble at all this
year. The Japs went south this year, but it was in the
province west of us and we were not bothered. Although
we are cut off, the line is by far too long to be held continuously all the way. If they intend to hold what they
have taken and not retreat, about all they will be able to do

will be to hold the larger towns along the line . . and so

there will be coming and going as soon as things settle down
a little.
Ever since the Bishop returned last Easter I
"..
have been planning to go up to see him but never got to it,
for with Father Moore gone and the Chinese priest out in the
country I am alone here. During the first part of last
month I got word from the Bishop to come up . . . When I

finally got to EUNIEMIS I found that the Bishop sent for
me not only for a visit, but also to give a retreat to the
Seminarians in the Minor Seminary before they began their
fall studies. When that was over I stayed for about a week
visiting and then came back here.
"I don't mind being alone here and I seldom feel lonesome, but I sure did enjoy my visit at IgElaEREM ... .They
have a girl cooking for them who used to be the Sisters'
before they left, and she is the best
cook in BMENEREI
I've see in China. I might have lost some weight on the
road there and back, but I think I more than made up for
it while there. We had something I never thought I would
see in this part of China; swell canned peaches and chocolate cake . . . . The chocolate came from the Army.

"Going up to MENIlMEN the weather was fairly cool,
but coming back it was awfully hot. We have been having
a real dry summer, and I think it was as hot as in July.
From here I went to •lHEBIEM
E on the horse, and the
roads are simply terrible. As a result the horse was a bit
tenderfooted when I got there, so from there on I went on
Steve's mule. (Steve is Fr. Stephen Dunker, C.M., the cousin
of the writer.) Steve just bought the mule and he says
it will grow since it is only a bit over two years old. I
think that it had better grow too, for it is like riding a
bicycle, just by leaning to one side or the other you can
sway the whole mule . .
.
"We had a very dry summer, and so far our farming
(Continued on Last Page)

him with joy a year later and sent him to Mondovi where
he was received into the novitiate on the first of November,
1797.
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CRUSADE COURSES
ADOPTS NEW PLAN
Course has
The Correspondence
adopted a new plan whereby it may
more effectively help to spread devotion to the Miraculous Medal among
its pupils. It has been agreed that
when each pupil reaches the lesson
that treats of the Blessed Mother and
devotion to her, the Student-instructor will enclose with his letter a blessed
medal and the new booklet explaining
devotion to the Miraculous Medal. In
their letters the instructors will have
the opportunity to encourage the practice of the devotion and urge their pupils to wear the Miraculous Medal.
Should the correspondents give evidence of interest in the devotion, the
Crusade Courses will enroll these pupils
at once in the Union of Masses. But
should they fail to express their interest
in the devotion, an attempt will again
be made at the conclusion of the instructions to arouse their interest by
enrolling them at that time.
This move on the part of the Crusade Courses was prompted by a recent
talk given the Students by the Assistant-Dirctor of the Miraculous Medal
Association, Father Edward D. Roche,
C.M. The Students, enthusiastic and
interested in furthering devotion to
Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal,
feel that their correspondence course
affords a very practical means of promoting the devotion.
The recent encouraging statistics for
the Crusade Courses lend added incentive for adopting this new plan.
Within the last three months the course
has handled approximately 300 tests
and letters, enrolled 125 new correspondents, graduated 25, and has been
instrumental in 3 conversions. These
striking figures and the new plan to
co-ordinate spreading the Miraculous
Medal devotion with the work of the
course, have aroused added interest
among Students in their correspondence course work. It is to be hoped
that through this new plan, we may,
in a small way, do something to lessen the cause for the reproach of the
Blessed Mother who complained to
Blessed Catherine Laboure of the negligence of the Double Family in spreading the
Medal.

devotion to the Miraculous

NECROLOGY
The suffrage numbers for December are 56 to 60 inclusive.
The usual suffrages are requested
for Fr. Edward Doherty, C.M., of
Brooklyn, who died in the 62nd year
of his age, the 43rd of his vocation.
Your prayers are also requested
for the repose of the souls of Fr.
Louis J. Coyle's mother, Fr. Peter
Frommell's sister, and Fr. John
Donohue's brother.
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LETTER FROM PARIS

I
I

The following letter from Sister L. Decq gives us news of the Confreres
and Sisters at the Mother Houses in Paris.
Mother House
October 9, 1944
My very dear Sister:
The grace of our Lord be with us forever!
The visit of Major X who came to the Mother House to speak
to me of my dear American daughters-especially of Sister Isabella, whom
he knows particularly- was for us an agreeable surprise. He asked me very
kindly if I wouldn't send a message. I am very glad to do so and to assure
all of you of my most affectionate interest. It has been such a long time
since we could not have any direct contact!
Thank God with us, dear Sister, for the protection accorded to
the Community during these awful years. We suffered, yes, and we had
great sacrifices to offer, but we always felt that our Holy Mother was watching over us with a special tenderness. She has proved it several times by
real miracles of preservation.
The Mother House is quite safe, as well as St. Lazare. Our Most
Honored Father is in good health.
I can give you also good news of our dear Mother Lebrun who
stayed in Rouen during all the dreadful days.
War is not finished, but now we see the light of peace beginning
to shine and we are very grateful to all those who contribute to obtain us
such a great treasure.
We don't forget our dear Sister Madeline and we hope to see her
return soon.
Let me rely always on your fervent prayers. I beg God to bless
you while I remain, in the love of the Sacred Heart and of our Immaculate
Mother, my very dear Sister,
Your very humble servant and very affectionate,
Sister L. Decq.
-
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CLOSING OF
CENTENNIAL YEAR

ST. LOUIS, MO.-A novena in honor
of "Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal"
was held at St. Vincent's Church from
Nov. 18 to 26 as the final event of the
Centennial Celebration. The Rev. John
B. Roche, C.M., of the Vincentian
novena band of the Eastern Province,
conducted the novena. The Rev. Marshall J. LeSage, C.M., who was the
pastor of St. Vincent's at the beginning
of the centennial year and is now
pastor of St. Joseph's parish, New Orleans, was the celebrant of the solemn
mass on Sunday, Nov. 26, bringing the
novena to a close. The present pastor
of St. Vincent's is the Rev. George A.
O'Malley, C.M.
St. Vincent's began its Centennial
Celebration with a Solemn Pontifical
Mass last April 23. Built in 1844, St.
Vincent's church was consecrated on
November 24 of the following year by
Most Rev. Peter Richard Kenrick, first
Archbishop of St. Louis. The parish is
rich in the history of the Church of
St. Louis. It has the oldest parochial
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DAUGHTERS OF
CHARITY NEWS

I

Sister Bernard of Province Hospital
in Mobile, Alabama, celebrated her
Golden Jubilee on November 24. Fr. J.
J. Cronin, C.M., Director of the Daughters, attended the celebration, celebrated the Jubilee Mass, and delivered the
address. We extend sincere congratulations to Sister Bernard on this joyous occasion.
The School of Nursing at St. Mary's
Hospital in Evansville, Indiana, marked
its Golden Anniversary on November
26.
A new book on the life of Mother
Seton has recently been published with
the express approval and recommendation of the Vice-Postulator for the
Cause, Fr. Salvator M. Burgio, C.M.
The book, "The Seton Ballad," was
written by Sister Fides Glass of Setcn
Hill College, Greensbury, Pennsylvania.

FR. WILLIAM PONET DIES

Sister. Beata Barclay has recently
observed her seventy-fifth anniversary
as a Sister of Charity at the Central
House in Emmitsburg, Md.

St. Louis, Mo.-Fr. William Ponet,
C.M., passed away on the 29th of November. He was seventy years of age,
and in the forty-sixth year of his vocation.
Your suffrages are requested that his
soul may rest in peace.

Archbishop Francis J. Spellman, before leaving Paris for Rome enroute to
Cairo and the Middle East, visited the
Motherhouse of the Daughters of Charity and prayed before the shrine of the
Miraculous Medal.

school in the city.
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NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Fr. Paul O'Malley, C.M., is giving a series of lectures to the Wright-Kohn Newman Unit, of which he is chaplain, on
the Sacrifice of the Mass. He has a
miniature altar by means of which
the members will be able to visualize
the various parts of the Mass.
St. Joseph's school is leading the
schools throughout the city in the sale
of war bonds. Nov. 20 six "generals of
the Third Army" received their insignia from Lieut.-Gen. A. A. Vandegrift
of the U. S. Marine Corps. The children are now out to get six more generals.
DENVER, COLO.
Fr. William Kenneally C.M., read a
paper on "The Certitude of Religion"
before a group of Denver clergymen of
all denominations. Two Protestant
ministers and a rabbi asserted during
the meeting that they neither believed
in God or in the immortality of the
soul. A rather ridiculous but pathetic
admission in the mouths of those whose
primary work should be to lead men
to God and to save their souls.
The Choir of St. Thomas Seminary,
under the direction of Fr. Thomas
Barrett, C.M., will furnish the music
for a coast to coast broadcast over Columbia's "Church of the Air" on December 3.
Monsignor Matthew Smith has given
to the Seminary a beautiful hand-carved
throne for the sanctuary and a "scamnum" to match, also hand-carved.
Fr. Daniel Kane, C.M., conducted the
three day retreat for the St. Vincent De
Paul men of the city during the month
of November.
Fr. George Tolman, C.M., gives the
monthly conferences to the Leavenworth Sisters of Charity at St. Joseph's
Hospital, Denver. Fr. Bert Cunningham, C.M., does the same for the Sisters
of Mercy at Mercy Hospital.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
During the conference of the Bishops of America the confreres at the
House of Studies were hosts to His
Excellency Joseph T. McGucken, Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles, and to
Monsignor J. McNicholas, who was accompanying him.
The priests stationed at the House
of Studies are taking turns acting as
auxiliary chaplains on Sundays at
Fort Belvoir, Virginia.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Fr. Donald McNeil, C.M., is a member
of the Committee for Peace formed by
Archbishop John J. Cantwell and which
is composed of leading Catholic business and professional men and priests
in the Los Angeles Archdiocese.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
Fr. Russell Kirschenheuter, C.M,, has
made four trips to the Army Air Corps
camp at Victorville, over 100 miles from
Camarillo. He performs the duties of
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Fr. William P. Barr
Associate-Editor

the Catholic chaplain over the weekOur Sunday Visitor Press will issue a
end, including two morning and one
new magazine for the clergy in Janevening Mass.
uary entitled THE PRIEST. In di'est
FAYETTEVILLE, N. Y.
form it will take the place of THE
Fr. Stephen Paul Eueber, C.M., the
ACOLYTE and deal entirely with the
oldest living confrere in the Americas,
practical problems of the American
was Deacon of Honor at the Mass to
clergy. The editor of THE PRIEST
celebrate the 75th anniversary of Imwill be a Sulpician, Rev. G. J. Gustafmaculate Conception Church, his home
son, S.S., Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
parish. He was nine years of age
at Old St. Mary's, Baltimore.
when the corner stone was laid on
Nov. 25, 1869.
"We were fcrtunate, also," to quote
THE ACOLYTE, "in procuring the servPERRYVILLE, MO.
It was announced Nov. 25 that the ices of the Very Rev. William P. Barr,
Rev. Visitor had appointed Fr. Daniel
C.M., S.T.D., Ph.D., Rector of the Los
Martin, C.M., as Director of Studies
Angeles Seminary, St. John's, at Camarillo. Father Barr was formerly Rectat St. Mary's Seminary. Fr. Martin
succeeds Fr. Edward Whooley, C.M., in
or of Kenrick Seminary in St. ..ouis,
this office.
of St. Thomas Seminary in Denver,
The Forty Hours Devotions were held
and quondam head of the Vincentian
on the traditional days, Oct. 30, 31, and
Fathers' Western Province. His zeal
Nov. 1. The three sermons were delivand
judgment, as Associate-editor
ered by Fathers Edward Roche, C.M.,
will be invaluable."
Charles Rice, C.M., and Richard Gieselman, C.M.
WORD FROM CHINA
Fathers Edward Roche, C.M., and
(Continued from page Two)
Herbert Vandenberg, C.M., have gone
up east to work for a short time with venture hasn't been a howling success.
Fr. George I. Frey., C.M., director of the The early rice was hurt by the drought,
Miraculous Medal Band.
but the late seems good. We only made
Brother Richard Mann, N.C.M., was
about 80 bushels of early rice, wherereceived into the Novitiate on Novemas we thought we might make twice that.
ber 26. Congratulations, Brother!
We had some cotton planted too, but
that didn't turn out at all. It was too
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
wet at first, and too dry later on; and
All student activities and organizathen, just as it was blooming and
tions of St. John's Seminary were inmaking bolls, we got a windstorm that
corporated under the jurisdiction of
blew the flowers and the bolls off. The
the Antonio Margil Unit of the CSMC
at the last general meeting of the unit, wild animals got most of our peanuts,
and the wild hogs are getting into cur
thus centralizing, strengthening, and
sweet potatoes, of which we have more
simplifying the student government of
than an acre.
the Seminary.
In recognition of their work .in the
The farmers over here are always
telling you that there is something
field of Catholic radio, the San Antcnio Archdiocesan Catholic Action
wrong, and will never admit to having
Council of Men presented to the radio
a good crop. I used to think that was
committee and the student body of
just their way of talking, but I'm beSt. John's Seminary an electric record
ginning to wonder if maybe they
and transcription player. Fr. George E.
weren't telling the truth all along.
Dolan, C.M., dean of students and of
"Now that I am alone here the Bishthe radio committee expressed the apop is going to send another Chinese
preciation and thanks of the students. priest here. He is an old man and retired from active duties but he will be
CHICAGO, ILL.
able to say Mass here when I am gone.
Fr. Frederick Coupal, C.M., has been
Too bad I haven't got a camera so I
appointed the new Director of the
could take a picture of him for you.
Alumni at De Paul University. He takes
He is about five feet tall, with a big
Fr. Comerford O'Malley's place.
white beard all over his face. He is a
Fr. Vincent Smith, C.M. left Chispitting image of the pictures the Chicago on November 12 for the chaplain's
nese draw to represent 'longevity.'
training school at Fort Devens, Mass.
He was commissioned as a first lieu"Well, I guess I had better stop and
tenant in the U. S. Army.
try to get this off. I hope it gets there.
Fr. Gerald Mullen, C.M., conducted
I have been just fine, and hope you
the three day retreat for the boys of
are all the same."
De Paul Academy which closed October
recently on the "Prototype of Verte27.
brates."
Fr. John Murphy, C.M., chairman of
the Biological Sciences at De Paul UniJudge C. Harrington, new president
of De Paul University Alumni Associaversity gave the lecture to the Biological Seminar on Nov. 25. His topic was tion, announces that plans are being
made for De Paul's golden jubilee in
"Genetics of Bacteria and the Lower
1948.
Fungi." Fr. John Cortelyou, C.M., spoke
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NEW PRESIDENT INSTALLED AT DE PAUL UNIVERSITY
CONFRERE AND
BENEFACTOR DIES

.ourcesy 3t. LoUIS Ktegister

Rev. William Ponet, C.M.

ST. LOUIS, MO.-Rev. Wm. Ponet,
C.M., died at the age of seventy at
De Paul Hospital, St. Louis, after a
lingering illness. The funeral services
were held Saturday, Dec. 2, 1944, in
St. Vincent's Church, and burial was
in Calvary Cemetery.
Very Rev. Marshall J. Le Sage, C.M.,
a classmate of Fr. Ponet and now
pastor of St. Joseph's Church, New
Orleans, was the celebrant of the solemn requiem Mass. The Rev. James
J. Cashman, C.M., served as deacon
and Rev. Emmet McDonnell, C.M., as
subdeacon. Fr. Le Sage delivered the
sermon.

Fr. Ponet was born March 25, 1874
in Los Angeles, Calif. Before entering the Novitiate of the Congregation
of the Mission in 1896 he completed
his studies at St. Mary's school and St.
Vincent's College, both in Los Angeles.
He pronounced his holy vows at the
Barrens on Sept. 27, 1898. He was ordained to the priesthood July 5,1902 in
Los Angeles by his Excellency the late
Most Rev. George Montgomery, D.D.,
bishop of Los Angeles and Monterey.
For ten years after ordination Father
Ponet was professor at St. Vincent's
College, Chicago, and served as procurator of Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis,
for the two following years. He was
later pastor of St. Vincent's Church,

Lt.-Col. Murphy Decorated
Recently word was received that
Chaplain Lt. Colonel Preston P. Murphy has been given the Bronze Star
by Lt.-General Mark W. Clark for
heroism under fire in Italy. The citation read: "With the 5th army, ItalyLt.-Col. Preston P. Murphy of East
Chicago, Indiana, recently was awarded the Bronze Star for meritorious
service in support of combat operations
in Italy. He is with Lt.-Gen. Mark W.
Clark's Fifth Army in the chaplain's
corps of the 85th 'Custer' division.
Leaving the Mission Band, Fr. Preston Murphy, C.M., entered the army
in May, 1941, and was soon after made
chaplain of the reception center at
Ft. Sheridan. Here he remained until
April, 1942, when he was sent to Camp
Shelby, Miss., and assigned to the
"Custer" division. The following year
he became division chaplain.
Last winter 1r landed in North
Africa, whence he went to Italy where
his division spearheaded the drive on
Rcme and entered the historic city the
day it fell.

War Veterans at De Paul
In a speech given to the Chicago
Society of Catholic Psychologists which
met on December 9th, 1944, in Loyola
university's downtown building, Rev.
Joseph G. Phoenix, C. M., pointed out
that heart to heart talks with returning war veterans who seek vocational
guidance are proving more important
than intelligence and personality tests
at De Paul.
In explaining the testing program
which he has worked out to help World
War II veterans, who have enrolled
at De Paul under the G. I. bill of
rights, Father Phoenix asserted that
the confidential talks are of more value
if the psychologists are content to do
most of the listening.
(Continued on last page)
San Diego, worked in St. Stephen's
parish, New Orleans, and St. Vincent's parish, Los Angeles, and was for
many years a member of the Vincentian mission band. He retired in 1935
and lived in St. Vincent's rectory, St.
Louis.
Fr. Ponet, with the cooperation of
his friends, had been a gracious benefactor on many occasions. May he rest
in peace.

Courtesy New World

Very Rev. C. J. O'Malley, C.M.

The "youngest member" of the "fraternity of college and university administrative officers", the Very Rev.
Comerford J. O'Malley, C. M., was welcomed by Franklin Bliss Snyder, President of Northwestern University, at
the Inaugural Banquet, on Saturday,
December 2, 1944.
Until recently the Dean of the College of Commerce, Father O'Malley,
succeeding the Very Rev. M. J. O'Connell, C. M., was solemnly installed in
his new office that morning in St.
Vincent's Church. Following an academic procession, with over one hundred and twenty-five delegates from
colleges and universities, Solemn Mass,
"coram episcopo", was celebrated and
Fr. O'Malley pledged himself to the
fulfillment of his new responsibility
before the Most Rev. Samuel A.
Stritch, Archbishop of Chicago, and
Chancellor of the University. Very
Rev. John A. Overburg, C. M., and
Rev. W. E. Case, C. M., presented the
new President tothe Archbishop, with
the Rev. Albert L. Dundas, C.M., acting as Notary. The Ministers of the
Mass were the Very Rev. M. F. Winne,
C. M. V., Celebrant; Rev. Alexander
P. Schorsch, C.M., Deacon; and Rev.
Glenn. A. Zoellner, C. M., Subdeacon.
Very Rev. Joseph M. Egan, S.J., President of Loycla University in Chicago,
Address.
the Inaugural
delivered
Fathers George O'Malley, C. M and
Paul O'Mally, C.M., brothers of the
new President, assisted the Archbishop
at his throne.
In the evening, at the Banquet in
(Continued on last page)
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LEARNING AND VIRTUE

New Headquarters for
Religious Instructions By Mail.
Eight years ago, the Kenrick Correspondence Courses
came into being, as a follow-up for, the Mtor Missions.
A handful of Kenrick Seminarians, under the direction of
Father Lester J. Fallon, C.M., began giving religious instruction by mail to those in out-of-the-way places who
could receive their instructions in no other way.
Other Seminaries took up and were associated with
Kenrick in the work, so that now the central office of the
Confraternity Home Study Service has headquarters in a
recently acquired residence on Lindell Boulevard in St.
Louis. At this office, approximately a thousand applications a month for religious instruction by mail are received
from :Servicemen in all parts of the world, as well as civilians in all walks of life. During the past several years
over 22,000 Servicemen have enrolled, as well as several
thousand civilians. A staff of 600 or more Seminarians in
twenty-five Seminaries throughout the country devote many
hours each week to conducting the instructions of these
:Tapplicairts.

The Alb:roni College in Pia,
4422 Lindell Boulevard has a busy staff of eight persons.
cenza was the scene of thef Applications for instruction must be sorted, recorded and
scholastic developmenit of• Flix allocated to the various Seminary instruction centers,. The
,overflow, capplications are kept at the central office, and
De Andreis, a development re- .,the instructions conducted there, under the direction? of
markable for its wide scope and. Father Fallon.
ccmplete thcroughness. The subern
ject of Theology, with a particuof
lar stress upon the teachings of
SSt. Thcmas of Acquin, was his
major concern. With a "zeal which was sort of a prayer
he gave himself to the study of Sacred Scriptures and of
the Fathers and Saints of the Church. His writings are
a proof of his knowledge of St. Thomas, St. Augustine, St.
John Crysostom, St. John of the Cross, St. Theresa and St.
Francis de Sales, whom he quotes from memory and with
absolute fidelity to the text. He perfected himself in Latin
and Greek so that he could speak and write them with
ease and elegance. Knowing the importance of Hebrew for
exegetical work he studied it with ardor and rapid success. In a short time he became familiar with French,
Spanish and English.
The histcry of the missionary activities of the Jesuits
in China taught him what prestige and advantages the
scientific missioner could secure with that people; and so
Felix completes his vast education with the methodic study
of the physical and natural sciences of geography, medicine, music, mathematics and astronomy.
The success that Felix had, in acquiring an erudition
so vast 'and in matters so diverse is explained by his remarkable natural talents and the virtuous use he made of
them. He: was one of those men who read a book and
never forgot its contents. His penetration of mind and
sound maturity of judgment made learning rapid and easy,
and yet thorough and accurate. The one factor against
Felix was his poor health. Due to his delicate physical
constitution and tche cold damp atmosphere of Piacenza he
suffered from frequent headaches and spells of weakness.
The soul of the future apostle to America was under
the same special care and development As his mind. The
science of the saints consists in charity;' but charity, the
queen of virtues, has her handmaids whom she uses to
manifest, to guard, to adorn, and to facilitate her good
4422 Lindell Boulevard
,
works. Felix had the, humility that sought humilitations
and produced an obedience to all authority, personal and 3,000 such requests have Ieeu .received during the past,5
written. Thus he observed the Rules of St. Vincent in every months.
The extensive work with Servicemen requires a com-;detail, Rules which Benedict XIV said were such that whoever was known to observe them perfectly would be worthy .plete file of Catholic Chaplains in the ArmediForces (numbering over 4,000), and this file is kept up, to date by notof the glory of canonization. This complete obedience,
witnessed by Rosati and others, is the foundation and ing the changes of address furnished weekly by the Military
Ordinariate in New York.
certain indication of a fullness in every other virtue. In
As a result of the extensive work withi the Chaplains
his Rules, St. Vincent prescribed poverty, chastity, obedand Servicemen, the central office is fast becoming an adience, simplicity, humility, meekness, mortification, zeal
dress to which both priests and people apply when they
for the salvation of souls, resignation to the Divine 'will,
have difficulty with regard to imparting or receiving reprudence and modesty. Nothing more could be said of a
(Continued on last "iage),
man thari that he was faithful to these Rules.
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: MERRY CHRISTMAS AT THE BARRENS ..
"CAREER ANGEL"

When the tradition started or how
closely the first of the traditional
Christmases at the Barrens resembled
"Christmas at the Barrens - 1944" is
something we cannot say. We are sure
only that the Seminary Christmas traditions as we have come to know them
have again been successfully carried
out. In the Christmas novena we have
felt again the expectancy with which
God's chosen people awaited the Savior's coming. In the religious and liturgical observance of Christmas and
the days that follow we have re-enacted His birth and have thrilled to the
ceremonies and music so expressive
of the fact that He is Emmanue-God with us. We have prayed and
played, have had a thoroughly enjoyable time in the variety of entertainments\ and festivities. Nothing that
characterizes "Christmas at the Barrens" has been lacking during the
days just passed.
But no characteristic of our tradditional Christmas week has shone
out more prominently than the spirit
in which all has been done-a spirit
of cooperation and self-sacrifice, of
friendly service and charity. This
spirit was present throughout weeks of
preparation and practice on Christmas music, on the plays and minstrel,
on work that remained strictly "behind the scenes", on all the details
called forth by so many and varied
activities. Had nothing else been
present, this true "community" spirit
would alone have sufficed to matke
Christmas a merry one; present as it
was, it 'added to the excellence and
polish of all that made up the program for "Christmas, at the Barrens1944."

Christmas Night:- There is an unfortunate habit, which stems from
puritanism, of carefully segregating
man's religion from his other-pre-:mably normal and irreligious-activities. Hence there is a proper funcreal tone for mentioning the things
of faith, and they must never intrude
into man's lighter, more human moments. But the Catholic idea is, of
-ourse, that man is always in the supernatural order, even-or especiallywhen he is laughing. By way of demonstrating this point, "Career Angel"
irrefutably proves that humor does
not exclude the divine, but that they
blend rather well.
Written by Fr. Gerard Murray, 'Career Angel" is the story of Bro. Seraphim, who' conducts a boys' orphanage
and trusts literally in God's Providence,
continuing to order sporting equipment
when there are no funds forthcoming
even for the food bills. His foil is Bro.
Fidelis, modern and matter-of-fact,
with an efficiency expert's soul; and
torn between them, his head lost to
Fidelis' common sense and his heart
to Seraphim's divine folly, is the Director of the Institute, Bro. Gregory.
To reconcile these extremes, to solve
their problems and, incidentally, to
carve out a career for himself, enters
Seraphim's guardian angel. Across
this background pass in rapid succession a plot of Nazi saboteurs, the discovery of the original draft of the
Declaration of Independence (handily annotated from Robert Bellarmine
to solve that oft-mooted point), the
intervention of persons high in government society-to the net result that the
orphanage is saved with the money of
a grateful government. The sub-plot,
involving the fate of the father of one
of the boys held captive in Germany,
is not so well worked out, but the timeliness of the theme thereby introduced
helps to enhance the play's present interest. There are many amusing situations throughout, not the least of
which is the effective manner the
angel chooses at last to manifest his
presence to the skeptical Fidelis, who
could never believe an angel would sit
on a desk.
Much credit is due the director, Mr.
Hogan, particularly in his judicious

lines where the writer had evidently
striven for comic effect did this level
sag.
The supporting characters,
Messrs. Ganel, Viau, Johnson, McHugh,
and Barr as charges of the orphanage,
Rev. Mr. Dicharry as the brothers' sinister neighbor, and Mr. Parrott as the
dashing Bro. Ubaldus fulfilled the requirements of their specific roles in a
manner that left little to be desired.
The staging, continuity and properties
rendered technically excellent what
the cast had already made dramatically excellent. "Career Angel" is easily

casting.

one of the best plays produced at the

Those

two

contradictories,

Bros. Seraphim and Fidelis, were acted splendidly by Mr. Danagher and
Rev. Mr. Piacitelli respectively, and
the subtler intcrmediary Bro. Gregory,
perhaps the most difficult of all, was
more than capably handled by Mr.
Leonard. Upon Mr. Brennan, who
portrayed the angel, devolved largely
the burden of maintaining the levcl
of the play at comedy where it could
so easily have become farce; a task
which he did well. Only in a very few

"SATCHELFOOT!"

Dec. 27-The Minstrel of '44 was
written and directed by Mr. Robert
Brennan, with the collaboration of
Mr. Stephen Ganel and Mr. Bruce
Vawter. Mr. Michael McHugh conducted the musical practices and played the organ during the performance.
In many ways this year's Minstril
was different. In fact, it had little resemblance to a minstrel, save that all
the cast were darkies. In an attempt to
break from the traditional minstrel
setting, our authors gave us a show
that was more of
a Musical Comedy. The songs
were now and
again reminiscent of Gilbert
and Sullivan, and
Stenhen Foster.

with an occasional bow to Basin Street
tempo. Solcs were few, more emphasis
being put on unison choral singing.
Perhaps the number best done was
"Satchelfoct for President". Mr. Bruce
Vawter was exceptionally good in his
comedy sclo "Tit-Willow", and Mr.
William Pittman's r:ndition of "Alabamy Bound" found favor with all. We
particularly enjoyed
the quartet's
rendition of "Ezekiel Saw the Wheel."
One thing we did miss in this showa choral rendition in four parts of
some universally favorite song.
Fcr humor our authors leaned heavily on politics, and made much of the
President's dog Fala. In some instances, however, the humorous allusions
were lost on an audience not "up" on
the various incidents of political trivia from which the joke or humorous
situation took its rise.
The scenery for this production
was unusual in that it was very simple
but quite effective. Delapidation was
effected by two ramshackle houses that
flanked a corkscrew lamp-post. The
houses simulated a dejected expression.

But all is changed when in his dream,
John French, the typical youngster of
Basin Street, sees Satchelfoot, his
idol, made president. The houses are
painted a cheerful white; the lamppost is straight and gilded, and instead
of dejection all is smiles. For these
effects, we are indebted to the craft
of Messrs. Gaydos, Richardson, Piacitelli and French. Bright colored top
coats, and hats trimmed in red, white,
and blue, worn by the members of the
Cabinet, added color to the scene. The
skill of Messrs. Towns and McIntyre
with the needle and thread h:-ped not
a little to make the costumes effective.
To the authors of the Show, to the
cast and to the stage managers, to all
who contributed in any way, sincerest
thanks of the audience for a program
well written, and well performed.
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"THE SPIDER"
December 29-This mystery play,
under the direction of Mr. John O'Connor, was perhaps the most novel entertainment presented here in many,
many Christmas Weeks.
The area just outside the Auditorium
doors was converted into the lobby of
the Tivoli Theatre, complete with rugs,
sofas, floor lamps, stairs to balcony,
and even a large popcorn machine.
Here an untiring usher (Mr. Charles
Herbst) vociferously distributed a bag
of popcorn to each comer and effectivelv creat-d a real theater atmosphere, which set the scene psychologically for the events to follow.
Inside, the audience, munching its
pr:ccrn, had caught the spirit of the
thino and, while waiting for the show
to start, began clapping their hands
in unison by way of exhorting the
manager to start things going. The
usher, equal to any situation, abandoned his post in the lobby long enough
to pantomine the threats of the normal
usher and to end the unison clapping
in a burst of general laughter.
Then the lia'hts went down and the
Coming Attractions were flashed on
the movie-screen. During this, the usher could be seen, flashlight in hand,
guiding to their places in the audience
several members of the cast, dressed
in lay attire.
A few moments later, the
house
lights went on again, the curtains on
the stage opened, and Chatrand the
Magician (Mr. Carl Schulte), with his
assistant (Mr. Roger Yergeau), stepped forward to begin his show of Magic
and Mind Rrading. Having produced
frcm an empty box a second assistant,
Alaxander (Mr. Cecil Parres), Chatrand proceeded to pass among the
audience to receive from them various
objects which Alexandcr, now blindfolded, would identify and describe.
A commotion began when a young man
in the audience (Mr. Stephen Luedtk-) gave Chatrand
a curiously-designed
spider ring, over the
hot protests of his
companion and legal
guardian (Rev. Mr.
Falanga).
Anthony
A struggle
ensued
in the front of the hall between the
magician and the legal guardian, during which the lights were suddenly
turned out, two shots were fired in
the blackness, and when the lights
were turned on again, the legal guardian was found mortally wounded.
From then on the whole place was
astir, as the manager of the theater
(Mr. Edward Virgets), detectives (Messrs. Arnold Martin and Nicholas Persich), a doctor. (Mr. Joseph Wagner),
and a policeman (Rev. Mr. Charles
Welter) rushed back and forth from
lobby to stage, investigating, protesting, alternately threatening and calm-
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NEW YEAR'S

BITS OF NEWS

On the evening of the
first day of thQ New
Year Mr. Munster presented his play "Louder Please." The plot
concerned
ups and
-1- _ - __ _ -3 the
_
___ _
.
os--r
owns and various crises in the Publicity Office of the Crit:rion Studios. The basic element of
the plot dealt with the efforts of one
Herbert White to transform an unknown Broadway actor into a matinee
idol. Through this major struggle
there ran the minor tragedies and vicissitudes of the many idiocies and
wild ideas that supposedly make up
the life of the publicity man.
Of the cast we can say that each
handled his part with competence
and some with remarkable skill. Mr.
Gaydos transformed what could have
been a mere blustering, meaningless
role into an excellent characterization.
He is to be congratulated for doing
so much with so little. The lead role
of Herbert White gave the whole play
its thread of continuity and around
it the other parts evolved. Mr. Kaiser
did well in the part of the vice-president of the Criterion Studios.
Mr.
Rcss, despite his five lines and solo
appearance in the first act threatened
to, and almost did steal the play in
the following two acts. His balloonmotorboat stunt though never actually
seen proved one of the comedy highlights of the play. We cannot let
pass mention also of Mr. Hickey in his
third outstanding app arance on the
stage this Christmas week. As Santa
Claus, he cut a very vivid figure on
the stage.
The play was preceeded by the reviewing of the Log; an annual event
at the Barrens.
To Mr. Danagher
fell this task of outlining and sketchin the events of the past year. The
Log was well received and those who
provided the pleasant anecdotes which
formed the major part of the reading
can retire and recollect upon the unhappy circumstances of fate which
brought them so prominently to the
fore this past year.
The evening closed with a talk by
the Very R-v. Superior, which is the
traditional way of closing the Christmqs week celebrations.
Fr. LeFevre
congratulated both workers and actors. HI-s theme was the value of such
work in giving us an opportunity of
working together and producing the
inevitable growth of Community spirit.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
The fourth annual senior CYO oneact-play contest was held in St. Stephen's auditorium last month. The St.
Stephen CYO'ers
took third place
with their presentation of "What Are
You Going To Wear?" Fr. Edward
Cashman, C.M., was in charge of arrangements and directed St. Stephen's
presentation.
Fr. William Hopp, C.M., addressed
the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic
Nurses last month on "The Church's
Place in Psychiatry."
DENVER, COLO.
On Christmas day Fr. Bert Cunningham, C.M., said his second Mass at a
German prison camp at Yuma. The
boys showed their
appreciation by
sending him off burdened with Christmas cookies.
Fr. Daniel Kane, C.M., gave a three
day retreat at Fort Logan, a convalescent center.
On December 7
Archbishop Vehr
presided at Solemn Pontifical Vespers
in the Seminary Chapel.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
New Year sees the beginning of a
new semester at St. John's Seminary,
for the first semester's examinations
were finished before Christmas.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Fr. Joseph Phoenix, C.1M., made the
trip to New York with the De Paul
basketball t-am on December 23 when
they defeated Long Island University.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
The Knights of Columbus chapter
meeting of December 18 was addressed
by Fr. Lester Fallon, C.M., who spoke
on the operation of the religious information bureau activities of the
Legion of Mary, and urged the general
adoption of the practice of prayer for
union of Christendom.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Fr. Thomas Kavanaugh, C.M., gave
the Student Nurses' Retreat at Scton
hospital, Austin, on Dec. 5, 6, and 7.
Fr. John Sharpe, C.M., conducted a
Fourth
retreat for the men of the
Army units at Fort Sam Houston
Post Chapel on Dec. 8, 9, and 10.
Fr. John Bagen, C.M., sponsored the
first Mission over held in his Mission
at Von Ormy, a few weeks ago.
Fr. Bernard Degan, C.M., is the Moderator of the newly renovated Dramatic Society of the Major Seminary.
Fr. John Walker, C.M., has been assisting the Chancery Office in the investigation of Marriage Cases.

ing the audience, until at the end of
three hectic acts, a re-enactment of the
crime broke down the murderer's selfcontrol and sclved the mystery.
The whole show was so different
from the usual and so well presented
that the frequent orders of the blustering detective, "Let no one leave this
theater!", smacked almost of the iron-

ical; the audience was much too engrossed in the play to have even the
slighest desire to leave,-except, of
course, Mr. Wimbletoinr'in the rear of
the hall (Mr. John Hickey), who almost stole the show with his comic
efforts to get out and get home to
cock supper for his riverter-wife.
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"THE GOOD PASTOR"
In the November issue of LA MILAGROSA, printed by our Confreres in
Havana, Cuba, appeared an impressive
article on the late Fatheri Martin J.
O'Malley, C.M. The writer, Father
Hilario Chaurrando, C.M., learned
from the HERI HODIE that the picture "Going My Way," entitled in
South America, "The Good Pastor,"
depicts the early life of Father O'Malley.
"The picture "The Good Pastor" is a
hcmage to a priest, Rev. Father O'Malley, C.M.
"From. 1926 until 1932 Fr. O'Malley
was pastor of the Church of St. Vincent in Los Angeles, during which time
he became a friend of Mr. McCarey.
Fr. O'Malley never knew, having died
in Sept.mber, 1943, some days before
the picture was finished, that -this
demonstration of the affection of his
friend would bring to the screen the
first years of his early priestly ministry.
"In effect on reading those lines we
saw how' eactly true they were. We
knewFr. q'Malley in Madrid in 1915
when, :n one of his vacations from
Rome where he was studying for the
doctorate, he came to pass scme time
in our company along with his companion, Father Brennan. It was the
first time we had ever come in contact
with the American World, While he
was there Fr. O'Malley conducted himself as a fine young man, in both his
manner: of walking and conducting
himself. 'He. greeted everyone, his
manners were gracious, he seemed like
a statue at prayer, and his recollection
at Holy Mass was notable. The Spanish seminarians admired particularly
his gcntlemanly -gestures and clothes.
"Fr. O'Malley manifested a special
interest in learning the Castilian language and on leaving us he wrote a
speech in excellent Spanish whiich was
delivered by his companion.
"The years went by, and in 1926, we
had the happiness of meeting these
young men now changed into grave
missionaries at the Eucharistic Congress in Chicago. We r-minisced with
much pleasure over the days they passed in Madrid, in the world wliich for
them was a 'new' world. Fr. O'Malley
accompanied us to the Music Hall to
attend the official reception for Cardinal Bonzano and he was unfailing in
his solicitude for us. He also preached
the sermon at the pontifical mass
celebrated by Cardinal Dubois.
"In 1938 we met him in Los Angeles; the years had passed, but Fr.
O'Malley, the blond youth .whcm
we had known in Madrid, remained
the same except for the inevitable

changes old age brings.
"In 'The Good Pastor' we have
again seen him living in the person of
Crcsby, We sensed the refined soul

and the agreeable humanity of the
good and gracious Father O'Malley.
"It is said that the picture, "The
Good Pastor" has made the most
money in the year 1944. This speaks
very highly of the fine sensibility of
the American ieople.
"To t'h homage that the great Crosby had rendered to Fr. O'Malley I
should like to add my own in this
LA MILAGROSA;
imagazine
small
the recognition of a Spanish Vincentian priest who remembers well a certain young man who spent some time
in Madrid in the summer of 1915."

CHILD SERVICE CENTER
CHICAGO, ILL. The DePaul University Child Service center was formally opened on November 18, 1944.
The new center will offer hearing and
eyesight aid to pupils of elementary
schools, both parochial and public, who
are not making favorable records in
'their studies.
Rev. Joseph G. Phoenix, C.M., chairman of the university's department of
education said that many elementary
school failures are due directly to undetected visual and hearing defects,
many of which can be corrected. Lectures for teachers are offered by the
center for the detection of defects
among pupils.

Studies Remarkable Cure
Apostolic CourtArchbishbeen unable to reconcile myself,

On Friday, November 24,
op Joseph F. Rummel conducted the
opening ceremonies of the Apostolic
Courl that has been called by Rome to
study, the remarkable cancer-cure of
Sister G:ertrude, Korzendorfer. The
Court is being held at Notre Dame:
Seminary in New Orleans.
There are rigid regulations laid down
by the Church to guide the proceedings of such a court. Every member of
the court is bound by a strict oath in
regard to the truth, observance of the
requirements of the Church, and secrecy as to the testimony adduced. Violations would bring the most severe of
Church penalties - excommunication
reserved to the Pope for absolution.
The data gathered by the Apostclic
Court is closely guarded and every precaution is taken to preserve secrecy.
Each judge places his records and testimony in a stout container and affixes his seal after each session. When
the Court is resumed each seal must
be examined to certify that they have
not been tampered with. If the seal
is found broken, all testimony and
documents in that particular container
are null and void. Violation of this regulation incurs excommunication.
The principal judge and convener
cf the Court is the Most Reverend
Jos:ph F. Rummel, Archbishop of New
Orleans. He is assisted by several
judges, chancellor, notaries, subpromoters of the faith, and the cursor.
The Vice-Postulatcr for the Cause of
Mother Seton, Rev. Salvator M. Burgio, C.M., does not take part in the
proceedings, however, he does direct
the mechanics of the setting up of the
Court.
One of'the members of this court is
Dr. Major G. Seelig of St. Louis, director of Pathology at Barnard Skin
and Cancer Hospital and professor of
clinical surgery at Washington University School of Medicine. Dr. Seelig is of Jewish ancestry, but frankly
admits, "I am now an agnostic; because of my attitude toward theology,

I have
even to any creed." Since Dr. Scelig
is extremely interested in this unusual
cancer cure, he has declined all remuneration offered for his valued services. Before his unbelieving mind will
pass all the evidence connected with
the cure and no possible known natural
cure will be overiookcd.
For the benefit of those readers of the
DE ANDREIN who are unfamiliar
with the cancer, cure in question, we
might review here briefly a ;few of the
details. Sister Gertrude, Sister Servant at De Paul Sanitarium in New Orleans, was found to be suffering from
a case of cancer of the pancreas. This
was revealed by an exploratory operation which Sister underwent on January 5, 1935. The diagnosis was confirmed by several doctors. The doctors performing the surgery found that
the tancreas was swollen three times
its normal size and they agreed that
surgical treatment was futile. So the
incision was simply closed. The Sisters at Hotel Dieu in New Orleans,
dismayed at hearing this news, immediately began a novena to Mother
Seton asking her intercession for the
cure of Sister Gertrude. On the second
day of the novena Sister Gertrude felt
no pain and was able to retain food for
the first time in a long period. Gradually her strength returned and she
gained weight. She was discharged
from the Hospital on February 1, and
on March 1 she resumed her duties at
De Paul. Dr. Joseph T. Nix, K.S.G.,
declared later to Sister Gertrude:
"Your cure, as I see it, was the result
of Divine Intervention."
Sister Gertrude died suddenly at
Normandy, Missouri on August 20,
1942-seven and one-half years after
the cure. Dr. Walter J. Siebert of St.
Louis in his summary of the autopsy
declared that there was no evidence
whatever of cancer in the pancreasnot even a scar! "From the mcdical
standpoint, this is a clear-cut case of
complete spontaneous cure of a cancer of the head of the pancreas!"
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War Veterans at De Paul

News From China
Fr. William Stein, C.M., one of our
China Missionaries and now acting
as auxiliary chaplain to the American
forces writes in a letter dated Nov. 18,
1944: ...
"Everything seems to be
O. K. in the Vicariate. The middle
school in Yukiang is running well and
Father
the seminarians are there.
Fox' school is going fine and Fr. Des
Lauries is thinking of starting a small
school. Bishop Quinn writes that Fr.
Reymers feels lonely without me. Everything is pretty quiet now. Father
Glynn is well and enjoying his work.
It took me seven days to reach his
camp and I was with him for only a
day. Please say a little prayer for all
of us."

New President at De Paul
Continued from page one)
the Palmer House, Mayor E. J. Kelly
greeted the president-elect on behalf
of the City of Chicago. Archbishop
Stritch marked the need for Catholic
educators who should "try to bring wisdom to grow and flourish in the minds
of its students." Various city and state
officials were in attendance, including
the State's Attorney, William J. Tuohy.
A musical program was presented by
Ralph Niehaus, Tenor; Richard Czerwonky, Violinist; and Dean A. C.
Becker, Pianist, all members of the
faculty of. De Paul School of Music,
and distinguished artists.
Fr. O'Malley was born in Chicago in
1902. After seven years at the Barrens,
he was ordained in Paris, France, in
1928. A year later, the Degree of
Doctor of Sacred Theology was presented to him at the Collegio Angelico,
Rome.
His initiation into the faculty of
De Paul came in 1934, when he was
appointed to the department of Philosophy, a teaching post he had previously held here at St. Mary's since
1929.
In the latter part of his administration as Dean in the College of Commerce, he was in charge of the academic program for the Army enlisted
men attending De Paul.
De Paul has had six presidents before Father O'Malley took office. In
addition to Fa+^er O'Connell there;
have been Fathers F: V. Corcoran, T.
F. Levan, F. X. McCabe, J. J. Martin
and P. V. Byrne, all of the Congregation of the Mission.

NECROLOGY
The suffrage numbers for the.
month of January are 1 to 5 inclusive,
Please remember in your prayers the fathers of Fr. Louis J.
3oyle, C.M., and Fr. Otto Meyer,
C.M.
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(Continued from page one)
"We have found that most of the
boys are anxious to talk, not about
the war or their experiences but about
their hopes, ambitions, interests, prospects, and their families." The opportunity for a companionable, unhurried chat with a person for whose
judgment the service man has regard
and whose sole purpose is to help him,
is of inestimable value. There are no
'cases' at De Paul-there are only men
needing help."
He also pointed out that the returning service man isn't quite certain
what steps to take or in what direction to go, and it is to help him remove this uncertainty that a brief
testing program should be set up.
Yet, he said, although the heart to
heart interview is of great help in
guiding the veteran, intelligence and
special tests also serve an important
function. The intelligence test is included in the program because knowledge of a man's intelligence is a vital
consideration in working out any plan
designed to guide him.

New Headquarters for
Religious Instructions by Mail
(Continued from page two)
lioious instruction in the usual manner.
Parish priests write to enroll prospective converts who cannot, for a wide
variety of reasons, receive personal instructions; others, who are planning
discussion clubs, write to find out if
the instruction materials are available
for such work. Inmates of hospitals,
penitentiaries, etc., request information
and instruction. Persons desiring to investigate the Church. but living ii outof-the-way places make inquires concerning instruction by mail. All these
inquiries must be answered.
And then, of course, there is the
ever-present problem of finances. The
instructions are given absolutely free
of charge to all non-Catholics. That
means appeals for funds must be made;
donations must be acknowledged, and
there must be the necessary publicity
to help make the work better known.
New uses for the materials are constantly cropping up; new fields are be-
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Archbishop Glennon
Sixty Years a Priest

St. Louis, Mo.-Archbishop John J.
Glennon celebrated the 60th anniversary of his ordination to the priesthood on Wednesday, December 20, in
the chapel of Kenrick Seminary, Webster Groves.
The Archbishop had gone to the
seminary early in the morning to ordain eleven student deacons to the
priesthood and, somewhat as a surprise, found several hundred members
of the Hierarchy and the clergy there
to participate with him in his Mass
of Thanksgiving. At the Mass which
the Archbishop celebrated with the
eleven new priests he was assisted by
the Rector of the Seminary, the Very
Reverend Jo-4iph P. Donovan, C. M.,
and the Very Reverend John S. Mix.
C. R., Rector of St. John Cantius'
house of studies in St. Louis. Eiglht
of the men ordained were memners
of the Congregation of the Resurrection.
As Ordinary of the St. Louis Archdiocese the contacts of Archbishop
Glennon with the Community have
been as intimate as they have been
constant. He has ordained more than
eighty-five of the confreres to the
priesthood, beginning with the class
of 1903, the year in which he became
Coadjutor Bishop of St. Louis. The
class of 1933 was the last to be ordained to the priesthood by His Exdellency, but there are few priests in
the province upon whom he has not
imposed his hands in the ordination of
either the deaconate or subdeaconate.
We pray that cur beloved A-chbishop may be blessed with continued
years of fruitful ministry.

FIRST CATHOLIC SCHOOL
Over ninty-three years ago, in October, 1852, five Daughters of Charity
arrived in San Francisco to establish
there the first Catholic school. It was
while attending the First Plenary
Council of Baltimore that Archbishop
Alemany of San Francisco visited and
interested the Daughters of Charity
in Emmitsburg in behalf of California.

ing discovered. (As, for instance, the
recent inauguration of the instruction
work among the hard of hearing and
totally deaf.)
All day long (and often far into the
night) you can hear the clatter of
typewriters in the imposing residence
on Lindell Boulevard. The mailbox on
the sidewalk in front of the building
is the daily recipient of literally hundreds of letters to all parts of the world.
Instruction by mail has indeed become a big business, and as a Chaplain wrote to Father Fallon recently,

Seven Sisters left Emmitsburg for the
long and arduous journey to California.
Sisters
Arrived in California the
found things in rather poor order. But
a drive initiated by Archbishop Alemany and furthered by the contribution of a great gold chain that held
his pectoral cross soon bettered conditions. Civic leaders supported the
drive by donating money and personal
labor.
Even as early as 1858 the enrollment
at St. Vincent's had been so large that

"St. Paul must have a soft spot in his
heart for those who are engaged in
this modern way of spreading the
Kingdom of God upon earth."

a new building was imperative for the
school. In 1887 this new school was
erected and soon had an enrollment
of over five hundred pupils.
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PREPARATORY STUDENTS VISIT THE BARRENS
NEW RECTOR
APPOINTED
ST

LOUIS:-The
T

Very Rev. Emmet t
Gaffney,
C.M., was
appointed rector of
the
Preparatory
Seminary on January 3rd to succeed Rev. Justin
\Tuelle, C.M., who
has been appointed to the faculty
Courtesy DePaulian
of the PreparaRev. Emmett
tory Seminary in
Gaffney, C.M.
Cape
Girardeau,
Missouri, to teach Latin and Greek.
Fr. Gaffney taught history at DePaul University since his ordination
in 1921 until his recent appointment to
the faculty of Kenrick Seminary on
the death of Father Martin O'Malley,
C. M. Father Gaffney was also formerly superior at Rosati Hall in Chicago.
Fr. Nuelle, who was ordained in
1903, was first assigned to teach Latin,
Greek and Mathematics at the Preparatory Seminary in Perryville. Next
he was appointed to the faculty of old
St. Vincent's College, Chicago, where
he remained from 1904 to 1910. From
1910 to 1915 he was on the faculty of
the University of Dallas.
Then he
was sent to the old Preparatory Seminary in St. Louis, where he taught
Latin until 1932 when he was appointed superior at St. John's Seminary,
Kansas City, Mo. From Kansas City
he went to Los Angeles as superior of
Los Angeles College and professor of
Latin, where he remained until 1937
when he was called back to St. Louis
to take charge of the Preparatory
Seminary.

BUILDING FUND DRIVE
The Miraculous Medal Association
has announced that the Building
Fund Drive for St. Mary's Seminary
inaugurated in October has had ai
very successful beginning. The Association wishes to thank all who have
contributed financially arid spiritually to the drive, and asks for the continued aid and support of all.

Fr. Connor Improving
Charles
Paso, Texas-Father
El
Connor, C. M., was hit and thrown
by an automobile on Friday evening
before Christmas as he was crossing
His condition
a street in El Paso.
has been critical but he is improving.
The latest report from Sister Mathilda, Sister Servant at Hotel Dieu, is
that there is a continued improvement
in Father's condition. He has regained consciousness, although at times
he is still in a daze. He realizes now
that he has been in an accident. His
temperature has been normal for several days and Dr. Wilcox thinks that
he has a good chance for recovery.
Father Connor had been stationed
since 1939 at St. Vincent's parish, Los
Angeles, California, before he was
transferred to El Paso last summer.

Fr. O'Connell Honored
Chicago, 11.-The Very Rev. Michael J. O'Connell, C.M., who retired as
president of De Paul University last October to become superior of the Vincentian priests in Chicago, was honored on January 13 by the Alumni As.sociation at a testimonial banquet in
The Hotel Continental attended by 750
guests. The speakers at the dinner
were the Very Rev. Comerford J.
O'Malley, C.M., newly appointed president of De Paul, and Rev. Frederick
Coupal, C. M., newly appointed coordinator of alumni activities for the
1
university. Father O'Conne l was preilluminated
elaborately
sented an
scroll by the alumni association.

Holy See Advances
Vincentian Cause
Once again hone mounts for the
raising of another Vincentian to the
altars of God as word comes from
Vatican City of the renewal of the
Cause of our Venerable
confrere,
Father Felix De Andreis, first American Visitor. It is gathered from the
Felix's
dispatch that the Venerable
cause will be taken up after that of
Ven. Catherine Tekakwitha, the young
Iriquois maiden who lived at the time
of Holy Founder. (Heri-Hodie)

Each year the Christmas vacation is
ardently appreciated not only because,
of the rpiritual joy experienced during
this Holy Season but also because of
the great happiness brought about by
the closer knitting together of the
whole Community through the week's
activities-the plays, bunco party, and
the "chats" with our brethren across
the way. Yet, the Christmas vacatibh
of '44 was even more enjoyable than
those of previous years because our
younger brothers from St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo., paid us
a visit on January 3. With their visit
came all that could be added to our
enjoyment, a "get-together" of the
Community and the "spes gregis."
On their annual May visit the boys
arrive about 9 A. M. On this visit
they arrived after noon. At two o'clock
the 'movie, "Heavenly Days," starring
Fibber McGee and Molly was shown
along with a comedy and newsreel.
A buffet supper, featuring turkey,
ham, pop, and ice cream, was served
in the recreation hall.
While the boys visited the Novices
after supper, Mr. O'Connor and his
handy co-workers again converted the
area just outside the auditorium into
the lobby of the Tivoli theater. At
7:15 "The Spider" was re-presented together with two pleasing features
which were added to the show. Between the second and third acts, the
"Basin Street Quartet," composed of
Messrs. Ganel, Shaughnessy, Lenihan,
and Vawter, rendered "Ezechiel Saw
the Wheel" and "You Call Dat Religion." Between the first and second
acts the "Crane Brothers," Messrs.
Wesner and Ross, sang their two minstrl numbers alsol, "The Preacher
and the Bear" and "Hi-Diddle-DeeDee, the Monastic Life for Me." Both
the cast of the play and those participating in the added attractions did
Some of us think
excellently well.
the second presentation even excelled
the first.
Not long afterwards the time came
for adieus. As the Students, accompanying the boys to the buses, filed
out of the building they looked on
with envious eyes as the boys received their bags of candy, and some traditionally tried to grab a share for
themselves.
By 10 P. M. the buses were on their
( Continued on Page Three)
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Felix at Rome, An Apostle of Charity
The years of preparation which
Father De Andreis devoted to the development of his interior life, in matters spiritual and scholastic, were long
and arduous, silent and unassumming.
Thanks to the call of the Apostolate,
there was occasioned the manifestation of the fruit of that preparation
-an accomplished apostle of charity,
aglow with love of God and ardently
zealous for the salvation of souls. In
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at Piacenza that his charity first budded forth with signs
at once unmistakable and promising. But reserved for
Rome was that privilege of witnessing the full blossom of
that apostolic charity, the freshness, vigor, and fragrance
of which was diffused throughout the Eternal City and its
environs, innocently invading even the halls of the Papal
Palace.
Father De Andreis was first assigned to the missions
among the poor people of the campagna, surrounding region
of Rome, and successively to many various districts not too
far distant from the City. The deplorable religious and
moral condition of the lowly inhabitants, and the bitter
partisaf"quarrels existing among them, afforded him ample grounds for evangelical and instructional work. The
very difficult and laborious character of the task only acted as an incentive to Felix to labor the harder until all had
profited by the word of God. In one instance, at the beginning of the mission at Vicovaro, a violent discord between some young men caused scandal to the faithful.
Transformed in heart by the ardent words of Father De Andreis, these young men, attired in a penitential garb, publicly begged pardon for the folly of their conduct.
The turbulent French Revolution had spared not
even Rome in its sacrilegious conquests. The city, deprived of its august Ruler, taken prisoner to France, was the
scene of material wretchedness, persecutions of religious
persons, and the impiety of indifferentism and unbelief.
Every day Father De Andreis preached to the clergy and
laity; he entered the prisons to encourage the unfortunate
inmates; he visited the public hospitals to bring the consolation of his words and his sacred ministry. He contributed to the relief of these misfortunes in whatsoever
way his burning zeal and lively charity suggested themselves to him. In order to lend some assistance to a prominent family that had been reduced to dire poverty, Father
De Andreis relinquished his watch explaining, "I haven't
the heart to keep what is in the nature of a superfluity
while my neighbors are in want of the absolute necessities
of life."
Yet, all this work was only part of the activities of his
apostolic charity. Daily his was the weighty obligation of
teaching dogmatic theology to the students of his own Congregation and to the clerics of the Propaganda College.
His ability as a teacher and the effectiveness of his teaching is reverently preserved in testimonies, the most magnificent of which is that of Bishop Rosati: "When Father
De Andreis ascended the rostrum, he astounded his pupils

GOLDEN JUBILARIANS
At the Motherhouse of the Western Province, Sister
Aloysius Collins celebrated her Golden Jubilee quietly and
privately in December. The
Jubilee Mass was offered
Sister
by the Very Reverend Director, Father Cronin.
Aloysius has been organist at Marillac for over thirty years.
Also during December, Sister Mary Bernard McNicholas of Providence Hospital, Mobile, Alabama, celebrated her Golden Jubilee in Religion.

Within the near future both Sister De Paul of St.
Vincent's Infant Asylum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Sister
Vincent, who is stationed at the orphanage in Birmingham,
Alabama, will celebrate their Golden Jubilees.
The Double Family extends sincere and heartfelt
congratulations to those faithful spiritual daughters of St.
Louise who are celebrating their Golden Jubilees at this
time.
SISTER SERVANTS
It has been announced by the Reverend Director of
the Daughters of Charity that the following appointments
have recently been made:
Sister Catherine, formerly of St. Joseph's Hospital
in Chicago, is to be Sister Servant at St. Joseph's Hospital
in St. Joseph, Missouri.
Sister Editha will be the new Sister Servant at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital in San Francisco. Formerly, Sister was
stationed at St. Vincent's Hospital in Los Angeles.
Sister Teresa goes to Carville, Louisiana, succeeding
the late Sister Zoe Schieswohl as Sister Servant there.
DECEASED
Sister Zoe Schieswohl, who had served for five years

as Sister Servant at the Hospital in Carville, Louisiana,
passed away on December 11, 1944. Sister-had been stationed at the U. S. Marine Hospital No. 66 in Carville for the
past twelve years. May her soul rest in peace.

NEWS FROM BRITAIN
From a recent issue of the "English Catholic Newsletter" we learn that Msgr. Griffin, Archbishop of Westminster, singled out the Sisters of Charity for special
praise in enumerating the services which English Catholics
are rendering their church and country. "The Cornets are
seen daily passing through the streets on their mission of
charity. Some Sisters care for the sick poor in their homes.
Others devote their lives to protecting girls and women
who are in danger or who have fallen."
by the ease, the copiousness, the solidity, and the clarity
of what he said. He never opened the texts, and the testimonies of the Scriptures and of the Fathers were not only
cited with exactitude, but given entirely and literally......His
explanations were luminous, and what he superadded to
the author was so beautiful, so interesting, that we were
in the habit of committing them to writing as soon as we
returned to our rooms....And what is more, while enlight-

ening the mind, he inflamed the heart....."
Such unique achievements did not escape the notice
of the prelates and Princes of the Church. His Eminence,

Cardinal Della Somaglia, wishing to ascertain for himself
the truth of the reports, went one day to the house of the
Mission in Rome. It happened that the Cardinal arrived
just as Father De Andreis was giving a conference. The
Cardinal listened attentively to the address and was so
much satisfied that he attended all the other conferences
of that retreat. Shortly afterwards, in an audience with
the gentle Pius VII, this worthy prelate remarked: "Holy
Father, I have found a treasure of science and piety in a
priest of the Mission. His name is Felix De Andreis, and
he is quite young. I heard him speak, several times, on the
dignity and duties of the priesthood, and he pleased me so
much that I seemed to hear a Saint John Chrysostom or a
Saint Bernard." Enraptured at these words, the soverign
pontiff immediately replied: "We must not lose sight of this

young man, for it is with such as he that we should fill
the episcopal sees."
And today, "we must not lose sicht of this mar". His
generous life and liberal works Of charity do still dispense
light to our minds and fire to our hearts-only-we must
not lose sight of him.
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CHAPLAIN NEWS

What's Wrong With This Picture?

In a letter written to Fr. George
Yager, C.M., and dated December 12,
Fr. William Glynn, C.M., tells the circumstances which brought about his
appointment as a civilian contract
chaplain in the Air Forces. After
Bishop Quinn returned to the Yukiang
Vicariate from his visit to the United
States he sent Fr. Glynn to Kweilin
to have some dental work done. While
there he was cut off from the Vicariate by a movement of the Japanese
troops, and as a result was told by
Bishop Quinn to become a chaplain
in the United States Army since he
could not get back to do missionary
work.
Fr. Glynn says that he is stationed
near a B-29 Base and takes care of
the men at the fighter fields. His life
is a busy one, with three Masses on
Sunday and an afternoon Mass at
five-thirty on the week-days. "It's a
great life," says Fr. Glynn, "but I
still prefer my life at Yingtan."
In his letter Fr. Glynn asks a favor
of Fr. Yager: "If you see any priests
of my class please tell them to drop
me a line. We get our mail in about
two weeks' time."
Fr. Glynn's address is:
Chaplain William J. Glynn
Hq. 312 Fighter Wing, (Sp), APO 210
c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.
In his Christmas card to the students at Perryville, Fr. Glynn wrote:
"This will be my first Christmas with
the armed forces. Personally I would
rather be in my mission at Yingtan
with my Bishop and fellow priests. Remember them in your prayers. They
are the true soldiers of Christ, fighting
a more important battle."
On January 13, Fr. Vincent Smith,
C.M., wrote from Fort Ord, California,
that he had been scheduled to give
several talks on Chinese to the soldiers,
which he calls "Orientation Lectures."
He describes his life as "great" and also as a busy one. As an instance of this
he writes that on the previous Sunday
he had said three Masses, one at the
hospital, another at the German prison camp, and the third at the post
chapel.
Since wkitin); the
letter
Father
Smith has been changed. His latest
address is:
Chaplain Vincent D. Smith - 0927900
Chaplain's Office
Camp Beale, California
Fr. Joseph J. Edwards, C.M., or Lt.
J.
. Edwards, USNR, has been recommissioned from the USS General
Leroy Eltinge to the USS Oneida.
His address is:
Lt. Joseph J. Edwards

USS Oneida
APO 221, Fleet P. O.

San Francisco, Calif.

Something important is left out.
Do you know what it might be?
This is a picture of our new
cabinet. Any staff-member of the
Crusade Courses will proudly demonstrate its efficiency. There is a
pigeon-hole for every kind of testblank, not forgetting the latest forms
for the new Chapter Course. Neat
blue or pink labels guide the bewildered eye. The Reverend Deacon whose
craftsmanship produced it boasts that
there are hundreds of separate pieces
of wood, "fitted, not nailed."
The larger cubby-holes in the center accommodate most of the books
used in finding answers to those $64Even the "Little Flower"
questions.
ptatue gets its niche, to satisfy the indispensable devotion to the "Patron
of the Missions."
Wire baskets set in other apertures
contain tests in the various stages of
completion, and all the material to
be filed in the correspondents' individual folders.
Drawers for stationery, cabinets
further down for reserve stock-still
the most necessary element is not accounted for. Here is the omission: it
lacks a human being. Without the
personal touch the Courses would attract very few.

Bogelto

Congratulations
Congratulations to Mr. George
Eirich, C.M., who pronounced his
vows as a member of the Congregation of the Mission on January 10, 1945.

NECROLOGY
The suffrage numbers for the
month of February are 6 to 10
inclusive.

I

In your kindness you ar e asked to pray for the repose of the
souls of the sister of Fr. James
Helinski, C.M., and the rnother
of Fr. Francis Lynn, C.M.
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PREPARATORY STUDENTS
(Continued From Page One)
way again and a very happy day came
to an end. This brief visit afforded
the Students great pleasure, particularly since it was not considered as
the annual "Cape" visit. We regret
that the weather did not permit the
playing of sports so that the boys
could have had an opporunity to gain
back some of their lost laurels. However, the weather will be excellent for
that, we hope, when they visit us in
May.

Every pupil has a personal instructor. His first care is to make his new
He
responsibility "right at home".
encourages questions, offers extraroutine assistance. Above all, he bewares of giving stereotyped treatment.
If the pupil lives somewhere he never
heard of, he tries to learn something
of that locality.
He interests himself in the duties
and the worries of the "G. I.", his
greatest concern today. A friendly relationship often springs up that endures beyond the course of lessons.
One commissioned officer wrote back
recently after finishing the tests--and
entering the Church, "I feel like I've
known you all my life. Some day I
hope to meet you and shake your
hand."
Next to Divine grace, it was the
personal element that must have been
responsible for keeping another pupil
so interested that even after losing
his copy of "Fr. Smith Instructs Jackson," during the assault on Anzio, he
wrote in from his fox-hole asking for
a new book an.d desiring to continue
the lessons.
Yes, the complicated maze of
pigeon-holes bespeaks efficiency and
expansion. But it tells only half the
Etory.
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at the Barrens
Fr. Weldon's Last Year
began at one o'clock to take out pews

Fr. Weldon's diary for the year 1893
shows a progressive period in the life
of St. Mary's Seminary. The most
significant accomplishment was the
building of the present class room and
library building. Fr. Weldon records
on Jan. 3 that two stone cutters are
working on the stone for the new
building and that a Mr. Layton is
making the trusses. On April 12 a Mr.
Tlapek bids on the lumber and the
Bitner Brothers, Blacksmiths, come to
bid on the iron work. Brick-laying has
begun by April for this is the entry for
April 27th; "Brick-laying at new college
delayed for want of brick. Two more
kilns to be burnt. When fourth kiln is
fired the bricklayers will come from
Cape."
On June 29 Fr. Weldon was very
happy to report that the "first story
of college building is finished," and
on Aug. 17: "Bricklayers finished today and payed off. Will leave for Cape
tonight." Finally on Aug. 29 he writes:
"Five tinners arrived from St. Louis to
put tin roofing on the college. Carpmnters are fitting in window frames."
And with this the sketchy account of
the new building from stone cutting to
rjcfing is completed.
During this same year the pews and
flooring in the Church were ripped
out in preparation for replacements.
On April 2 Fr. Weldon records: "Mr.
Biallas, Supt. of Rcchtin and Biallas
Church Furniture Co., of St. Louis, arrived today to conclude bargains for
new pews. Finished measurements at
2 p. m. and left for St. Mary's in hack."
On April 27: "First load for flooring
for Church hauled today from St.
Mary's by Evaristus Riney and Jos.
Fenwick. Flooring piled in Church."
A week later the actual work was begun: "Spent morning removing altars
from north side of Church to prepare
for carpenters to rip up old flooring.
St. Valentine's Relic removed to
biptistry: glass front and top being detachable. Mr. Charles Kiefner and men

and rip up flooring."
In addition to these accounts of the
material improvements about the Seminary there are other entries for this
year of historic and general human
interest. On Feb. 2 Fr. Weldon tells
that "Mr. Wm. Leste, our tailor, left
for St. Louis this morning. Too lonely
-no one to associate with and talk
German. Otherwise well pleased." On
the 22nd of that same month he writes:
"Went to town today to sign R. R.
Bonds for $1,000.00 each, at 80 cents on
the dollar. The Railroad is to run between here and St. Louis, via St. Mary's,
Farmington and Iron Mountain R.R.
This buys first mortgage bonds bearing 5% interest, which coupons are
receivable for freight charges over
same road. $1,000,000.00 is wanted from
this county to encourage outside investors. Now is our time." On Aug. 7
"Vincent Lally
the Superior writes:
arnived from St. Louis today to work
in ref(ctories at $12.00 per month-extra pay-he must earn it."
In regard to his own confreres and
personnel of the house he has several
interesting entries. On April 19 he
writes: "Heavy rain last night. Fr.
Charles Remillion left here for St.
Stephen's, N. O., on one day's notice.
Having been here since 1880 he felt the
parting keenly but left promptly. I
drove him to the landing at Claryville,
getting there just in time for the last
boat at 1:00 p. m. Rain all the way
back which took four and a half
hours." On May 25 he writes of another
change: "Fr. L. P. Landry left for St.
Louis to look over the interest of the
new seminary. Fr. Wm. Barnwell appointed assistant in his place." And on
the 29th of June he states that: "Fr.
A. J. Meyer, late Superior in Los Anggeles and new Superior for Kenrick
Seminary, arrived from St. Louis. Fr.
Meyer was last here in 1866."
On Sept. 20 word came to Fr. Weldon that he had been appointed to
La Salle.

A TRIBUTE TO SISTER ZOE
(Taken from the STAR, a publication
of the patients of the United States
Marine Hospital, National Leprosarium, Carville, La.
-In this global war we have iseen and
will see combatants being decorated
lor gallantry in action, sacrince and
devotion beyond the call of duty,
which is but fitting for the grateful
nation to render to her heroes. But
there are many services and individuals in and outside of the Armed
Forces which no less deserve recognition for their labors and sacrifices.
One of these organizations is the
Daughters of Charity, that world-wide
organization which administers nursing to the sick and help to the needy.

To this order Sister Zoe was but one
of the many soldiers in t he field, we
might say, who had devolted the best
of her life that others may suiTer
Sr. Zoe in her early twenties
less.
entered her order, and after due preparation took the habit in 1900. Because of her marked administrative
ability seven years later she was promoted to Sister Servant, and was always made head of the hospital administrators wherever she was as,signed. In 1938 the College of Hospital Administrators made her a Fellow as a tribute to her diligence. For
44 years she served in different parts
of the United States, in that capacity
for which her Order is noted...... In

SEMINARY BRIEFS
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month the floors
of the sacristy
and choirs of the
Church have been
completely refinished. The clear,
smooth finish
which is the result of a sanding
and special varnishing process
has produced a
remarkable im provement in the

appearances of these places. The soft
wood floors in the nave and vestibule
have also been reconditioned, though
not to the extent that the hard wood
floors in the sacristy and choirs allowed.
Another improvement has been the
remodeling of the choir loft at the
back of the church. The large attendance at some of the Sunday Masses
demanded that this extra space be
made available to the congregation.
The annual retreat for the seminary began on the evening of the traditional day, the feast of the Conversion of St. Paul, Janiuary 25. Appreciated as the most important eight
days of the year, by those whose
Asingle aim and purpose is the supernatural life, the period was well
Ispent. Deo Mariaeque gratias!
1931 she was sent here, then at Sister
Martha's death in 1935 she was made
head nurse, which position she held
up to the time of her death.
In every hospital to which she was
assigned she radiated confidence, symIn our midst
pathy and kindness.
many will miss her cheery salutation
and contagious smile. No longer will
we meet on the corridors and walks
that soul with a pleasant word to the
patients. She was always ready to
do little things for the patients,
whether it was to send some little
message or to get something for them
There are many
from the outside.
patients indebted to her in some way
perhaps that will never be known....
Sister Zoe at all times encouraged the
other Sisters in their pet schemes to
entertain the patients, such as the
Kid Christmas Party, parties for the
blind, and for the music lovers.
This can be aptly said of Sister
Zoe: "While she had life, her best she
gave; and in death, our graveyard
she preferred."
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SISTER STANISLAUS HONORED
RECEIVES NEW ORLEANS AWARD FOR HOSPITAL WORK

New Orleans, La., Jan. 14, 1945:-The loving cup, annually awarded to the New Orleans citizen who is considered to have performed the greatest altruistic service for
the community, was this year presented to Sister Stanislaus Malone of Charity Hospital. The selection of Sister
Stanislaus as the recipient of the "Times-Picayune Loving
Cup for 1943" was announced on Saturday, January 13.
Sister Stanislaus is now Sister Servant of the Daughters of Charity at Charity Hospial and Director of the
School of Nursing there. This award was presented to her
for cumulative service over a period of approximately
sixty-two years in New
Orleans' Charity Hospital. She is honored for
her exemplary humanitarian work and for the
part she has played in
the development of the
hospital as an institution
with a high standard of
care for the indigent
sick.
THE COMMITTEE'S
CITATION

The committee which
made the selection for
the loving cup was composed of John Dupuy,
representing the New
Orleans Board of Trade,
Ltd., L. C. Deckbar, representing the New Or1 e a n s Association n f
Commerce, and Jean Mason Smith, representing
the New Orleans Cotton
Exchange. The committee's citation honorinc,
Sister Stanislaus read as
follows.
"The Committee has
chosen Sister Stanislaus
of Charity Hospital to
receive the Times-Pie yune Loving Cup of 1943
for unselfish civic ser
ice over a period of many

fears.

Hospital School of Nursing with the State University
(Louisiana State University), enabling graduate nurses to
pursue an advance education in nursing leading to a bachelor of science degree in nursing.
HEROIC SERVICES GENUINELY ADMIRED

Serving through epidemics of yellow fever, bubonic
plague, and influenza, and through every catastrophe which
has visited New Orleans during her sixty-two years of
service, Sister Stanislaus has remained at her post and
given freely of her time and attention to thousands of
patients. Furthermore, her personal friendship with countless individuals, who
could not help admiring
her for the innumerable
charities for which she
sought no reward, resulted in many and large
donations and benefactions to Charity Hospita 1.
The investigating
committee found that
the donations to the hospital mainly influenced
by her amounted to over
three million dollars!
Two outstanding instances of this were her
close friendship with
Mrs. Richard Milliken,
who donated the funds
for the Richard Milliken
Memorial for children,
and Mrs. John . Dibert,
who donated the Dibert
Memorial building for
white tuberculosis natients and also gave the
present sisters' residence.
GOLDEN
JUBILARIAN

When Sister Stanislaus celebrated her Golden Jubilee in 1933, she
was granted an Apostolic Blessing by the Holy
Father, Pope Pius XI.
Also on this occasion
she received special messages of congratulations
from President Roosevelt (who also once paid
her a visit), the Governor of the State, United
States
Senators, the
Mayor of New Orleans,

"In the finest tradition of service to humanity, Sister Stoni'laus has ministered to
the needy, regardless cu
race or creed, in a manner which held no regard
Courtesy Times-Picayune
and mahy civic and busiSISTER STANISLALiUS MALONE, D.C.
for her own welfare. Her
ness leaders.
kindliness, her good judgment, her ability and rare sense
Loyola University of New Orleans conferred on her the
of humor have been sources of inspiration both to the sick honorary degree of doctor of science in 1936, "in recognition
and her associates."
of her services for more than half a century to nursing both
NEW ORLEANS' MOST BELOVED WOMAN
as an art and as a science," and in appreciation of "her
Often referred to as "New Orleans' Most Beloved
profound wisdom, her broad scholarship, and her 4ll-emWoman," Sister Stanislaus was born Catherine Malone in
bracing charity.
Sacramento, California, in 1866. When she was 16 years old
Perhaps the greater part of Sister Stanislaus' grand
she entered the Novitiate of the Daughters of Charity and life's work can be put in the words of Dr. O. P. Daly, Dithe following year was sent to Charity Hospital in New rector of Charity Hospital. He says of her:
Orleans, her first and only assignment! She was a member
"Probably one of the greatest services Sister Stanislaus
of the first class of the hospital's School of Nursing and has rendered to the entire South is the influence she has
graduated with it in December of 1895. For the next five had on the lives of thousands of doctors and nurses who
have come in contact with her, and who have had the privyears she was supervisor of the out-patient department
lege of serving with her.
of the hospital. Following this, she was made operating"By her precepts and example, she has taught them a
room supervisor. In 1915 she became Sister Servant and philosophy of life and has imbued these young men and
Director of Nursing, and the following year she was in- women with ideals of service which have carried many of
them into prcminent positions throughout the South, and
strumental in establishing the school of anesthesia. Bethese men and women, many of whom are today advanced
sides being an organizer of the School of Nursing, in 1932
in years, still consider it a high honor to be numbered
among Sister Stanislaus' "boys and girls."
Sister Stanislaus promoted the affiliation of the Charity
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BITS OF NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
CHICAGO, ILL.
At the Very Reverend Comerford J.
O'Malley's inauguration as president
Archbishop
of De Paul University,
Samuel A. Stritch predicted that Fr.
O'Malley's term would be a critical
De Paul
one. After congratulating
and its administration upon its splendid work of inculcating Catholic principles, the Archbishop said: "I forecast
a very difficult time for Father O'Malley as president of the university, not
merely from an economic point of
that
view, but from the necessity
he will be under of combatting
the tendencies found throughout our
modern university system. The modern university has achieved a technical
perfection that has advanced the material welfare of mankind tremendously, but just in proportion to its advances in the technical field have been
its failures in the spiritual and moral
training of its students."
Fr. O'Malley is the youngest presiuniversity in the
dent of a major
country. He is forty-two.
Fr. Thomas Connolly, C.M., has been
appointed Moderator of the DePAULIA, the student newspaper of the university.
Lt. Ferdinand J. Ward, C.M., attended the inaugural ceremonies of Father
O'Malley last month, and has since
gone back to Fort Niagara, Niagara,
N.Y., where he is stationed.
The War Training Office at De Paul
University has established a new course
in general production control and
planning designed to give the newlyinducted assembly employee not only
basic nomenclature but also a broad
perspective of the field so that he will
understand just exactly how his particular job fits into the whole scheme
of mass production.
Fr. Edward J. Kammer, C.M., a short
time ago became a member of the midwest branch of the Polish Institute
of Arts and Sciences in America. This
is a group of Polish scholars under the
presidency of Felix W. Pawlowski, of
the University of Michigan, to which
are joined such prominent American
members as President Conant of Harvard, Professor MacIver of Columbia's
and Professor
sociology department,
Rostovtzeff, historian at Yale University. At a recent meeting held in
Lincoln Hall at Northwestern University Father Kammer read a paper:
Fishermen . in
Oyster
'"Slavonian
Southwestern Louisiana."
Three of the 119 veterans enrolled
at De Paul under the G. I. bill of
rights for the second quarter are women.
The faculty of De Paul Academy
has nominated five of the February
graduating class as outstanding students on the basis of scholarship,
character, and participation in student

activities. They are Michael O'Shea,
William Lahey, John Wolfe, Thomas
Tully, and Thomas Slominski.
The
class will select one of these to represent itself and the school in an
interview with the Chicago TRIBUNE
for January 29.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Over a p:riod of eight weeks Fr.
Francis O'Brien, C.M.,
held weekly
discussions in the field of social justice with a group cf parishoners of St.
Ann's Parish, San Antonio. Archbishop Luccy drew up the plan for the
discussions.
Fr. Robert Zimney, C.M., has founded the Holy Name Society among his
men, especially the Spanish-American,
at the parish of Losoya.
The Very Rev. William Brennan,
C.M. delivered the Forty Hours talks
at Corpus Christi Cathedral on January 7, 8, and 9.
Our Lady of the Lake College held
its Forty Hours devotion on January
12, 13, and 14. Fr. Francis O'Brien,
C.M., preached the sermons.:
Fr. John O'M. Sharpe, C.M., conducted a three day retreat for the students of St. Joseph High School, Yoakum, January 15, 16, and 17.
Santa Rosa Hospital celebrated the
Forty Hours devotion on January 30,
31, and February 1. The three talks
were given by Fathers Emmett Darby,
C.M. John W7aker C. M. and Edward
Riley, C.M., The seminary choir under the direction of Fr. Lee Zimmermann, C.M., sang for the closing exercises.
Fr. Patrick O'Brien, C.M., conducted
a retreat for the students of Corpus
Christi College-Academy, January 27,
28, and 29.
St. Mary's School in San Antonio
sta-ed the first round of its oratorical
contest. Presiding as judge was the
Rev. Bernard Degan, C.M.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
The Archdiocesan Union of Colored
Holy Name societies celebrated its second anniversary in St. Katherine's
Church, Sunday, January 7. The Very
Rev. Willis Darling, C.M., celebrated
the Mass and delivered the sermon,
in which he expressed the wish that
the Holy Name men co-operate with
the Most Rev. Archbishop in the Youth
Progress Program. He also expressed
the desire that the men should set
the tone of spirituality in the home
and the Church, a challange that could
be better fulfilled by their being affiliated with a society such as the
Holy Name.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.
The annual bazaar at St. Vincent's

College will be held on the evening of
February 13. A $25 -war bond is the
main raffle prize.
Fr. Robert Corcoran, C.M., addressed
the Daughters of American Colonists,
assembled at Cape Girardeau on January 13. His topic was "The Pope's
Peace Plan."
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
Fr. James Richardson, C.M., how
goes to the Oxnard Flight Strip A.A.F.
for weekly Mass on Wednesdays. He
finds that he can see more men and
can do more good then than on Sundays. The transportation to the Church
in Camarillo is very efficient on Sundays to take care of the few who remain at the base.
JACKSON, OHIO
Fr. Edward Furlong, C.M., recently
conducted three days of recollection
for the priests of the Lansing Diocese;
one day each at Owcsso, Jackson, and
South Haven.
FROM THE EAST
Fr. Francis Moehringer, C.M., recently returned to the United States from
the Kanchow Vicariate in China.
celebrated
Brother Anthony, C.M.,
his fiftieth *anniversary in the Community last December.
On January 3 the Most Rev. James
Kearney, Bishop of Rochester, confirmed more than 300 young men at
the U. S. Naval Training Station at
Sampson, N. Y. Among the priests assisting at the ceremory was Lt.-Com.
Frederick Gehring, C.M., senior Catholic chaplain.
EUROPE
A letter from the Roman Province
to Fr. Joseph Ducci, C.M., of Roseto,
Pa., dated September 9, 1944, gives us
some information of our Italian confreres.
and
Fr. Giuseppe Morosini, C.M.,
names were
other confreres, whose
not disclosed,- made the supreme sacrifice of th:ir lives in the city of Rome.
The letter states that they were killed
by a fusilade of shots from Nazi guns.
It also states that this was done despite the pleadings of the Holy Father
with the German officers.
Fr. Virgilio Sabatini, C.M., lost his
life as a victim of the bombing at Piacenza.
Our houses in Feretino, Florence,
and Sienna have felt the sting of aerial bombings and are now uninhabitable and in urgent need of repairs.
Fortunately the members of these
to the
fled
houses had previously
mountains. At present they are living in the Community's summer villas nearby.
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The Story of De Paul University
ACCOUNT REVEALS SCOPE OF VINCENTIANS

New Building For
St. John's Seminary
San Antonio:-Archbishop Robert E.
Lucey has announced that a little over
$225,000 has been contributed to the
building fund drive for St. John's
Archdiocesan Seminary.
The drive
was begun on January 9, 1943.
The
tremendous success of the drive resulted from the small offerings of
thousands of the faithful who are poor
in this world's goods but rich in their
love for God and His priesthood.
There were no single contributions
of more than $1,000 and only two in
that amount.
A firm of architects is now working
on the plans for the new seminary.
The housing and educational facilities for additional seminarians must
be provided for without further delay
despite the fact that times are difficult and the cost will be heavy. This
past year it has been necessary to install double-decker beds and make
other improvements to accommodate
the increasing number of students at
St. John's,
Seventy years ago when the diocese
was established, the total population
of Texas was considerably less than
one million. At present the population is more than seven milion. May
the enrollment of students continue
to increase to nrovide priests to minister to these people.
St. John's Smminary was begun in
1915 and moved into its present home
in 1920. The Vincentians took over
the operating of this Archdiocesan
Seminary in August, 1941.

This is the first of a series of articles recounting the history of De
Paul University. Permission was graciously granted by the DE PAUL UNIVERSITY NEWS to reprint these articles, which we think will be of interest to DE ANDREIN readers.
AlThe story begins in France.
though the France of the seventeenth
century was no longer the France of
St. Louis, it had still remained through
many changing centuries the eldest

NEW ARCHBISHOP
OF PANAMA
Recently Osservatore Romano announced the appointment of the Most
Reverend Francis Beckmann, C. M.,
titular Bishop of Telmissus, as Archbishop of Panama. Archbishop Beckmann became Auxiliary Bishop of Panama in 1940 and administered the
see since the death of Archbishop
Maiztegui in the same year.
Born in 1883, he entered the Community in, 1907, and from 1931 until
the time he was made titular Bishop
of Telmissus, he was rector of our
seminary in Panama, Chapellenies.

CHINA MISSIONERS
RETURNING
With the imminence of the Jap inv sion of the vicariate of Kanhsien,
which is under the supervision of our
confreres of the Eastern Province,
Bishop O'Shea, C. M., ordered all the
priests but one to return to the States.
Calcutta,
The ten are now in
awaiting transportation back to the
United States. Father Paul Mottey,
C. M., is the only one remaining with
the Bishop.

Biblical Association Scholarship
Father Joseph L. Lilly, C. M., general secretary of the Catholic Biblical
Association of America, has announced
that a scholarship of $2500 for Biblical studies in the schools of Rome and
Jerusalem after the war has been established by the Association.
The scholarship will be awarded on
the basis of a competitive examination covering sulject-matter submit-

ted to the applicants some months in
advance of the examination. The examination is open to any priest, diocesan or regular, of the United States
or Canada and will consist of three,
two-hour written examinations and
one, one-hour-and-a-half oral examination. The examiners will be chosen from the Active Members of the
Biblical Association.

daughter of the Church. Amid tears,
wars, misery and splendor, France has
continued to produce men whose inspiring contributions to Christian life
and culture have gone round the
world like a flame. Such a man was
St. Vincent de Paul, the scenes of
whose busy and holy life were laid in
the land of France.
Congregation of the Mission

In the first half of the seventeenth
century, St. Vincent founded in turbulent Paris a community of men under the title of the Congregation of
the Mission. In the United States the
priests of the Congregation of the Mission are referred to as the Vincentian
Fathers. It is the priests of this community who have established and who
still conduct De Paul University.
TlYe Congregation of the Mission
functions within the Catholic Church
chiefly to preach missions to the poor
and to take charge of seminaries. But
wherever the circumstances have demanded it, or the opportunity seemed
favorable, the Vincentian Fathers
have engaged in educational work
among the laity. For instance, here
in the United States they maintain
three universities: St. John's University, Brooklyn, New York; Niagara
University, Niagara, New York; and
De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois.
In England, Vincentian priests have
established a teachers' college in one
of English literature's famous shrines,
the Gothic castle at Strawberry Hill
on the Thames, built in 1477 by Horace Walpole, less than a mile from the
villa at Twickenham of the fastidious Mr. Pope. In Dublin, Eire,
the Vincentians have another
normal school, St. Parick's Training College, Drumcondra, and the famous secondary school, St. Vincent's
College, Castleknock. Outside the English speaking lands, the Community
has a college in Syria at ancient Damascus, another college in Turkey at
historic Istanbul, and in Palestine, the
Vincentians conduct a girls' school
at storied Jerusalem.
Vincentians in Chicago

First of the Vincentians to settle in
Chicago was the Reverend Edward M.
Smith, C. M. He came in August, 1875.
(CONTINUED ON LAST PAGE)
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Father De Andreis and the Cross
Love of the cross is the badge of
He
the true disciple of Christ.
whose life was a life of sorrow, a
life shadowed by the cross on which
He was at length to be crucified reckons among His disciples only those
who choose the life of the cross, a life
of suffering. The disciple of the Sufferer must himself be a sufferer.
The rough way of the cross is
the path of refinement and the disciple's preparation for Calvary.
rucifixion with Christ is the ultimate perfection of discipleship, the most sublime height of union with God. Father
De Andreis especially manifested his predilection for the
cross during the bitter mental and physical sufferings to
which it pleased God to subject him for so many years.
God made known to him in his prayer that he must bear
his grief in silence. It would be useful for his perfection.
Concerning this, Father De Andreis confides in his writings: "I have, for a long time, felt that a great love of the
cross was insinuating itself into my heart, and I have
prayed that it might increase, and that Our Lord would implant it, permanently, in the very midst of my soul."
The care of ever keeping before his eyes the work of
his sanctification by diligence and constancy in the observance of the Rules of his institute, and alertness to the
opportunities of the Apostolate, consumed a great pcrt'on
of his energy. But physical sufferings were as nothing

compared to those of his spirit. Felix was often tormented
by doubts. The faltering thought was sometimes his that
perhaps he was excluded from the ranks of the predestinated. To steady himself he fixed his attention on the
thought, that God wills to save all and that trials and
sufferings often posit a blessed eternity. Infidelities to
his resolutions or some other imperfections caused him unceasing distress so that at times he seemed to be completely overwhelmed by them. His one consolation was that
in none of these things did he give full advertence or consent. His humility and resignation alone lent support to
the insupportable, and permitted him to recognize in them
"so many cords with which God held His servant in the
bonds of love."

Entering into the retreat of 1813, Father De Andreis
was in a state of aridity and darkness. One evening he fled
to the feet of Our Blessed Mother and prayed her to lave
his parched soul, and asked a token of safety. In response
to his prayer, his Mother seemed to lay upon him the cross
and say: "Attach yourself to this and never leave it." He
was so comforted and enlightened by these words that he
could now appreciate "the necessity of knowing how to suffer without sensible consolation." And now, too, he knew the
pledge of his salvation-his mother gave it to him-"The
cross, ever more the cress, and God alone!"
Toward the end of that same year of 1813, Fathrr
De Andreis had a vision that confirmed still more definitely
his call to Calvary and the cross. One evening while in the
presence of the Blessed Sacrament, there came vividly before him in spirit a large cross, suspended in the air, dread-

ST. LOUIS.-On Friday, February 2, the fourth anniversary of the nursing school, the ground was broken
for St. Vincent's Sanitarium nursing school for psychiatric
training. The new three-story building, designed for training and housing 70 nurses, will be erected on St. Vincent's
Lane, south of St. Vincent's Sanitarium in St. Louis County.
It will be the only one of its kind in the United States under Catholic supervision.
Begun in 1941 with an enrollment of five, the school
now boasts of an enrollment of 50 nurses, who come from
10 states to spend three months of their training in this
specialized work. Since the enrcllment has increased so
rapidly-and it is believed that this work will become'very
important after the war-a new building is needed immediately to take care of the increase and to provide adequate
quarters for the nurses.

DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY
HELP NCWC
The War Relief "Services-National Catholic Welfare
Conference has launched an aid program in France whereby the most helpless French civilians, particularly infants,
children, and the aged, will be cared for and fed. Helping
the American NCWC in its program of relief will be over
7000 Daughters of Charity, who have placed at its disposal
their 800 well-equipped welfare and relief centers. This
mears that the NCWC will be assisted by the largest and
best-trained staff of experienced charitable workers and will
have some of the most modern hospital equipment and facilities to be found in France.
ful and terrifying in appearance. It was completely covered by a dark but transparent veil, which allowed only
part of the lower extremity to be seen. He understood
that the cress was meant for him; that the small portion
remaining uncovered signified the sufferings he had already undergone, while the greater part was still in store
for h4 m. The sight produced within him terror and awe.
He felt his strength and courage fail. Yet making a violent
effort, he submitted and accepted the cross, beseeching
Our Lord to sustain him by His grace. The cross came
before his mind again and again. Pains of body and mind
increased daily, and, in spite of himself, manifested themselves on his countenance. He spent, torturing days and
sleepless nights. Life seemed on the verge of escaping him.
All earth appeared cruel to him, and heaven relentless.
Father De Andreis was almost in despair when one day
in the recitation of the Penitential Psalms the words, "You
are my Refuge from the trouble that has encompassed me",
had a new meaning for him. From that moment, he grew
rmre tranquil. Inspired with a great confidence in God,
he abandoned himself complet. ly, and found' himself with
an unusual strength and cheerfulness.
Then the cross appeared again, at first uncovered
except for the left arm, and then entirely revealed. No
1 nger was it suspended in the air, but it rested firmly upon
th-' earth. Finally, it was seen completely adorned. Father
De Andreis was reanimated, newly inspired. The love of crc atur'es, the desire of esteem, of possessions, attachment, even to
spiritual things, had passed away. In lieu of them he found a
sincere desire of being despised by all, annihilated, crucified. "The cross, ever more the cross, and God alone!"
Such was the vision. The years of his life evidenced
a succession of crosses, verifying his association with and?,
crucifixion on the cross.
Frequently in his writings he
makes reference to the cross with definite marks of attach-

ment and tender passion: "I will only cling the closer to the
cross, and exulting in God will exclaim, 'With Christ I am
crucified to the cross'." "I resolve to place myself on the
cross in such a manner as never to descend from it during
my life.'" "I shall always find some means of remaining
on the cross, either in one way or another." "The cross in
all its nudity, pain, and ignominy-this shall be my only
portion."
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THE COMMUNITY INCHINA UNDER JAPANESE INVASION
Among the many news reports we
hear and read, there is occasional
mention of the Japanese campaign in
South China. Many of the names of
towns and cities are unfamiliar and
we do not give the matter any further thought, unless, perhaps, there is
mention that an American airfield was
captured. To the family of St. Vincent, however, the present offensive is
of great importance and interest.
On the accompanying map you will
notice a line in the Japanese-occupied
territory running from Hankow on
the north, through Changsha, south
to and beyond Kweilin. This is the
railroad that the Japanese captured
last year after much hard fighting.
There is another line running from
Henyang, about the center of the map,
southeast to Canton. This is the railroad that the Japanese recently captured, pnd of which the Chinese now
claim to have retaken twelve miles.
East of this railroad the Japanese, in
their present drive, have captured
the towns of Suichwan and Kanhsien,
near which American airfields were
situated. Also taken is the ill-fated
town of Sinchang, which was captured nine days after a landing field
large enough to accommodate B-29s
was completed there. At present the
Japanese seem almost to have attained the two ends they had in view for
this drive to the south, the elimination
of the American airfields and the
capture of the Canton-Henyang railroad. Where they will go now is a
matter of conjecture. They may go east
and try to reach their other forces on
the coast in order to prepare for any
American landings there, or they may
be content to take up defensive positions where they are now.
What This Means To the
Community

Kanhsien, among the last of the
cities to fall to the Japanese, besides
being
near an
American
base,
was the residence of Bishop O'Shea,
C. M., of the Eastern Province.
Because of the fighting going on in this
Vicariate, it was thought best to evacuate most of the missioners there,
Bishop O'Shea and one of the confreres remaining.
Most of the missions in the Kanhsien Vicariate west
of that city as well as some to the
east, such as the mission of Yitu, are
now in the hands of the Japanese.
Just north of the Kanhsien Vicariate is the Vicariate of Kian, which
was under the charge of the Italian
Vincentians. When China declared war
on Italy, Kian was still part of free
China and the Chinese put all the
Italians in a concentration camp.
What their fate is now, we do not
know,

JAPANESE ACTIVITY IN SOUTHEASTERN

CHINA

To get proper proportion consider 250 miles to an inch. Japanese
occupied areas are shaded.

North of the Vicariate of Kian is
the Vicariate of Nanchang, under the
French Vincentians. The town of
Nanchang was captured by the Japanese around August, 1938, and at first
the French confreres were arrested and
kept in their houses.
At the time,
Vichy France was friendly with Japan
and it was said that after a time the
Japanese were allowing the priests to
go out on their missions. What has
happened there since the fall of the
Vichy government is unknown.
Just east of Nanchang you will see
on the map a dotted line around the
town of Linchwan. This, roughly, is
the boundary of the Vicariate of Yukiang, in charge of the priests of our
own province. At present the Japanese are on the western edge of our
Vicariate on the west banks of the Kan
and Fu rivers.
The Future

Just what the
the Vicariate of
tain. There are
ese objectives in

future will bring for
Yukiang is not certwo possible Japanthis Vicariate. The

first is a good highway from the Japanese-occupied town of Nanchang,
eastward through the Vicariate to the
China coast at Minhow, or Foochow.
The other possible objective is a railroad from Nanchang northeast to the
towns of Hangchow and Shanghai on
the coast (see map). When the Japanese last invaded the Vicariate they
came down this railroad, but withdrew
after occupying the towns near it for
some time. In the face of possible
American landings on the coast of
China, the Japanese may wish to
shorten their lines of communications
and may try to capture either or both
of these roads. Between the present
Japanese positions and the coast is a
Chinese army whose numbers and
equipment are not known.
At present there is no fighting near
the Vicariate of Yukiang.
We will
have to wait at least until the Japanese finish their southern campaign to
find out if the Vicariate will be invaded again.
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CHAPLAIN NEWS
At the present time Father William A.
Flynn, C. M., formerly student-director at Kenrick Seminary, is in training at Fort Devens, Massachusetts.
The day before his five-weeks training began, he wrote what follows:
"This is the Army with a vengeance.
Here I have not yet started classes and
I am so busy that I have been unable
to let the rest of the world know where
I am. I arrived all in one piece during a snow-storm, and what a snowstorm-the trains after mine were delayed all night. The class entering now
numbers about fifty, with about a dozen of them priests. A Father Spellman,
of Santa Fe, and a Father Cody, of
Wichita, seem to be the only ones related to the Vincentians even remotely.
I have not met Father Roche, of the
Eastern Province, who is on the faculty
here. A Colonel Reynolds is now commandant-a Congregational minister,
and an old army man, and, as far as
the school goes, an unknown quantity.
A Father Kenealley, of the Society of
Mercy, is post chaplain and has been

very hospitable to us these days.
"Tomorrow we begin the grind which
will last five weeks. The last class
here was sent to replacement pools,
which means that it will be overseas
soon.
"Living in barracks is not much fun,
especially at this time of the year.
During this wintry weather it has
been warm enough but very wet, and,
as a result, the place is hot and uncomfortable. I know now how the
poor G. I. feels."
Father Flynn's address is:
1st Lt. William A. Flynn. C. M.
Sec. U-4 Chaplain School
Fort Devens, Mass.
Lt. Ferdinand Ward, C.M., is now in
Italy but we have no address.
Father Vincent Smith, C.M., has
been changed again. His new address
is:
0927900
1st Lt. Vincent D. Smith
A.P.O. 9272:
c/o Pcstmaster, San Francisco, Cal.

Souvenirs of Early De Paul University
Our late confrere, Father William
Ponet, C.M., left a diary covering the
years 1911-12, which he spent as a
member of the faculty of De Paul Universiy. The following are based on
representative excerpts, from June
1911, to June 1912.
Heavi:r (melo) dramatic fare than
"Piremen's Flame" was prepared by
De Paul students in 1911. Th:ir annual
stage production for June 16 that year
was "The Malediction," presented in
The next evening
The auditorium.
that same auditorium, once a famed
theatre-house of Chicago's North Side,
was filled with the year's graduates
and their friends; the main speaker
of the Ccmmenccment Exercises was
Dr. O'Hagan, then editor of the NEW
WORLD.
On June 17, Father Walsh, C.M., of
the Irish Province, having been escorted to De Paul by Father J. J. Martin, C.M., began his Visitation Extraordinary.
Ten days later, the delegates of the
Catholic Educational Association arrived for their annual convention, and
were welcomed to De Paul by Archbishop Quigley of Chicago. A 'Solemn
Mass next morning was celebrated by
the President of the University, Very
Rev. F. X. McCabe, C.M., who was assisted by a Jesuit, Father Burroughs.
and by the President of St. Viator's
College, Fr. J. F. Green. His Excellency presided at the Mass and delivered the sermon. Before the final ses-.
sion on June 29, witnessed by 300
spectators, an address was presented
by Archbihop Messmer on "Socialism."

De Paul's faculty roster was then,
as now, filled partly by confreres, and
partly by other priests and laymen.
The names of Fathers McCabe, C.M..
S. P. Huebcr, C.M., D. J. McHugh, C.M.,
J. Green, C.M., Wm. Kelley, C.M., M.
V. Moore, C.M., F. V. Corcoran, C.M.,
and C. J. Osthoff, C.M., and of Dr.
O'Hagan appear as part of the summer
school staff for 1911. That year, for
the summer session, about one hundred students attended.
The officials for the next Fall Term
were as follows: Fathers McCabe, C.M.
President; James E. Lilley, C.M., Director of Studies; and Charles Connor,
C.M., Prefect of Discipline. In those
days, the University Church was often
the scene for the cer monies of ordination. Ten candidates received Minor
Orders on December 20, from Rt. Rev.
Bishop Rhcde. Father M. V. Richardson, C.M., had conducted the exercises of their retreat. Students were
often sent from the Mother-House in
Perryville to assist with the teaching
at De Paul. One such name occurring
in De Paul's annals for that year was
that of "Mr. James O'Malley, C.M.,"
DePaul and Loyola, until recently,
long contended for athletic supremacy. In 1911, in a game fought on De
Paul's gridiron, the home offensive,
(Fr. Ferdinand
built around Ward
Ward, C.M.) triumphed over the visitors. Score: 5 to 3.
The history of the first two months
of 1912 in Chicago is studded with
accounts of earthquake tremors, and
a blizzard that set an 18-year record.
(Continued on Last Page)

DAUGHTERS OF
CHARITY NEWS
The TIMES-PICAYUNE award for
1943 was presented to Sister Stanislaus Malone in the Grand ballroom of
the Roosevelt Hotel, in New Orleans,
on February 12.
The auditorium of St. Joseph's Pahas
rochial School in New Orleans
been chosen as the scene for a series
of lectures on choral music to be given by Rev. Robert Stahl, S.M., professor of music at Notre Dame Seminary
in New Orleans. More than 200 Sisters, representing 20 teaching comnunities in the Archdiocese of New Orleans, are attending. Among these are
a'number of the Daughters of Charity.
*

**

In St. Louis the girls of the Catholic
Northside High School very successdrama, "Paca
fully presented the
Street." The occasion was a well-attended meeting of the Mothers' Club.
The play was enthusiastically received by the audience to whom were distributed leaflets about Mother Seton,
her life, and works.
On the occasion of being presented
with a copy of The Seton Ballad
written by Sister Fides Glass, President Roosevelt wrote in return to the
authoress, "I am deeply grateful for
the copy of The Seton Ballad, inscribed
in, the names of the Mother Seton
Sisters of Charity and yourself as
author. Our family was closely related
to Mother Seton. Her. nephew, Monsignor James Roosevelt Bayley, Archbishop of Baltimore, was my father's first
cousin. Archbishop Bayley's successor,
the venerable Cardinal Gibbons, who
was my close personal friend, often
spoke tp me about his predecessor. So
ycu see the ballad has struck a responsive chord."
The students of the school of nursing at Charity Hospital presented a
three-act play entitled "Little Women"
adapted for the stage from Louisa M.
Alcott's novel. Quite appropriately,
the performance was dedicated to sister Stanislaus in honor of her having
won the Times-Picayune loving cup for
her outstanding work in the community and her life of devotion to the service of others.
A large percentage of the recent increase in memberships of the Mother
Seton Guild has been due to the publicity given the Cause of Mother Seton
in the column of the attractive and interesting pages of the Vincentian Magazine.
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BITS OF NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
CHICAGO, ILL.
The Uptown Liberal Arts Sodality
under the direction of Father Gerald
Mullen, C. M., hears Mass each Friday
of the month in a body in the priests'
chapel. Confessions are heard every
Thursday during the noon hour in St.
Vincent's Church for the convenience
of the Sodalists.
Father John B. Murphy, C.M., arranged for four scientists to addr ss
the De Paul university biology seminar during February. Sister Mary Ellen O'Hanlon, O.P., Ph. D., was the
first to give a lecture and spoke cn
"Genetics and Human Traits with EmvMyhs
phasis on Some Hereditary
Relative to the Negro." The s cond
speaker, Sister Mary Cecilia, B.V.M.,
Ph. D., professor of mycology at Mundelein college, spoke on "The Spread
of Fungal Infections Resulting from
Global Warfare." Dr. Williem M. Luce,
professor of genetics -t Illinois University, the third speaker, spoke on
"Phenotypes and the Effect of Environmental Factors as an Aid in the
Interpretation of the Mode of Action
of Genes." All the lectures were given
in the Science Building.
On St. Patrick's day Father Jeremiah Lehane, C.M.., will address the
Catholic Poetry Society on "The Cltic
Revival in Modern Irish Poetry."
Father Wi liam Ryan, C.M., has taken the place of Father James McHardy C.M., on the D. Paul Academy
faculty.
Father Bert J. Cunninmham, C.M.,
conducted a Liturgical Mission, which
consisted of Mass and a sermon at
12:10 every day, with evening services,
at Holy Name Cathedr.1l frcm February 18 to 25.
Father J. B. Fitzger:ld C.M., registrar at De Paul Academy, has originated the Army of the Rosary which already has enr:lled 300 boys, half the
school's r-gistration. Each b-y pledges to recite a Rosry. a day for a serviceman. The insigna is a gold pin
with the initials AOTR over the wingspread and the words "The Rrsary"
on a De Paul shi:ld. Pins are conferred at special ceremonies as the
boys enroll.
Almost 200 boys have registered at
De Paul Academy for next September.
All are future freshmen.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Father Charles N Theriac, C.M.,
treasurer of the St. Louis Preparatory seminary, delivered a series of
sermons during the first week of Lent,
after the noonday Mass at the Old
Cathedral,
Fr. Owen J. Quigley, C.M., is contributing a series of Scriptural articles
to the St. Louis Register. They are a
means of instructing Catholics in facts

which they may use in defending their
faith against objections raised by noncatholics whose interest has been
aroused by the Catholic advertisements in Missouri newspapers sponsored by the Knights of Columbus.
Father Joseph Skelly, C.M., of the
eastern province, stopped, in St. Louis
early in February and visited Kenrick
Seminary, the Vincentian Press office,
the Foreign Mission office, and Father
Fallon's office.
Father Raphael Kuchler, C.M., conducted the February retreat for the
Daughters of Charity at St. Philomena's.
Father James Cashman, C.M., conducted the retreat for nurses in February in St. Vincent's Hospital, Indianapolis.
Although still in the hospital, Father Timothy Flavin, C.M., is considerably improved.
Father Maurice Singleton, C.M.,
is assisting in the Vincentian Foreign
Mission Office.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO

John Battle, C.M., who has gone to
De Paul University in Chicago.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
On January 30 Father Willis M. Darling, C.M., spoke over station WSMB,
in connection with the fund-raising
campaign of the Youth Progress Program for the seven new buildings it
plans to erect.
The Catholic Action of the South
says that one of the best organized social programs for the Catholic Youth
Organization is conducted at St. Stc-.
phen's auditorium. Dances are held
every Saturday from 8:30 to 11:30 p.
m., and Father Maurice Hymel, C.M.,
reports that the attendance has jumped from the fifty, who came to the
first dances six months ago, to two
hundred and fifty at present.
Other features of the social program
are the showing of pictures and refreshments. A new "juke box" was
purchased recently to provide music.
This social program has increased the
attendance at CYO meetings and itr:
has generally helped the parish units.

Father Charles Cannon, C.M., is being temporarily relieved of duty as
Prefect this spring. His present assignment is aimed at
procuring a
greater enrollment at the Apostolic
Schocl, necessitated by the depletions
resulting from the revised 4-year program.

Father Edward Cashman, C.M., is
director of the junior and senior girls'
CYO units. The boys' divisions are
directed by Father Hymel, C.M.

Father James McHardy, C.M., is now
the acting prefect and Father Ignatius
Feley, C.M., is his assistant.

Father Daniel Kernaghan, C.M., is
about the same, paralyzed and able to
talk only with difficulty.

SDENVER, COLO.
On Wednesdays during Lent the
priests of the house are taking turns
giving conferences at the Good Shepherd Convent.
The Very Reverend Ge:rge Tolman,
C.M., is giving the Wednesday conferences to the inmates of St. John's
Home for Boys during Lent.
Father William Kenneally, C.M.,
preached the sermons at the Forty
Hours devotion held at Holy Family
Church recently.
Father Thomas Barrett, C.M., recently conducted a three-day retreat
for St. Mary's High School at Colorado Springs.
Father Bert J. Cunningham, C.M.,
is preaching the Lenten series cf sermons at St. Elizabeth's Church.
On February 10, five students received the orders of Exorcist and Acolyte, and on Sunday, three were made:
sub-deacons. On the 24th of February the latter were elevated to the
diaconate.
'FatherMerlin Feltz, C.M., is now at
St. Thomas Seminary, replacing Fr.

Father Francis McCabe, C.M., has
been out of the hospital for some
weeks now and is well again.

Father Edward Sellman, C.M., of the,
eastern province, conducted a Solemn
Novena in honor of Our Lady of the
in St. Joseph'sMiraculous Medal
Church, New Orleans, recently.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
The Most Reverend Robert E. Lucey, D.D, paid a social call to the Facdinner,
ulty on February 14. After
which was served in his honor, the
Archbishop spent recreation with the
Faculty.
Father Emmett Darby, C.M., is actting as temporary pastor of Our Lady
of Grace Church at Lacoste, twentyseven miles west of San Antonio.
Father James Fischer, C.M., conducted a two-day retreat, February
21-22, for the students of Incarnate
Word Academy, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Lenten sermons are being given by
Father John Bagen, C.M., at St. Joseph's Church of South San Antonio;
Father Patrick O'Brien, C.M., at St.
and
Cecilia's Church, San Antonio;
Father Edward Riley, C.M., at St. Patrick's Church, San Antonio.
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SEMINARY BRIEFS
The new doyen of Students
for the second semester i,
Persich,

Mr. Nicholas

C.M.

and his assistant is Mr. Robert Brennan, C.M.,
*

*

*

The Students have begur
work on the play Luke Delmege, which will be presented Easter night.
*

*

*

Congratulations to Brothel
Edmund

O'Connell, N.C.M.,

who was received into the NoVitiate on 'ebruary 16, and to
Brother Daniel Luedtke, N.C.M., who

pronounced his Good Purposes on the
Feast of Blessed Clet, February 17.
The Crusade Courses' annual report for the year 1944 is as follows:
Tests handled in all the Courses ...................................................... ................... 936
New correspondents:
For the "Smith" Course...............135
C: i-i

--

-

-

i

--

HOLY AGONY
SHRINE RENOVATED
In St. Stephen's Church, New Orleans, the shrine of the Holy Agony
has been renovated and reinstalled.
This shrine was at one time a place
of pilgrimage from all over the city
for those who are devoted to the Archconfraternity of the Holy Agony, and
for those who came in trouble and adversity to seek from Our Lord in His
Holy Agony encouragement and grace
to make every sacrifice.

STORY OF DE PAUL
(Continued from First Page)
What Father Smith saw in that summer of '75, four years after the Chicago fire, was a growing, brawling dynamic frontier town climbing rapidly
out of the prairies of Illinois.
For some months Father Smith lived at St. Joseph's Hospital, the chapel
of which served as the first parish
church for his first congregation of
about seventy-five people. There were
vast stretches of uncultivated prairie, a
few houses, some rich truck gardens,
and patches of growing corn. In this
somewhat pioneer wilderness north of
the city, Father Smith decided to buy
some land and build his church that
was to be the heart of De Paul Uniersity.
He lost no time. Some of the money
he collected from his few parishioners,
but most of it came in the form of
a loan of five thousand dollars from St.
Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Mo., then
the headquarters of the Vincentians

For the "Chapters in
Religion" Course .........
20

~I
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FEAST OF PATRON
TO BE CELEBRATED

On March 7th feast day'honors are
to be paid at St. Mary's Seminary,
C ourse ........................................
24
Perryville, Mo., to St. Thomas Aquinas,
Gradi aates:
Patron of Catholic Schools, and specFrom the "Smith"
C ourse ..........................................
54 ialissimo modo, Patron of Sacred
Theologians.
From the "Chapters in
At the Solemn High Mass in the
Religion" Course ............
13
Community Chapel, to be celebrated by
From the "Mass"
Rev. James F. McOwen, C. M., the
20 Very Reverend Superior, G. Cyril LeC ourse ..........................................
Fevre C.M., will deliver the discourse.
Conversions reported ..................20
The Theologians will present the folThe Falso Bardoni, under the direclowing program in the evening for the
tion of Father Richard Gieselman,
entertainment and cultural benefit of
C.M., has been practicing two, three- the Novices, Philosophers,
their felWeek
the
Holy
well
as
part Masses, as
low Theologians, and the Faculty. Mr.
music. The Mass in honor of Fray Thomas Meik, C.M., will eulogize
his
Junipero Serra will be sung on the patron with a special emphasis on
"St.
Feast of St. Thomas Aquinas. The Thomas
and Study." Mr. Edward P.
other Mass, "Salve Regina," will be Danagher,
C.M., will treat the timely
sung Easter morning.
subject, "The Morality of Area Bombing." A debate in strict scholastic tra·
--dition will follow a piano selection
in the United States. With his small played
by Rev. Richard Gieselman,
capital, Father Smith bought a tract C.M., Rhapsodie Hongroise 12 (Liszt).
of land bounded by Osgood Street
The thesis: Apud omnes justos substan(now Kenmore Avenue), Belden, Shef- tialiter inhabitat Sancta Trinitas, will
field and Webster Avenues for about be defended by Rev. Mr. Anthony Falanga, C.M., against Rev. Messrs. Warfifteen thousand dollars-the original ren Dichary, C.M., and Alvin Burcampus of De Paul.
roughs, C.M. Rev. John Danagher,
C.M., will deliver the final alocution.
Next Issue: St. Vincent's College.
For the "Mass"

SOUVENIRS OF DE PAUL

NECROLOGY

( Continued from Page Four)

The suffrage numbers for the
month of March are 11 to 15 inclusive.
The usual suffrages are requested for Father John Kiang,
C.M., who died in China last December at the age of 45 and in
the twenty-sixth year of his vocation; also, for Father Constantine Michalski, C.M., one of
Poland's most outstanding men
of learning, and renowned
throughout Europe as a scholar.
Father Michalski, who was professor of philosophy at the Jagiellonian university of Cracow,
was arrested twice by the Nazis.
He was first seized soon after the
German entry into Poland and
was sent to the concentration
camps •of Sachsenhausen and
Oranienburg. He was released
from there in i940 but was taken
into custody again and sent to
the concentration camp of Oswiecim, where he died shortly
afterwards.
In your charity you are asked
to pray for the repose of the
soul of the sister of Father
Francis McCabe, C.M.

Confrcres would awaken in room-temperatures six or seven points below
freezing; outside, the mercury remained for several days at thirtcen
below zero.
Just three days before commencement, held on June 14, Fathers Walter
Case, C.M., and Martin O'Malley, C.M.,
arrived at De Paul a few hours after
their ordination that morning at Kenrick Seminary in St. Louis. Their coming coincide d with the last class of the
year and the final social event on the
school calendar for 1911-12-an Alumni Banquet at the Sherman Hotel
on June 12.

CUBAN GOVERNMENT
HONORS SISTER PETRA
HAVANA:-The Cuban government
has noted Sister Petra Vega's half
century of service at the St. Vincent
de Paul orphanage here, by conferring
upon her the Carlos M. de Cespedes
decoration.
The Daughters of Charity of St. Vin-

cent de Paul have 15 schools, 10 orphanages, 2 hospitals, 2 sanatoriums,
and a lazaretto in Cuba.
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VETERAN MISSIONARY BURIED IN CANADIAN, TEXAS
FR. LEWIS' LAST WILL FULFILLED

M.I V.A.
Perryville, Mo., March 11-In an address today to the students and novices the founder of the Missionary International Vehicular Association told
hcw the death of a brother-priest in
Southwest Africa had been the inspiration for his unusual work. Fr.
Otto Fuhrmann died of pneumonia
and malaria while being carried for
four days to the nearest field hospital.
His life could have been saved if rapid
transportation had been at hand-an
automobile could cover the eighty
miles in three hours, an airplane in
twenty minutes. The day of his death
was the birthday of the M.I.V.A., an
organization to place at the service
of missioners throughout the world
the modern means of communication.
One man in Southwest Africa kept
six doctors busy with the patients he
could transport in his plane. In New
Guinea one small plane replaced the
risk and delays of 840 carriers. Hearing the advantages which have been
brought to these and other missionary
fields by the use of the airplane
mkes one regret that the Church has
not made greater use of it in the past,
and to realize that air travel is an
important factor in future missionary
work.
The M.I.V.A. now has a "Flying

Fr. James J. Lewis, C.M., died in
Canadian, Texas, on Sunday, March
18, after a brief illness. It was indeed a
surprise to receive the news of the
passing of this good friend and confrere. Father had suffered one of his
rather frequent heart attacks a couple
of weeks previous and had been taken
to St. Mary's Hospital,
Shamrock,
Texas. He recovered sufficiently to be
permitted to return to Canadian and
was planning to leave during Passion
Week for a rest with his sister in Hollister, Calif. Bishop Laurence J. Fitzsimon of Amarillo, after presiding at
a First Mass in Pampa visited with
Fr. Lewis on Passion Sunday. Later
that same afternoon Father suffered
another heart attack which proved to
be his last. Fr. Fred Lewis, C.M., his
cousin, was with him at the time and
administered the last Sacraments.
Fr. Lewis' Life
Rev. James Lewis,

C.M.

Bishop," the Most Rev. Marc Lacroix,
O.MI., who is learning to fly at Parks
Air College in East St. Louis, Ill., as
well as a small number of priests,
among whom are our own Fr. Paul
Lloyd, C.M., "The Flying Priest of
Poyang," and Fr. Thomas Mahoney,
C.M., "The Flying Priest of Yukiang."

THE STORY OF DE PAUL
(The second
of a series of
articles written
by Father J. J.
Lehane, C.M.,
for the De Paul
Unive'rsity ALTT
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ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
FOUNDED

"Father Smith's Farm" they called
it, the five-acre plot that formed the
criginal campus of De Paul. It was on
this property that the cornerstone of
the first church was laid on November 1, 1875. This first building was
really a combination of church, school,
and rectory. The church proper was
on the second or top floor. The first
floor contained classrooms for the future parochial school in° front with
living rooms and chapel for the priests

in the rear. The basement served as
a parish hall. The first St. Vincent's
Church stood on the same site now occupied by De Paul Academy.
The first Mass in the new Church
was said by Father Smith on Christmas Day:,

1875, before the building was

quite completed. The name of the
small boy who served the Mass was
John McGillen, part of whose duty
lay beyond the scope of the liturgy
since he had to keep the temporary
altar cleared of the snow that seeped
through the unfinished roof. Father
Smith remained as pastor until 1887
when he was moved to New Orleans.
THE NEW ST. VINCENT'S
After an absence of four years,
Father Smith returned to Chicago and
began planning a new Church. Archbishop Feehan of Chicago laid the
cornerstone of the present St. Vin(Continued on Page Six)

Fr. Lewis was born on July 16, 1890,
at Prince Edward Island, Canada. He
studied at St. Vincent's College, Los
Angeles, completing his studies at St.
Mary's of the Barrens. Most Rev. Joseph Glass, C.M., ordained him to the
priesthood at Salt Lake City, Utah,
on June 16, 1918.
Missionary in China

Fr. Lewis' first assignment after ordination was that of Prefect of Studies at the Preparatory Seminary in
Cape Girardeau, Mo. He volunteered
for the China Missions in 1923. Frs.
Coyle and Altenburg sailed with Fr.
Lewis for China in October, 1923,
there to join Frs. Sheehan and Misner. Books could be written about the
work and hardship that this soldier
of Christ went through to bring the
Gospel to the Chinese people, but let
us just mention one incident.
Fr. Lewis was attacked on March 20,
1928 by ten or twelve Chinese soldiers
who were armed with knives and
rocks. He attributed the saving of his
life to the prayers of his many friends.
To quote Fr. Lewis' own account of
the incident in part: "I was in a stunned condition after I received a half
dozen stones on the forehaed, face,
and jaw, and yet I was able to defend
myself against the soldiers with the
knives. The collar of my Chinese cassock was cut through in many places,
.in fact, it is cut to pieces; and yet,
(Continued on Page Four)
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Let us love God, but let it be at the expense of our arms
and in the sweat of our brow.
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The

Felix

Poet

De Andreis

That there are not many acquainted with Felix
De Andreis, the poet, is a fact beyond question, a negligence
beyond reproof. The biographers ofFelix give but a nodding
assent to the literary activity of their subject. And there is
the other unhappy circumstance to acknowledge: the
greater portion of the writings of Father De Andreis have
been lost cr have wandered into anonymity. It is true that
his verses do not enjoy the celebration of the masterpieces.
But it is equally true that his poetry, lofty in its elevation
and unspoiled in its beauty, is not without merit. The selections printed here have been taken from a translation
of Dr. Alceste Bozuffi's "II Servo Di Dio, Felice De Andris".
(This same work mentions that there are still extant about
thirty poetic compositions). The chosen stanzas purpose to illustrate briefly what was for Father De Andreis" "on earth
a heavenly art", his poetic ability. Still more desiqnedly
have the verses been presented to afford another glimpse
of that soul so pleasantly lively in sentiment, while so
assuredly progressed in contemplation.
The supernatural so possessed his entire consciousness that there is found among Felix's poetic compositions only one writing treating a profane subject. His
other works are of a single, persistent theme, ascetical and
religious in character. Such, for example, are the poems
entitled: "The Jubilant Soul in Tribulation", "Rebuke to
a Soul Reluctant to Suffer", "Gratitude of a Humble Soul",
"In One that Loves God, The old Adam Dies and Christ
Is Born". If, on occasion, the conventional laws of poetry
are violated, if virtue dominates refinement, if inspiration
outruns proportion, the author's spontaneity justifies this
license. Such a permit releases an echo deep from within
an interior man,
"That fain would find a soul with whom to share
Its heavenly fervor, yet cannot convey
The fire to those who live a colder way.
This flame divine meanwhile will self impart
In floods of song (on earth a heavenly art)
That ease the pain of love aburning there."
For the thematic cores of his poems, Father De
Andreis repeatedly borrowed topics from St. Augustine. Especially dear to Felix was that text of the glorious doctor:
"0 eternal Truth, O true Charity, O dear Eternity, Thou
art my God, To Thee do I sigh day and night." Far from
brief was his comment on this text, weaving about it a

song of sixty octaves. Again from the manual of Augustine and based on "All that I see of what is transitory
causes me sadness; all that I hear of it is grievous" comes
an eclogue having as its theme 'the spirit of detachment'.
Still longer than the previously mentioned poem, this composition measures nine hundred and fifty-six verses. The
last canto is a jubilant shout of liberation. Freed from
every harmful bond, the Shepherd's attention is riveted on
One alone, his Haven of rest, and joyfully he sings,
"Now they are finished, the pain and the struggle,
Weakness of flesh, poor mortality's part;
Fetters that cloyed have been changed and are lifting,
Drawing me upward, nor burdening the heart.
Mortals, ye find nor repose nor rejoicing,
Lift up your eyes to the Lamb and the Throne.
Ended my exile, in triumph I'm voicing
Farewell to earth, Love is calling me home.
Mingled afresh in the heavenly kingdom,
Wine there delights and brings life to the soul;
Chanted by angels, pure rapture out-pouring,
Torrents of song in soft harmony roll.
Life's fitful fever has passed into slumber,
Mourning and weering and death have surcease,
Earthly illusions that no man can number
Are banished for aye, and the soul is at ped"A."
Like his sainted compatriots, the devout Alphonsus
Liguori and the beloved Francis of Assisi, Father De Andreis adapted the muse to the service of God and the salvation of souls. Realizing the efficacy of song and music
to arouse in people sentiments of devotion and heroism,
Felix used his poetry as a sure stratagem of the apostolate.
His purpose was to give the people wholesome and devout
songs, to be sung within and without the church, thus
preventing the singing of certain objectionable melodies.
It is likely that some of his sacred songs, distributed by
himself and his confreres as anonymous compositions, still
exist among the hymnals commonly in use.
To the following stanza the author in later years
had appended this note: "This was written long before
the arrival of Bishop Du Bourg in Rome." By some mysterious presentiment, Father De Andreis seemed to hear
within him the call of America. There were whisperings in
his soul, an order from the Great Captain of all to the
chosen Leader of the American Mission, whisperings happily recorded by the muse. Listen, and note the evident
allusion.
"This painful road, I clearly see, will end
Where I must go at my dear Lord's behest.
No need of urging to pursue the quest
O'er sea and mountain-there are souls to fend!
Black Appolyon, girding 'gainst a loss,
With serried host does battle for the wrong,
My Captain has commanded; I am strong
To conquer legions; place on high the Cross"!
With the broad and promising fields of the
American Mission before him, Felix relaxed his activity
as a writer to- increase his activity as a missioner. Having
set his pen aside for a greater work, it was not until the
eve of his death that he again takes it in hand to produce
a last song, meditative and reminiscent.....
"Pleasing dreams now come of days gone by,
Smiling forms of early youth
Mingle with the sterner present, shall I
See in all the light of truth?
Ah, how refreshing now is recollection

Of flower-strewn paths in the home-land I love!
How keen the anguish of long separation,
Solaced, albeit, by grace from above!"
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WORK OF MIRACULOUS MEDAL NOVENA BAND
Christ Through Mary
More than two hundred years ago
Blessed Grignion de Montfort envisioned the time when men would live
in Christ wholly through Mary. He
urged devotion to her as the way of
tranquil security.
Half a century earlier a newborn
congregation of missioners was being
formed in the spirit of St. Vincent
de Paul. One of his paramount concerns was that all his family might
be enthusiastically in love with our
Blessed Mother. Their exhortations
to the faithful might then be expected
to bear more fruit than mere rhetoric.
Today people of good will are
seeking God
unreservedly.
Beside
themselves with terror, participating
in the chaos of the time, they look
for a short, secure way to renentance. New must that vision of Blessed Grignion be made to come true.
For in spite of the tangle of confusion, the habits of sin, and the universal religious apath:, Mary, the Seat
of Wisdom, waits to direct them back
to Him Who "reaches mightily from
end to end, disposing all thins'
sweetly."
The Miraculous Medal
The weapon which God has placed
at our disposal is notnew to the sons
of St. Vincent. Since 1934, the Miraculous Medal
Novena Band has
flouli hed in the Eastern Province.
Its appeal was instantaneous, but not
thereby ephemeral. At the present
date, over 2200 churches in the East

r

P.RMEMBRANCE of the Solemn
Novena to Our Lady of the
M4racul-sus M e d a "Mary's
iKneeliang Army," April 8 to
Arril 15, 1945.
To One in Our Armed Forces
of Whom We Are 2 h-inng:
N am e ....................................... ........................
I want you to know that during
this Solemn
Ncvena I prayed
particularly for You. I begged
the Blessed Mother of God to
watch over you; to throw about
ycu the mantle of Her protection, to bring you back Safe and
Sound in Soul and Body. I have
promised Her to try to attend
the iMiraculous Meaal Novena
every Monday in the Church of
(Name of Church)
as a member of "Mary's Kneeling Army"-someday, please God,
we shall thank Her together.
Do wear your Miraculous Medal and make this your pin-up
picture.
..............
Signed ....................................

I.

- ---

OUR LADY OF THE MIRACULOUS MEDAL NOVENA BAND

Seated (left to right) -Rev. John F. Hardy, C.M., Rev. Robert S. Grogan, C.M., Rev. John B. Roche, C.M., Assistant Director of the Novena
.and; Rev. George I. Frey, CM., Director of the Novena Band; Rev. James
L. Biggane,C.M., Rev. Edward A. Sellman, C.M., Rev. Ralph P. Eichmann,
CM.
Standing (second row)--Rev. Edward D. Roche, C.M., Rev. Donald G.
Knox, C.M., Rev. Louis J. Furton, C.M., Rev. Thomas A. Ganley. C.M., Rev.
Raymond E. Reicherter, C.M., Rev. Edward F. Sheehan, C.M., Rev. Francis J. Leddy, C.M., Rev. Francis X. Keyes, C.M.
Standing (third row)--Rev. Herbert F. Vandenberg, C.M., Rev. Thomas V.
Hill, C.M., Rev. John C. Hallahan, C.M., Rev. John W. Dunn, C.M.
are conducting services in honor of ish Eaturday evening, preaches at all
Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal.
the Masses on Sunday, and opens the
Not until last .November was the
Novena Sunday evening. The Novena
Western Province able to enter the
continues for nine consecutive evenfield. Then Rev. Herbert Vandenberg,
ings and consists of the regular NoC.M., and Rev. Edward Roche, C.M.,
vena services followed by confessions.
undertook to learn the work, having
In the morning there is a special Noattached themselves to th;e Novena
vena Mass to which all are encourBand of the East at the invitation
aged. to come. The sermons are esand with the cooperation of the orpecialy prepared as a series dependiginator and director, Father George
ing on whether it is an inauguration
I. Frey, C.M.
of the Novena in the parish or wheAfter several weeks in the ccmpany
thor it is simply to revive devotion in
of veteran missioners, they received
a palish where the Novena has already
their first assignments, the giving of
been established. Where there is a
single sermons at the regular weekly
parochial sdhool attached to the parNovena services of the type that is
ish, the school children are given a
known to us in the West. This inTriduum in the afternoon.
troduction prepared them for thepri"The prayer card is a part of every
mary work of conducting the Solemn
Novena. They are distributed and exNovenas.
plained at/the beginning of the NoveThe Solemn Novena
na. The pebple are urged to fill them
The Western Province is virtually
out for their loved ones in the service,
unfamiliar with the Solemn Novena.
cnclose them in a letter, stamp and
Vt is through this medium, usually,
address the letter and then bring the
that devotion to Our Lady of the lMirenvelope back to the church. These
aculous Medal is introduced into parletters are then placed at, our Blessed
ishes. The Solemn Novena in this way M1other's altar and those mentioned
accomplishes the work of the mission
in the letters are remembered especialwhile fostering greater recourse to
ly in, the Novena prayers of all makMary Immaculate.
ing the Novena. The l tters are then
Father Roche gives us the procedmailed out at the close of the Noure of conducting the Solemn Novvena. In this particular parish where
ena: "The priest reports to the par(Continued on Page Eight)
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$55 Swiss Wrist Watch

Fr. Lewis Buried in Texas
(Continued from Page One)
the knives only cut through my shirt
in a couple of places and never reached my throat." Fr. Lewis was obliged
to remain in the hospital several weeks
before he was well enough to return
to America to recuperate.
After recuperkting from' this ordeal,
Fr. Lewis was stationed first at St.
Vincent's Parish, Los Angeles, and
then at the Los Angeles Preparatory
Seminary, and finally at De Paul
Academy, Chicago. Fr. Lewis returned to China in 1934 with Fr. William
Charles Quinn, C.M., (at present the
Vicar Apostolic of Yukiang, Kiangsi,
China). He remained for only a short
while, however, and after returning
to this country took up several posts:
at De Paul, at St. Vincent's Parish,
Kansas City, Mo., and at St. Vincent's
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo., where
ill health forced him to go to California for a rest at the close of the 1941
school year.
Missionary in Texas
After regaining some of his former
strength, Fr. Lewis was appointed
pastor of the Sacred Heart Church,
Canadian, Texas, which had been attended as a mission by the Vincentian
Souls
Fathers stationed at Holy
Church, Pampa, some forty-five miles
south. There were but few Catholics
in the town but there were many Mexican families in the territory, working
on the ranches and on the railroads.
Fr. Lewis took to learning Spanish so
that he could care for their spiritual
needs.
The Missionary life in China had
well-equipped Fr. Lewis for this new
assignment, for he was now his own
cook and housekeeper, living in the
little sacristy of the Church. About
a year ago he was able to purchase
a house adjacent to the church to
serve as a fitting rectory, but he continued to be his own housekeeper, food
being generously supplied him by his
friends. His one ambition was to refurnish the interior of the church and
to pay off the debt, both of which he
accomplished just before his death.
Through the generous aid of the
Church Extension Society, he was
able to repair the roof of the church
and to paint the exterior last fall.
Fr. Lewis' silver jubilee of his or-

dination to the priesthood, held in
the summer of 1943 was a civic celebration. During the spring of that
year some Paulist Fathers gave a mission at Canadian at which time
Fr. Lewis worked untiringly to bring
back the strayed sheep of the flock.
The Paulist Fathers gave him a great
tribute, which can well be applied to
his whcle life, when they said, "He
was an example of self-consecration
to God and man."
The Funeral Services

Funeral services were held at Sacred
Heart Church on Friday, March 23, in
Canadian, Texas. The Very Rev. Marshall F. Winne, C.M.V.; was the celebrant of the Solemn Requiem Mass
Twenty
and delivered the sermon.
members of the Holy Souls church
choir came forty-five miles from Pampa to sing the mass. Bishop FitzSimon presided and officiated at the obsequies, after which he told of his
high esteem for the work Fr. Lewis
had done both as pastor and as a
leading citizen of Canadian. The Bishop read part of the simple will which
Fr. Lewis had left, dated this past
January, requesting that he be buried
in Canadian "where the people had
been for years without a resident
priest so that they would from then
on have one such even if he be a dead
one."
The little church was jammed for
the funeral, many of those present being non-Catholics who had learned to
love and admire Fr. Lewis. There
were also representatives from every
class in the local high school where
Father had taught mathematics when
the regular teacher had been ill, and
many little children, for they loved him
as he loved them, making the request
in his will that all the children of the
parish be given a little treat, such as
an ice cream cone, on the Sunday after his burial. Some of the faithful
were in constant watch both day and
night while his remains were in the
church from Wednesday until the
funeral mass on Friday.
Practically everybody in the church
walked the few blocks to the little
cemetery atop the broad mesa which
drops abruptly to the broad expanse
of the Canadian River. Fr. William
Stack, C.M., chose a plot from which
one may look directly down to the
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CHAPLAIN NEWS
In a letter to the Very Rev. Visitor,
Chaplain Preston P. Murphy, C. M.,
writes:
"The other day while in the rear
area (Naples) I met Father Joe Ward
(Ferd. J. Ward, C.M.) who is now
working in that theatre. He looked
fine and fit and had just returned
from his daily exercise-climbing a
mountain. Had a delightful visit
with him and will see him again, from
time to time.
"Last Friday I returned from a trip
to the Holy Land-a little respite
from routine.
It was thrilling, of
course, to kiss the shining bronze star
on the floor of the cave of Bethlehem
just beneath the Crib where our dear
Lord was born, to celebrate Mass at
the home of the Holy Family in Nazareth, to walk along the shores of
Lake Tiberias, to visit the Garden of
Olives outside the walls of Jerusalem, to make the Stations of the Cross
through the narrow streets and to
end up at Calvary for Benediction. It
was also my privilege to offer Holy
Mass later on the top of Calvary and
in the Holy Tomb. I spent four days
in Jerusalem and then went to Cairo
where I saw the sphinx, the pyramids, the Blue Mosque. Certainly it
was a memorable trip.
"While in the Holy Land I met
Father Steele who was returning from
China. He had seen Bishop Charles
Quinn a month ago. The Bishop was
well and told Father Steele that he
would not leave his people even if
the Japs came into his vicariate again
but would hide again in the mountains and refuse to be captured.
Sounds like an Irishman!
"May G~od bless and watch over
you and remember me kindly to all
the confreres!"
New Chaplain Addresses:
Chaplain (1st Lt.) Wm. A. Flynn
Chapel No. 92, ARTC
Ft. Knox, Ky.
Chaplain (1st Lt. Ferd. J. Ward)
33rd General Hospital
A.P.O. 424, c-o Postmaster
New York, N. Y.

church. Msgr. John A. Steinlage, V.F.,
recited the prayers at the grave.
Again little children crowded forward,
with tear-dimmed eyes, to be near the
casket, just as they had been drawn
to him wherever he went. The sun
beat down brightly while the March

wind of the Texas plains fanned a last
"Requiem" to the Lover of little children in the heavens above.
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DE PAUL'S
BASKETBALL TEAM
The De Paul basketball team has
just closed its season with 18 victories
and 2 losses. Among those defeated
by the Demons are such outstanding
teams as Long Island, Illinois, Hamline, Notre Dame, Purdue, and Oklahoma A. & M. Illinois in their first engagement and Great Lakes were the
two teams who defeated De Paul.
S'uch a record merited an invitation
to the National Invitation Tournament
in Madison Square Gardens, which
was accepted. De Paul won the tournament by defeating West Virginia,
76-52; Rhode Island, 97-53; and Bowling Green, 71-54.

Celebration of Thomas' Day
To tab the celebration in honor of
St. Thomas Aquinas "the best in
years" is not, I hope an indication of
mental torpor, but rather an expression of real comparative appreciation.
The Solemn Mass
The Solemn High Mass this year
had an air of monastic festivity of
which the Dominicans themselves
would have been proud. The restrained joy which was expressed by the

The Demons then played Oklahoma
A. & M., the winner of the National
Athletic Association Tournament, to
whom they lost the title of National
Having lost
Mythical Champions.
their star player, George Mikan, after
14 minutes of play, the Demons went
down in defeat before the Aggies, 5244.
It is traditional for De Paul to have
an outstanding basketball team, but
this year they deserve special mention
since they are considered by many to
be the nation's best collegiate squad.

ECCLESIASTICAL COURT
CLOSES IN NEW ORLEANS
Official record of the Ecclesiastical
Court proceedings on the proposed
Seton have
beatification of Mother
come to a close and will be sent to
Rome some time after Easter. This
delay is necessary because the testimony is being transcribed in long
hand.
The Papal decree of authorization to
proceed was written in English. This
is the first time that a document of
this kind was formally couched in
language familiar to the American
laity.
Fr. Burgio, Vice-Postulator of Mother Seton's Cause, stated on Saturday,
February 10th: "I have just received a
letter from a member of the Parliament of Great Britain asking for full
details of Sister Gertrude's extraordinary cure. Other inquiries have come
to me from South America, Australia,
and other countries."
In the name of God, if we are forced
through necessity to hasten, let us
hasten slowly, as the proverb says.

There is no action in life that gives
us a better knowledge of ourselves or
reveals to us more clearly God's will
than prayer.-St. Vincent.
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three part harmony Missa in honorcm Fray Junipero Serra gave a note
that fitted the divinely inspired "common sense" Doctor of the Schools. It
was easy to be conscious of the honors that were being paid to the man
who had done so much to make us
appreciate the sacrifice we were celebrating, the truths we were witnessing, and the scriptures we were reading. A Mass in honor of St. Thomas
who wrote so well of the Blessed Sacrament is extremely appropriate, but
this Mass, the solemn ceremonies and
the sacred chant of which blended so
well, was near perfection.
Father LeFevre's sermon on the
Capitulum frcm the hour of none for
the feast of St. Thomas did more to
impress the appropriateness of the
:sacred celebration.
The small text
was shown to fit St. Thomas in a unique and exhaustive sense.
Justtum deduxit Dominus per vias rectas
et ostendit illi regnum Dei et dedit
illi scientiam sanctorum, honestavit
illum in laboribus et complevit labores
illius. God had led Thomas along the
ordinary paths to sanctity and find
given to him a lucid vision of the
Kingdom of God and had endowed
l-m with the wisdom of saints; and ras
a complement and a completion his
w rks were made tremendously fruitful

-or the whole universal Church.
Program in the Evening

When St. Thomas was asked by
Brother John, a young scholastic, for
advice on how to study he wr::e an
answer which, like most of his answers, has an application appropriate
for all times. In the first paper of the
evening's entertainment Mr. Meik
brought this out in encouraging us to
strive to acquire knowledge gradually and not all at once-to be men of
prayer and silence-to mind what is
said rather than who said it--to read
with understanding and penetration.
These few points are evidently well
worth their practice.
The second paper read by Mr. Danagher dealt with the complicated
question of the morality of area
bombing, defined as that in which an
entire city, or a large part of a city
is designated for complete destruction.
The problem resolved itself into deciding who, in a modern war, are combatants and who are not, for to bomb
the latter is manifestly wrong. And in
the second place in determining if the
principle of double effect can be applied to the case. Is area bombing an
indifferent act from which flow equally and immediately two effects: one
good, the demolition of military targets; the other evil, the killing of
non-combatants? Finally, is there a
proportion between the good effect
and the evil? This ramified question
with its answers, "pro" and "con," was
a vital and thought-provoking paper.
The musical selection, an expert
rendition of Rhapsodie Hongroise 12
(Liszt) by Fr. Gieselman, was received
with unqualified approval by the Seminary audience.
The scholastic debate in strict form,
the thesis of which was: Apud omnes
justos substantialiter inhabitat Sancta
Trinitas, was then presented by the
Rev. Messrs. Anthony Falanga,Warren
Dicharry, and Alvin Burroughs. Since
the thesis was well established from
a Council of the Church, Scripture,
and the Fathers, the more interesting
part of the debate lay in the objections and their answers. These dealt
with the manner of the indwelling of
the Blessed Trinity rather than with
the fact.
The final note of the entertainment was one of practical exhortation
spoken by FPr. John Danagher. To honor St. Thomas without purposing to
imitate him would be a poor celebration of his feast. The day was outstanding for its forceful expression of
praise and appreciation of the life
and work of St. Thomas, and should

help, at least a little, to bring about
the honor of imitation.
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FATHER FREY
VISITS BARRENS

The Story of De Paul
(Continued from Page One)
cent's on May 19, 1895. But the first
Mass celebrated in the new structure.
on .September 29, 1896, was the Requiem for its pastor, the Reverend Edward M. Smith, C.M., who had died
five days before in S't. Joseph's hospital from cancer of the throat. The
new St. Vincent's was dedicated on
May 1, 1897, while the Very Reverend
Thomas J. Smith, C.M., provincial of
the Vincentian Fathers of the Western Province of the United States, was
acting as pastor.
ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE
It was about this time that Archbishop Feehan suggested to Father
Smith, the provincial, that the Vincollege for
centian Fathers open a
men. The immediate impulse for the
founding of the college came from
Archbishop Feehan who occupied the
See of Chicago from 1880 to 1902. The
fact that the scholarly, educationconscious Archbishop was the inspiration behind the founding of De Paul
has somehow been forgotten with the
passing of the years. Yet the Superior
General of the Vincentian Fathers at
that time, Very Reverend A. Fiat, C.M.,
in a letter to Father Thomas Smith,
C.M., dated at Paris October 6, 1897,
grants permission to accept "the college which Monseigneur the Archbishop of Chicago offers you."
To raise money for the new college,
Father Smith taxed the houses of the
province. To provide accommodations,
he remodeled the old church building.
The roof was removed and a third
floor, to be used as an auditorium,
was added. The former church on the
second floor was divided into classrooms. It was here in the remodeled
church building on the northeast corner of Webster and Osqood that F't
Vincent's College bravely opened its
doors on September 5, 1898, with a
student body of seventy and a faculty
of ten.
THE FIRST FACULTY
On Monday morning, September 5,
1898, some seventy boys trooped into
the remodeled building at Webster
Avenue and Osgcod Street, or 244 East
Webster Avenue. The faculty who
awaited them had arrived for the most
part just two weeks before from St.
Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Missouri.
It consisted of one newly-ordained
l:riest and six seminarians: The Reverend Thomas O'Neil Finney, C.M., Mr.
Patrick A. Finney, C.M., Mr. James M.
Murray, C.M., Mr. Marshall LeSage,
C.M., Mr. Thomas F. Levan, C.M., Mr.
Patrick A. McDonnell, C.M., and Mr.
Daniel
McHugh, C.M.
Already in
residence at St. Vincent's before the
arrival of the new faculty were the
Reverend Thomas J. Smith, C.M., the

Provincial, who was then in charge of
both church arnd college, the Reverend
Thomas J. Weldon, C.M., the Reverend
Francis J. Walsh, C.M., and the Reverend John S'hlereth, C.M., who became
Prefect
of Discipline.
Father
Thomas
Finney
was
appointed
Prefect
of Studies.
A
few weeks later Mr. Thomas Remler,
.C.M., was added to the faculty and before the er-d of January, 188, Mr.
McHugh, C.M., was replaced by Mr.
Edward Park, C.M.
In the meantime on January 2, 1899, the Reverend Peter Vincent B3;rne, C.M., had
arrived in Chicago to become the first
President of St. Vincent's College.
ORGANIZATION
According to the Bulletin for 1906-7,
St. Vincent's College had developed
into four divisions: In the School of
Arts, the College of Arts offered courses in the Greek and Roman classics,
in English literature End philosophy:
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. In
the School of General Science, the
College of General Science offered
courses in the Physical and Natural
Sciences, in German,
French, English and Philosophy for the degree of
Bachelor of Arts. In the school of
Engineering, the C.llege of Civil Engineering taught courses in the science
and art of the construction of public
works leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering.
This department also offered courses
dealing with the design and construction of m_hines for the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering. Still other courses were
prescribed for the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Electrical Engineering.
Each of these three Schools had a preparatory or academy department as
well as a college
department. The
fourth division
was known as the
School of Accounting or Commercial
Academy. It promised a thorough business training, including courses in bookkeeping, typewriting and in what the
elegant diction of the Edwardian era
called "phonography," better known as
shorthand. At the successful conclusion of its courses, this division conferred a diploma instead of a deree.
ACTIVITIES
For so small a school, there were
many activities. There were a "Sanctuary Society" for the fostering of religious vocations, a "Thespian Dramatic Society," three literary societies, and
a school paper known as "The S.V.C.
Index," of which the Very Reverend
Joseph Donovan, C.M., J.C.D., now
Rector of Kenrick Seminary, St. Louis,
was the first associate editor. Ahd of
course there were athletics. The baseball team of 1901, for instance, had
three star pitchers in the persons of
Charles Lejeune, Walter Kersten and

On March 5 Father George I. Frey,
C.M., accompanied by the Very Reverend M. F. Winne, C.M.V., and Father Guibord, C.M., paid a brief visit
to the Barrens. Though his visit wai;
short, Fr. Frey was able to give the
Students and Novices a talk that was
truly inspiring.
One of the first things he mentioned
was the close similarity between the
life of Mary and the life of a Vincentian. She endured severe trials and
tribulations together with Her Son;
our life is filled at times with trials.
She stood at the foot of the same cross
at which we often find ourselves.
Since, therefore, there is this resemblance between the two lives, every
Vincentian should have a special devotion to Mary to be a true Vincen-

tian.

Letter, every Vincenti.n should

have an extraordinary devotion to
Mary because of the singular privilege
she has given the Ccmmunity, through
'ister Catherine, of spreading devotion to the
Miraculous Medal as a
duty. To do this a Vincentian must
first have an outstandingly personal
devotion to Mary; otherwise, he is as
"sounding brass."
The second essential prerequisite is
a knowledge of the history of the Miraculous Medal. Father Frey gave the
outline of that history with its most
important events and dates, concluding with some Miraculuos Medal statistics. In 1929 the Miraculous Medal
Novena was begun here at Perryville;
and in 1930, in the East, where today
2200 parishes and 700 service camps
have the Novena, 200 radio stations
broadcast Novena Services, and 12,..
000,000 make the Novena weekly. He
mentioned that he wrote recently to
105 Ordinaries regarding the Novena,
and 96 answered,
praising the work
and promising their prayers for its
continued success. Since the patronal
Feast of the United States and its
Army is the Immaculate Conception,
small wonder that this devotion to
Mary is
spreading by leaps and
bounds!
Before closing Father Frey urged all
to cultivate a special devotion to Mary
and to ask her to bless the Community
and its work in spreading her devotion.

Thomas Gorman. The football team
for 1997 out-played Notre Dame in a
Thanksgiving Day game only to be defeated by a Notre Dame touchdown in
the last minute of play. The score was
12-7. Such was the college that on December 24, 1907, became De Paul University.
Next issue: Expansion.
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BITS OF NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
The Very Rev. George A. O'Malley,

C.M., was the principal speaker at the
Irish banquet held at St. Charles Hotel on the feast of St. Patrick. He
spoke of the Irish as a people who
have long fought oppression, tyranny,
and prejudice, and whose freedom-i
loving ideals have been embodied in
our own America.
Fr. Maurice J. Hymel, C.M., conduct-

ed the Day of Recollection attended by
a large group of service women at the
Dcminican College, March 4.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Fr. Robert Coerver, C.M., conducted
the Holy Hour for the Catholic Evidence Guild of Washington on Holy
Thursday evening.
Fr. Francis Hyr.es, C.M. sends in this
unusual bit of news. On the evening of March 17 a great noise was
heard, followed by the crash of glass.
On investigation it was learned that
a meteorite had fallen, and part of it
had crashed through the front window
of the house of studies. Having found
the fragment of the meteor Fr. William Certelyou, C.M., is making a lab-

ratory analysis of it.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.

Twelve men were ordained priests
frcm St. John's Seminary this March.
Eight are for the archdiocese of Los
Angeles, three for the diocese of
Monterey-Fresno, and one for the diocese of Tucson. The eight new priests
should help to relieve Fathers Stakelum and Oscar Miller who are helping
at the Oxnard parish every Sunday.
School will continue with the other
five classes till the end of May.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Fifty-four men received the Major
Orders of Subdiaconate and Diaconate
at Kenrick Seminary March 17 and 18.
The Most Rev. George J. Donnelly ordained with the Very Rev. Joseph
Donovan, C.M., as Archdeacon, and
Fr. Thomas V. Cahill C.M., as Notary.
CHICAGO, ILL.
The Very Rev. Comerford J. O'Malley, C.M., joined other educators in opposing the permanent policy of peacetime military training that is now
being proposed by political and military leaders by publishing a succint
comment on compulsory military training in the March issue of the De Paul
ALUMNI NEWS.
Fr. Frederick Coupal, C.M., conductthe retreat for the Uptown
ed
Liberal Arts and Sciences on March 7,

8, and 9, after the end of the winter
quarter and before the beginning of
the spring quarter. Mass and conferences took place in St. Vincent's
Church.
"The Fireman's
melodrama under
Thomas Connolly,
sented in De Paul
8, 9, and 10.

Flame," a musical
the direction of Fr.
C.M., will be preauditorium on April

Fr. John B. Murphy, C.M., recently
received two distinguished honors. He
was made a member of the Northwestern Chapter of the Society of Sigma Xi, an honorary research society,
and was elected to the Board of
Translators of Biological Abstracts.
In compliance with the request of
the government the department of
nursing of De Paul University is giving a special course in "Clinical Training." The course is tuition-free since
it is paid for by the Bolton Bill in order to meet the present shortage of
nurses.
Yr. J. J. Lehane, C.M., was one of the
judges at the St. Thomas symposium,
a yearly event in which all Catholic
high schools of the Chicago area participate. This year it was held at Fenwick High School.
The Very Rev. Comerford O'Malley,

C.M., is serving on the local sponsoring committee of the James Monroe
and the Monroe Doctrine Oratorical
Contest sponsored by the Chicago Herald-American and other Hearst newspapers.
At a meeting of the School Superintendents, of Northern Illinois Round
Table which took place February 10,
Fr. Joseph Phoenix, C.M., spoke on the
child of the post-war world. "The
child that will enter school five, ten,
and fifteen years from now is going
to be, in a large percentage of cases,
a child from a broken home......." Father developed the fact that educators
should be more aware of indications
of abberations of personality in order
that they might, if not remove or alleviate them, at least understand the
child that they are teaching.
SAN ANTONIO,

TEXAS

On the morning of March 19, the
Most Rev. Robert E. Lucey ordained
nine seminarians to the Sacred Order
of Subdiaconate, five to the Minor
Orders of Exorcist and Acolyte, and
promoted six to First Clerical Tonsure.
Assisting the Archbishop were the Rt.
Rev. Patrick J. Geehan as Archdeacon,
and the Very Rev. William M. Brennan,
C.M., as Notary.
March 12 to 18 Fr. Robert Zimney,
C.M., preached a week's mission at

the Espada Mission, six miles south
of San Antonio.
Fathc•s

Frank O'Brien, C.M.,

and

James Fisher, C.M., assisted the Most
Rev. Mariano S. Garriga, Coadjutor
Bishop of Corpus Christi, with the
Holy Week services at Laredo, Texas.
March 11 to 18 was observed as
"Vocation Week" in the Archdiocese
of San Antonio. Fathers Bagen, Kavanaugh, Lee Zimmerman, P. O'Brien,
Zimney, Riley, Degan and Fisher spoke

in the interests of St. John's Seminary
at all grade and high schools in the
city as well as in many outlying dis,
tricts.
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS,
SAN CRISTOBAL

Fr. Edward P. Gicewicz, C.M., a Polish confrere and former professor at
St. John's Kanty College, now a chaplain, was the first priest to set foot on
one of the lonely Galapagos Islands in
the Pacific. He administered to the
spiritual needs of the islanders, giving First Holy Communion to many
and baptizing seventeen of the tiniest
children. Senora Chiriboga, wife of
the Governor, had completed preliminary instructions of the children and
was waiting for a priest to set foot on
the island.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
The Very Rev. William

Mahoney,

C.M., President of St. John's University, announced recently the plans for
the rebuilding and expansion of
Brooklyn's oldest university as soon
after the war as conditions permit.
The new St. John's will abandon the
location on Lewis Avenue for the
spaciousness of Hillcrest, the 100-acre
site in Queens which the Community
owns.
PERRYVILLE, MO.

The dates for the summer ordinations have been announced. The
Subdiaconate will be conferred on the
8th of June, and the Priesthood on the
9th.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Fr. Herbert Vandenberg, C.M., has
returned from the East where he had
been working with the Miraculous
Medal Novena Band for the past four
months and is giving his first solemn
Miraculous Medal Novena in the West
at St. Mary's Hospital, Milwaukee.
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EASTER PLAY
COMPLETE SUCCESS
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Work of Miraculous Medal Novena Band
(Continued from Page Three)

favor for which they had been praying
in the Novena.
In Poughkeepsie a
Perryville, April 1--Before the cneer- I have just finished a Novena, we reyoung
woman
came
to me the second
ful Easter audience of priests, students, ceived and sent out more than 1000
night and she wept as she told me
novices, and brothers, the well-chosen
letters with these cards enclosed."
that she had received a telegram inIrish-English cast of "Luke Delmege"
Novena-"Mary's Mission"
forming her that her husband was regave a completely successful perforFathers Vandenberg and Roche, reported missing in action. I tried to
mance of that play adapted from maining in the East, have been conconsole her and give her confidence
Canon Sheehan's novel of the same ducting other Solemn Novenas. Poughand
hope and told her to leave it in
name. Since the play was long and keepsie, Winfield, Long Island, the
Mary's hands. A few nights later this
required numerous changes of scenery
Bronx, all in New York; and Brook- same woman came
to me radiating
the intermission between the second lyn, Linden, Elizabeth, and Newark,
joy and happiness; the change in her
and third acts was made a surt ui
of New Jersey, were at different times was wonderful
to witness as she told
"breather", during which refreshments their temporary residences. In eacrh
me that she had received a letter that
were served and the students and noplace the devotion of the people acted day
from her husband and that he
vices enjoyed a few minutes of (tne like a sensible grace upon the miswas safe and in good health."
lack of) "Separation".
sioners.
An excerpt from Father
Beginning with the life of the new- Roche's letter attests this: "This first
Novena Band in the West
ly-ordained Fr. Luke Delmege-"First
parish I was in, I conducted a service
of the First" in everything (except
The
Western Province has taken an
at 3:00 in the afternoon and another
Canon Law) at Maynooth-the play again at 8:00 in the evening.
The important step. Since 1832 when the
traced the mistakes and misfortunes church was filled at both for the full first copies of the Miraculous Medal
of the young priest, proud and imbued nine days. In this last parish I conwere distributed in obedience to a dirwith "English" ideas and customs. It ducted two services every evening at
ect injunction from Our Lady, our
takes the oppression of English land- 7:30 and again at 8:15. The church
Community, together with the Daughlords and a brief prison term to awak- was filled for both, around a thousers of Charity, has sought with conen Fr. Luke to his past mistakes and and people attending each evening.
tinual effort to bring souls to Christ
to re-enkindle his love for the Irisii But the real measure of the success
through Mary.
But now when the
people and the spirit of humble priest- of any Novena is to be found in the world looks for a miracle of grace to
ly devotion to the poor. He finally confessional.
restore Christ's kingdom we cannot
learns to "lose all to gain all."
forget how peculiarly it will be the
"It is there that one sees clearly
The outstanding characterization of that our Blessed Mother is surely
us- work of this incipient Novena Band of
the houseboy, John Fogarty, played by ing the Novena devotion as a means the Western Province to help effect
Mr. Edward Danagher, with his of bringing souls back to God. The this restoration, as God's instrument.
pleasing Irish brogue, his comical ges- effects to a great extent are the
same
On July 19, 1931, Pope Pius XI,
tures, and Irish jigs kept the audience as those of a Mission. But whereas
marking the Centenary of the Medal,
laughing heartily. Mr. Robert Bren- in a Mission
souls are shocked back encouraged the sons and daughters of
nan played the title role with such to the reception
of the Sacraments,
St. Vincent to even greater effort. We
perfection that the audience grasped in a Novena Mary seems
to persuade see in his words today an unmistakeimmediately the different stages in
and lead them back gently." '
able application to our present need:
the subtly changing character of Fr.
Mary Still Helps
"All the world knows that the Church
Delmege.
Our Blessed Mother still carries inis at a sad and painful epoch in its
The whole cast performed excellenthistory . . .And this is when precisely
ly: Mr. William McKinley as the well- tact her record for answering urgent
in our days the Miraculous Medal
bred Irish Canon; Messrs.
William calls for help, as a further paragraph
comes to shine, as if to recall to us,
Mahoney and Raymond Ross as the from Father Roche's letter indicates:
Canon's nephews, the first a staunch "In every Novena that I have con- in a sensible and tangible way, that
Catholic devoted to the second, his ducted thus far at least one person
all things, even miracles, are granted
clever but atheistic brother; Messrs. has come to me and told me that they
in answer to prayer; and I would say
had,
during
the
Novena,
received the
Jeremiah Hogan and John Shaughnesespecially
miracles. That is the magsy as old Irish priests close to their
nificent and distinctive property of
people; Mr. Cecil Parres as a well-edSister Mary David received a letter the Medal . . We have need of mirucated Englishman; Mr. Bruce Vawter
as an old English pastor; Mr. John from Sister Vincent Louise of the Emacles."
mitsburg Province dated Feb. 26 tellO'Connor as Fr. Delmege's elderly
ing how she and her five companions
Irish housekeeper; Mr. Arnold Martin
1Y ~ ~-Yhad been evacuated June 4, '44, in an
as an English landlord, and Mr. EdAmerican plane from St. Margaret's
ward Virgets as his clerk; Mr. Michael
Hospital in the Kanchow Vicariate
McHIugh as one of Fr. Delmege's poor
Fr. James Lewis, C.M., who
and have taken up work under Navy
Irish parishioners; Mr. John French
died March 18 at Canadian
Nurses at a base hospital. St. MarTexas, in the 55th year of his
doubling as a cockney bum and newsgaret's fell into Japanese hands on
Mr. Hartrick
life and the 35th of his vocation.
paper photographer;
Sullivan as a bobby; Mr. John RichardFeb. 6, but Sr. Louise thanks God that
Brother Francis Smith, C.M.,
who died March 1 at Niagara,
son as an English soldier.
at her writing the four Eastern conMr. Lawrence Leonard directed the freres and Bishop O'Shea who are reN.Y., in the 85th year of his
life and the 47th of his vocation.
maining in the Vicariate are safe.
play and is to be congratulated for a
The suffrage numbers for
complete and thorough job. To the
The Sisters have their own chapel
April are 16 to 20 inclusive.
(12x12) and attend daily Mass at the
stage managers there should go a
grateful nod for their splendid and Hospital. Their teeth have been taken
In your charity please remember also the father of Fathers
swift work with the seven changes of
care of and their glasses changed, and
John and Clarence Murphy, C.M.,
scenery.
in general are faring so well that Sr.
and the father of Fr. William
The way "Luke Delmege" was cast- Louise writes that they will be ready
Ready, C.M.
ed, staged, and received easily makes to return to St. Margaret's Hospital as
it "one of our best."
soon as the last shot is fired.
I
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Passes Away

Con-

ference is of
grave concern to
our Community.
Already in possession of the territory east of the
Curzon Line,
Russia has six
Vincentian houses inside her
boundaries.
The home at
Vilna (Wilno, No.
7), original plans
for which bear
our Holy Founder's appro val,
was built in the
17th century. Despite heavy bombardment in the
city, it is believed
gardens, supervised by Brothers, have
the largest huckleberry crop in Northeast Poland, and enough vegetables
to feed the city. When the Russians
moved in, many priests were deported
to Soviet Siberia. At least one confrere, Father Sowinski, Novitiate Superior, died as a result.
Lwow (No. 8), too, is rich in history.
Vilna and Lwow may both be confiscated by the Soviet. When the Nazis
took Vilna, the Daughters of Charity
were able to take over the quarters
there for hospitals. Supplies were even
delivered to them by Nazi trucks.
In the tiny parish at
Jezierzany
(No. 10) permission has been granted
to some of our confreres to celebrate
Mass in the Roman rite for the Polish people, and in the Uniate rite for
the large numbers of White Russians.
West of the Curzon Line, the magnificent Community church at Warsaw (No. 2), larger than the Cathedral,
was leveled. Chopin's heart was enshrined in one of its great pillars. The
Warsaw house became the diocesan
seminary shortly after the World War.
Property damage there is considerable.
Krakow (No. 1) is the heart of the
Polish Province, with houses for theology, philosophy, a summer villa on

U

F'AATHERI

DEPTA

DIES SUDDENLY
Father Stephen J. Depta, C.M., died
suddenly on Sunday morning, April
29, as he was at the altar celebrating
Mass in the chapel of St. Paul Hospital, Dallas, Texas.
Born in Wissek, Germany, on August, 3, 1875, Father Depta came to
this country as a child and later entered the Apostolic School at Perryville. He entered the novitiate on February 24, 1895, and was ordained to
the priesthood at Perryville, by Archbishop John J. Kain, D.D., on June 15,
1902.
After ordination Father bepta was
appointed assistant in S't. Patrick's
parish, La Salle, where he worked for
five years. He was then appointed to
St. Joseph's parish, New Orleans for
the next two years, after which he was
sent to Los Angeles where he spent
the greater part of his priestly life,
as professor in old St. Vincent's College, assistant in St. Vincent's parish
and, finally, as chaplain at St. Vincent's Hospital. Last year he was assigned as chaplain to St. Paul Hospital, Dallas.
The funeral was held from Holy
Trinity Church, Dallas, on Wednesday morning, May second.

Father Charles Connor, C.M., passed away peacefully, at Hotel Dieu, El
Paso, Texas, early Saturday morning,
April 21, with some of the Daughters
of Charity at his bedside reciting the
prayers for the dying. Father never
recovered from the operation for a
bladder ailment which he underwent
about three weeks before his death.
The remains arrived in Los Angeles
at 8:00 p. m. on Sunday evening, when
they were taken to the Cunningham
and O'Connor Mortuary.
After the Miraculous Medal Novena
services on Monday evening, all the
confreres of St. Vincent's parish, the
entire faculty of Los Angeles College,
and Fathers Coyne, Kirschenheuter,
and Stakelum, of St. John's Seminary,
Camarillo, assembled at the door of
St. Vincent's Church to escort the remains to the sanctuary and to chant
the Office of the Dead. The casket
was then opened so that the assembled faithful might view the remains.
Vigil was kept by members of the Holy
Name Society and the Legion of Mary
until 11:00 p. m.
On Monday morning all the Masses,
both at the main altar as well as at
the side altars, were offered for the repose of Father's soul.
Father Carl Osthoff, C.M., a classmate, was celebrant at the Solemn
Requiem Mass on Tuesday morning
at nine o'clock.
Father John E.
Green, C.M., was deacon, and Father
Joseph J. Johnson, C.M., acted as
subdeacon. Father Osthoff preached
the funeral sermon. The student
choir from Los Angeles College, under
the direction of Father Bernard McCoy, C.M., chanted the Mass.
Fathers Thomas Gaughan, Joseph
Dyra, James Stakelum, Russell Kirschenheuter, Robert Brown, and George
Brennan were the pallbearers. The
Daughters of Charity from St. Vincent's Hospital and .Los Angeles Orphanage, and the Sisters of St. Joseph from St. Vincent's School and St.
Mary's Academy, were well represented. School children from the 5th, 6th,
7th, and 8th grades of St. Vincent's
School were also present for the Mass.
The absolution at the grave was
given by Very Rev. James F. O'Dea,
(Continued on Page Four)
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Th De Adrei
"How, O my God, can I ever worthily thank You for the
benefits and graces which You have bestowed upon me!
You did call me to the Congregation, choose me for the
arms
of
our
the
expense
let
it
be
at
Let us love God, but
American mission, and make known to me, many years beand in the sweat of our brow.
St. Vincent de Paul fcre, when I was yet in Rome, that such was to be my destiny." By a supernatural light, which his modesty styled
Published monthly by the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of
'presentiment', Felix knew his vocation. This inspiration was
the Catholic Students' Mission Crusade.
born of heaven. And it came about like this......
Subscription: - - - - $1.00 per year (nine issues)
Disappointment Affords Promise
Please notify us of change in your address
With Felix's resolve of entering the Congregation of
the Mission came the desire of devoting himself to the misC .M .
aydos, C.M.
Editor
rancis A
......................Francis
A.. G
Gaydos,
E
ditor ....................................................................................F
sions in foreign lands. This wish was ardent and increased
Associate Editors-Stephen J. Ganel, C.M., Thomas Munster,
steadily within him, as he himself advanced in years and in
the ways of God.-That he might not err in a matter of so much
C.M., John F. Lenihan, C.M., (Business Manager), and
imnortance, he made it his principal care to consult God in
Maurice J. Sheehy, C. M., (Circulation Manager).
continued prayer, earnestly imploring the gift of a superContributor ............................................................ Jerome S. Calcagno, C.M . natural inspiration. In the meanwhile, he gave himself
wholeheartedly to the employments assigned him. His fuFaculty Advisor .......................................... Rev. Maurice P. Kane, C.M.
ture fate reposed in the loving hands of Providence.
After ordination, Felix, no longer able to conceal his
ardent wish, wrote to the then vicar-general, Father Brunet, hopefully seeking permission to enroll himself in the
band of missionaries then setting out for China. The reply
brought Father De Andreis the consent oT the vicar-genIt was late Spring, 1815, that
eral. But his hope, now so near to attainment, was not to
found the bishop-elect of New Orleans,
be realized. His immediate superiors did not approve of
the learned and zealous Louis William Dubourg, in the Eternal City. his departure. Without being disheartened, Father De Andreis redoubled his prayers and austerities, beseeching God
Fully appreciating the dignity and reto give him the grace of continued conformity to His holy
sponsibility of the episcopate, he dewill. In reply, Our Lord granted him, besides a profound
ferred acceptance of its heavy burden
peace and an increase of the spirit of his vocation, an ununtil he had come to Rome to request
mistakable light, which showed him clearly that it was not
of the Holy See the necessary assisto China that he was destined to go, but to America!
tance. In particular, he was in search
The Promise Realized
of good priests of whom he had exAnd now in the year 1815, through the invitation of
tremely few.
a bishop, there was unfolding for him the great promise of
Welcomed Invitation
Our Lord. Yet, the project might still be opposed by suwas
Dubourg
Providence,
of
design
According to the
periors who would not be easily resigned to lose such a
One
Mission.
the
of
house
directed to seek lodging at the
precious subject. And so it happened. Father Sicardi,
AnDe
evening, the bishop happened to hear the youthful
vicar-general of the Congregation, on being informed of the
dreis addressing a mixed congregation. Impressed by the bishop's request, responded unhesitatingly
in the negative.
fluency and wisdom of the preacher, the bishop inquired
The refusal initiated a holy contest between those two venwho this cleric might be. He was informed that Father De
erable men, Bishop Dubourg
Father Sicardi, both aniAndreis was a missionary of the Congregation, a priest mated by, and acting soley for,and
the
glory of God. The bisheloquent,
and
learned
of
life,
distinguished for his holiness
op appealed to the Pope. The vicar-general in his turn
and earnestly desirous of laboring in the foreign missions. hastened to seek an audience with the Holy Father.
Felix
Though he was forewarned that the superiors of the Con- remained calm. Convinced that the will of God
would be
gregation would take great care not to lose so excellent a
done as it had been manifested to him, he endeavored to
subject, the bishop sent for Father De Andreis. At the mere
be forgetful of his own impatient desire, and was ever
mention of an undertaking so long desired and prayed for,
ready to obey. He resolved not to anticipate, but to follow
the heart of Felix swelled with joy inexpressible. Though
the indications of Providence. At length, the Pope's Secin
answer
emotion,
and
his
he
concealed
affected,
deeply
retary of State, the great Cardinal Consalvi, signified to
to
me
follow
to
not
wish
you
to the invitation,, "Would
Father Sicardi the Pontiff's will that Father De Andreis
America?", made this simple reply: "If my superiors permit be allowed to leave for the American mission. The
venerme to go, I accept the proposal from this moment, ready able general yielded, with respect, to the Holy Father's
deas I am to follow your lordship to America." The bishop
cision, in which he beheld a clear manifestation of the
was sounding the call of America!
Will of.:God. And on the twenty-second of September,
Long before the bishop voiced the call, Felix had of1815, the vicar-general together with Cardinal Consalvi
ten heard within him the summons of America. A muchdetermined the procedure of the mission.
loved disciple of his, Reverend Joseph Martini, relates that
(Continued on Page Four)
Father De Andreis was often heard to say that he would
die in America, for he had an interior presentiment that
he would eventually go and end his days there. When
asked how he could be sure of the realization of this inThe Solemn Miraculous Medal Novena has been inward presentiment, he answered, "Whenever I have experaugurated in the West. Here are the men who are doing
ienced similar presentiments, they have always been verithe work and some of the places they have visited. The list
fied." Father Joseph Rosati, another of his disciples, reof parishes grows weekly so that these we mention are
lates the following incident. Father De Andreis and he
only the first.
were taking a wailc together. De Andreis asked in what
St. Louis--Rev. Edward Sellman, C.M., at St. Edstudies his companion was engaged. Rosati replied uhat
ward's and St. Elizabeth's. Rev. Ralph E. Eichmann, C.M.,
he was preparing some sermons, besides devoting some at St. Philip Neri and Holy Name. Rev. John W. Dunn, C.M.,
portion of the day to the study of the Hebrew language.
at St. George's. Rev. Louis Furton, C.M., at Holy Trinity
"Let Hebrew alone", he immediately answered, "such stud- and St. Rose's.
ies as that, are well suited to those who are destined to
Perryville-Rev. John W. Dunn, C.M., at the Semspend the greater part of their life in their cell, preparing inary parish.
learned books to explain and illustrate religion; but we,
Chicago-Rev. George I. Frey, C.M., at St. Vincent's.
missionaries, should choose other pursuits. You had better
New Orleans-Rev. Edward Sellman, C.M., at St.
learn English. Yes, English, for that tongue will, one day, Joseph's.
be needful to both you and me, to preach the word of God
Milwaukee-Rev. Herbert Vandenberg, C.M., at St.
to a certain people who speak it!" And again in one of his
Mary's Hospital.
private manuscripts, Father De Andreis makes mention
Kansas City-Rev. Edward Roche, C.M., at St. Vinof this same foresight. In love and gratitude he wrote:
cent's.
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Sixteen Confreres
Killed in Manila
The fury of Japanese revenge for the
recent American liberation of Manila,
Philippine Islands, struck heavily at
Vincentian lives and property, and
reduced the labors of years to shambles. The retreating enemy Generals,
as a final mark of scorn, ordered their
men to murder every person possible.
Included in the destruction of lives
were sixteen Priests of the Mission.
In addition, all the houses of the Double Family in the city of Manila fell
victim to destruction by fire.
Among the priest-victims was the
Visitor, whoze title to a martyr's crown
was his Christian generosity and devotedness in harboring a band of
Cistercians. Another was a Pastor
who was dispatched in the act of performing his Sacramental duties of administering the last Rites of the
Church to a fellow-sufferer.

Chaplain Edwards
In the Pacific
Fr. Joseph Edwards, C. M., wrote on
April 12:
"We have been to the Marshalls and
the Carolinas and are getting ready
for some heavy duty in the forward
area. Have seen some marvelous examples of courage and Christian virtue among the boys from Iwo Jima.
Occasonially it is our duty to take
care of casuals and survivors from the
'hot spots.' I am well and enjoy the
priestly work, even though we have
long distances to travel under changing orders."

COMMUNITY IN POLAND
(Continued From Page One)
the outskirts, and a minor seminary
for 600 pupils, from the sixth grade to
fourth year high. The buildings in
Krakow also date from the seventeenth century.
At Bydgoszcz, (No. 3) bombardment
seriously weakened the great vaulted
dome of the 5-year-old church. Nazis
are believed to have ordered its demolition. There, at the height of Nazi
terror, Fathers Szarek, and Wiorek,
confreres, were murdered. Father Wiorek was carrying the Blessed Sacrament.
Since March of 1940, little information about injury to property or per1939
sonnel has come through. In
Krakow proper had 23 priests, 81
students of theology, and 13 lay brothers. In those houses adjoining the
city of Krakow, there were 31 other
priests, 49 students of philosophy, and

19 lay brothers.
(Fr. Adam Minkiel, C.M., of the
Polish Vice-Province, graciously supplied the information for this article.)

The Story of De Paul
Courage is the
word for it. WithIout an abundance

;of courage on the
part of its faculty and its President, St. Vincent's College
could hardly have survived. The minutes of the faculty meetings in the
first years of its existence bristle with
difficulties that almost overwhelmed
the struggling institution. The professors were inexperienced, the students unruly, and the textbooks unsuitable. Practical problems, perplexing and urgent, demanded solutions from a faculty who had neither
experience nor precedent to guide its
decisions. What kind of grading system should be used? Should the examinations be written or oral? How
often should report cards be sent out?
Besides these difficulties, there were
the two over-all problems of discipline
and of finance. How to maintain order in a college absolutely without
traditions and housed in a made-over
church was the question that brooded
like some ominous spirit over many
meetings of the faculty. For instance,
on September 13, 1899, the Secretary
recorded that "Mr. Martin was appointed to stand on the second floor
and quell disorders arising in the

Fr. Vincent Smith
In San Francisco
The following is taken from a letter
from Fr. Vincent Smith, C.M., written
to the Very Reverend Visitor. As chaplain, Fr. Smith is a First Lieutenant
in the U. S. Army.
"Just a line to inform you that I
arrived in San Francisco this morning, April 12. I will stay in a hospital
here a few days and then will most
likely be sent to some hospital in Illinois. I was on crutches for a time today, the first time since I broke my
foot on March 17.
"It was tough luck. I jumped into a
landing boat in the Philippines, hit
a steel girder and that did it. The
x-ray showed the damage so the doctor said that I would have to return to
the U. S. They flew me from Leyte
to San Francisco with about twenty
other men. I'll let you know if I get
any more news. So far I have been
told that it will take a long time to
heal.
"I saw my brother a S.V.D. priest,
in Leyte. He had been a prisoner of the
Japs for about three years and is now
waiting for a ship to bring him back
to the States."

ranks." Again the minutes of the faculty meeting for October 10, 1899,
make note that "it was decided to
have someone to fasten the screens
in the basement windows to prevent
the boys from coming in and going
out when the door is closed."
There was never enough money.
The minutes of the meeting on October 8, 1902, have this poignant entry:
"Someone remarked that the chalk
supply was exhausted. Father Park
said he had a box of chalk, but he
hoarded it up like anthracite coal,
owing to the low state of revenue.
"Fr. Malloy was called to time for
not writing to Benjamin Mehyer's parents. He replied that owing to the
low state of revenue, he could not procure paper or stamps from the Procurator."
Not all the meetings, however were
devoted to discipline, finance and the
extreme reluctance of the students to
find inspiration in German verbs and
Latin nouns. On March 15, 1899, the
faculty discussed the more cheerful
subject of the choice of colors to be
adopted by the College. The colors
finally decided upon were a combination of red and light blue. At the next
meeting on March 22, 1899, the faculty considered the selection of a suitable motto for the College. Mr. Levan, who later became fourth President of De Paul, was appointed to
choose several passages from the Book
of wisdom and present them at the
next meeting. But apparently no motto was ever adopted.
The man whose powerful personality dominated these meetings was
the man on whose shdulders rested
the crushing burden of administration,
the Very. Reverend Peter Vincent
Byrne, who was both President and
Superior. It was he who advised, admonished, suggested, smoothed over
irritations and encouraged his sometimes wavering faculty. He never forgot that any Catholic college, no matter how small or insignificant, has
centuries of culture behind it. His
exhortations make inspiring reading
even now.
New Buildings
It was during his administration
that the College had its first expansion program. His first task was to
build a residence for the priests in
harmony with the exterior of the new
church.
Consequently, the cornerstone of the present rectory was laid
in 1904. In 1906 the old college building, the former church, was torn down
and in 1907 the new college building
was erected. This splendid structure
still serves admirably as the present
De Paul Academy.
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SBits of News from Everywhere
SHERMAN, TEXAS
Fr. Francis Kunz, C.M., has

been

sent to St. Vincent's Hospital, to act
as chaplain during the illness of Fr.
Leonidas Moore, C.M.

Patrick O'Brien, C.M.
Very Rev. William Brennan, C.M.,

sang the Solemn Mass and Fr. Thomas
Kavanaugh, C.M., preached

ST. LOUIS, MO.

New improvements have been made
at the provincial house, the main corridor has been surfaced with asbestos
tiling and some of the rooms refinished.
PERRYVILLE, MO

The Student Activities' Bazaar was
held on the first of May. Fr. Edward
Whooley, C.M., was the lucky man to

win the $55 wrist watch. The students
wish to thank their 1/jnefactors who
made the bazaar a success.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
St. Katherine's team won the unlimited Boys' Basketball City league
championship. Their spiritual director and coach is Fr. James Connors, C.M.
DENVER, COLO.

Sometime during May the choir of
St. Thomas Seminary will sing at the
solemn Pontifical Vespers at St.Mary's
Church in Colorado Springs. The
choir is under the direction of Fr.
Thomas Barrett, C.M.

ters and a very attractive liturgical
altar arranged and decorated by Fr,

Fr. Barrett has

had a section of the old building of
the Seminary made into an acoustically perfect studio for choir rehearsals
and recordings.
CAMARILLO, CALIF.

During 1944 the Correspondence
Course conducted from St. John's
Seminary graduated 68 students and
has been instrumental in 15 baptisms,
one confirmation, and one marriage
validated. Three hundred and ninety
of the 450 enrolled are armed service
personnel.
This year the Seminary rounds out
the first six years of its existence-one
class has finished its entire course
there.
Fr. Oscar Miller, C.M., is giving
First Aid training to more than 20
students.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
On April 5 and 6 Fr. Lee Zimmermann, C.M., conducted a two day retreat for the high school girls of Nazareth Academy, Victoria, Texas.
Fr. James Fisher, C.M., gave the annual retreat to the boys and girls of
St. Mary's High School, Fredericksburg, Texas, on April 18 and 19.
According to its accelerated program
St. John's began the scholastic year
1945-46 on April 9.
The chapel in the community house

has been moved to much larger quar-

the ser-

mon in Spanish at the Silver Jubilee
celebration of Sister Elisa-of the
Seminary's domestic department-on
April 18.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Fr. Michael J. O'Connell, C.M., gave

the annual Lenten mission to the Chicago Holy Name
Men in the Holy
Name Cathedral this year.
De Paul Academy Swimming Team
won third place in the all-city Catholic swimming meet held at Loyola University on March 25. Fr. Francis
O'Malley, C.M., is director of the group.
To select the outstanding Chopin
pianist of this hemisphere, an InterAmerican Chopin contest has been announced by the Very Rev. Comerford

O'Malley, C.M., and Dr. Arthur C.
Becker, dean of the De Paul University School of Music. The finals will be
held in Chicago in May, 1946. Pianists
and musicians from
Canada, the
United States, Mexico, Central America
and South America who are between
the ages of 18 and 30 may compete.
A first prize of $1,000 and an appearance with a major symphony orchestra will be awarded the winners.
April 21, the annual testimonial dinner in honor of the De Paul basketball team was given at the LaSalle
Hotel. The toastmaster for the evening was Wilfred Smith of the Chicago Tribune. Very Rev.
Comerford
O'Malley, C.M., spoke and Fr. Joseph

Phoenix, C.M., chairman of the Athletic Board presented the Father Powers Memorial Trophy to George Mikan, the most valuable player.
WASHINGTON,

D.

C.

On a recent tour of the Capitol the
15 Latin American nuns who have
completed their year's study of hospital administration and nursing in
this country were received at the
White House by President Harry S.
Truman. Nine of these sisters are
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent
De Paul.

FR. CONNOR
PASSES -AWAY
(Continued From Page One)
C.M. Father Connor's remains were
placed in the community plot in Calvary Cemetery at the foot of the grave
of Bishop Joseph S. Glass, C.M. Father's sister, Miss Stella Connor, and a
niece, Mrs. Bunnie Brooks Amott, both
of Salt Lake City, were present for
the funeral. A brother, the only other
living member of the family, was unable to come west for the funeral.
Born in 1877, Father Connor entered the Community in 1900. From 1928
to 1936 he served as assistant pastor
at St. Patrick's Church, La Salle.
About a year ago he went to El Paso,
having been before that, assistart
pastor at St. Vincent's Church, Los
Angeles.

THE CALL OF AMERICA
(Continued from Page Two)
Filled with a holy joy, Father De
Andreis penned his sentiment of unshakable determination now to follow
the call: "It would be easier to arrest
the course of a river, the, stroke of
lightning, or the fury of the wind
than to obstruct this my enterprise
which I so clearly recognize as being
led on by God." No longer was there any
obstacle. No longer did obedience silence a reply to the summons resounding deep within him. America with her
immeasurable needs was still imploring help. Felix could answer now-he
would answer now that call of America, echoing the call of God!
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The United States Maritime Commission has named a Victory Ship the
"S.S. St. John's Victory" in honor of
the Vincentian University.
EMMITSBURG, MD.
Sister
Madeline
Morris,
former
American Secretary at the Motherhouse, rue du Bac, is awaiting final
word to board a plane for Paris to
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NECROLOGY
The usual suffrages are requested for Fr. Charles Connor, C.M. and Fr. Stephen Depta, C.M.
The suffrage numbers for the
month of May are 21 to 25 inclusive.
Your prayers are requested for
the repose of the soul of Fr,
William Flynn's mother.
II
help in the War Relief Services distribution.
VATICAN CITY, ITALY
Osservatore

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Romano

reports

that

Italian police, while searching for Fascist leaders, entered the Motherhouse
of the Daughters of Charity at night
without a warrant. It added further
that, though it is true that the edifice does not enjoy the privilege of
extraterritoriality, still any religious
house, especially one occupied by
peaceful Sisters, must enjoy respectful deference in circles where courtesy
is practiced. The persons sought by the
police were not found in the convent.
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NINE ORDAINED TO SACRED PRIESTHOOD

Fr. William Kelley
Buried in La Salle
The Rev. William Kelley, C.M., died
Saturday morning, May
19, at St.
Joseph's hospital, Chicago, where he
has been chaplain for the past 9 years.
Fr. Kelley was born in 1873, entered
the Novitiate in 1899, and was ordained in 1905. Following his ordination he taught at De Paul University
until 1913 when he went to La Salle,
Ill. He remained there till 1926 when
he left for three years, filling posts at
Ft. Worth, Texas, and De Paul. Returning to La Salle in 1929 he was
pastor of St. Patrick's until 1935. The
next two years he was assistant in St.
Vincent's Church, Kansas City, and
the pastor of St. Thomas Church, Long
Beach, Miss. In 1936, he was appointed to St. Joseph's Hospital, Chicago.
The Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated in St. Vincent's church, Chicago, by the Very Rev. Michael O'Connell. Fr. Edmund Cannon was DeaBrannan was
con and Fr. Edward
Subdeacon. Fr. James Murray preached the sermon.
The body was taken to La Salle and
laid in state in St. Patrick's church on
that same Monday. The Right Rev.
Lawrence Vohs, O.S.B., celebrated the
Solemn Requiem Mass, Tuesday morning. Fr. Edward Brannan being Dea-

Perryville, June 9-After the Most
Reverend George J. Donnelly, Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, read the epistle of the Mass in honor of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus he turned towards the
ordinands and the congregation while
the Archdeacon announced in a loud
voice: "Let those who are to take
Priest's Orders come forward: Charles
Raymond
Welter, Clarence Bogetto,
White, Henry Piacitelli, Dimond Ryan,
WeVner,
Alvin Burroughs, Thomas
Anthony Falanga, Warren Dicharry."
Their day has come! Each steps forward as his name is called and answers: "I am here."
The Bishop asks the Archdeacon:
"Do you know them to be worthy?"
The Archdeacon replies: "So far as
human frailty allows me to know, I do
both know and attest that they are
worthy of this office.
Having thanked God the Bishop exhorts the nine Deacons to receive the
office of Priesthood worthily and to
fulfill its duties blamelessly. "Let the
fragrance of your lives be a delight to
the Church of God, that both by
preaching and by example you may
build up the house, that is, the family,
of God; so that neither we, for promoting you to so sublime an office,
nor you, for taking it upon yourselves,
may deserve to be condemmed by the
Lord, but rather that He may reward
us all."
The Bishop kneels and the ordinands prostrate themselves upon the
ground as, together, they beg of God
and all His Saints that the Sacred Order may be rightly bestowed, worthily
received, and fully exercised.
When the Litany is over the Bishop
rises and as each young man kneels
belore him he imposes episcopal hands
upon his head without uttering a word.
moment the Holy
At that sclemn
Spirit, overshadows them and they are
"priests forever according to the order
of Melchisedech."
God be praised! Their earthly goal
has been reached. They are everything that they have wanted to be
in this life. May their burning zeal
cortinue thrcugh their priestly lives
and bring them to their other eternal
to them, and
goal. Congratulations
may God bless them!
con and Fr. Edmund Vohs Archpriest.
Fr. John Overberg preached the sermon. Burial took place in St. Vincent's cemetery, La Salle.

SUBDIACONATE

MINOR ORDERS
Perryville, Mo., June 8-The Most
Reverend George J. Donnelly, Auxiliary Bishop of St. Louis, ordained nine
confreres to the Sacred Order of Subdiaconate today during his Low Mass
in the Seminary Church. Those ordained are the Reverend Messrs. Joseph Wagner, C.M., Cecil Parres, C.M.,
Jeremiah Hogan, C.M., William GillVirgets, C.M.,
espie, C.M., Edward
Hartrick Sullivan, C.M., Arnold Martin, C.M., Nicholas Persich, C.M., and
Edward Danagher, C.M.
At this same Mass the four Minor
Orders were also bestowed. Four theologians received the Orders of Exorcist and Acolyte; fourteen the Orders of Porter and Lector. These last
received their first clerical tonsure the
Seminary
in the
evening before
Church.
Our congratulations to all thece men
towards the
on their advancement
Priesthood. Every step is necessary
and every step is important; but to
these who today entered Sacred Orders and have received the obligation
and privilege of reciting the Divine
Office we extend our special felicitations. In a few months they will receive the Sacred Order of Diaconate,
and this time next year that of the
Priesthood. May God grant that they
will be fit receptacles for the e beneficent graces.
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A TRIBUTE AND A PRAYER
May the newly ordained priests be to the priesthood
what as students they were to the scholasticate.
THANK YOU!
It has been a pleasure and a privilege to work on
these issues of the DE ANDREIN. If you've enjoyed the
paper you may thank us by helping it in the future. If we
have clumsily but inadvertently stepped on your toes, or
forgotten you, please accept our apologies and do what you
can to help us in the coming years to avoid similar errors
by dropping us a line occasionally.

Conversing one day with some
of his brethern Saint Francis spoke
these words: "If I should happen to
meet on the way an angel and a priest
walking together, I would salute the
prie-t in the first place, and then the
anl'el." And, seeing that some of the
brethers desired to know the reason
fir this, he added: "I would salute
the priest in the first place because he
is the representative of Jesus Christ
Himself.
whereas th,
as
.ef, where..A
.... anýe-Pl
..-A%A, Pro.f.eat
...
..
he is, is only His servant."
The title of "The Servant of God" is applied, in an
ecclesiastical sense, to Felix De Andreis. It's a title charged
with meaning, yet not as expressive of the Felix we know by
the simple title of "Father". For "Father" means priest,
and priest means representative of Jesus Christ. And such
was, in an excellent manner, the priestly character of
Felix De Andreis. Moreover, the name of servant is common to angels and to men, as the Seraphic Saint pointed
out, but that of Father, meaning Alter Christus, is reserved for those alone "to whom it is given what is not given to
the angels, the power to offer God to God."

Father De Andreis has been called by other titles, it
is true. He has been styled "the light and adornment of the
-'Illl!1 ll| [II!IIIIIIIllli'lllllli |lllilll|lliE!! ;|Il!|I i
i lll||!||1 i|||ll|1111111111111111
|i 1!11''^
clergy", "lover of the poor", "apostle of charity", "the hope
and welfare of the Mission", "mighty standard-bearer of the
gospel" - honors, indeed significant and eloquent, all of
S
To the younger classes of the Seminary the
them. But these epithets ring that note of formality which
De Andrein wishes at this time to extend sincere
discourages a familiar use of them. There is that one
congratulations upon the steps of advancement that
name, however, alone persistent, ordinary by its nature
they have made!
and attractive by ,its simplicity; again and again it points
RECEIVED INTO THE NOVITIATE
to Felix as "that holy priest, Father De Andreis."
Messrs. David Spaeth, Richard Sullivan, Andre
Would you ask an explanation of his sacerdotal zeal,
LeBlanc, Earl Franz, Edward Mullin, William Horan,
Terrance Lynch, Joseph Haley, William Behm and
his priestly sanctity? Look to his Christ-consciousness, to
George Weber.
his realization of his role as another Christ. You will find
GOOD PURPOSES
the answer there. He tells us in his own words: "This is
Messrs. Manuel Pelleteri, Lowell Fischer, Edwhat I have to do-follow Jesus Christ in the sublime minward Rowland, Clarence Miller, Robert Houston,
istry to which it has pleased Him to call me. O my God!
Thomas Dunn, Robert Schwanee, Harold Persich, and
what glorious destiny! to traffic for souls, enter into partRudolph Miller.
nership with the incarnate Son of God, in his own especial
SVOWS
calling; to extend the kingdom of God and to destroy that
Messrs. Anthony Rechtin, Wilbur Bruns, Louis
Derbes, James Galvin, Robert Stack, Robert Lamy,
of the demon and sin; to convert souls to God, enlighten
and Ignatius Melito
and bring them back into the paths of virtue and salvation; to guide them to their first principle and last end!
WI11i 1Il11
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O my God! et unde hoc mihi! How much has the Almighty
accrmplished in my soul, to render me fit for so noble an
Here are some appointments that may be news
employment!"
to some of the DE ANDREIN readers.
By his priestly ordination Christ-resemblance charVery Rev. James F. O'Dea, C.M., is the new
pastor of St. Stephen's Church, New Orleans.
acterized Father De Andreis' soul for time and eternity.
Very Rev. James Stakelum, C.M., has been asFelix knew that the chief degree of possible expression of
signed as Rector of St. John's Seminary, San Antoino.
Jesus Christ should be represented in him. He .strove to
Very Rev. William G. Ward, C.M., is pastor of
be conscious of the resemblance of the Model inscribed in
St. Vincent's Church, Los Angeles.
Fr. Daniel Kane, C.M., is chaplain at Hotel
the very substance of his being. He understood that this
Dieu, New Orleans.
new definition of himself predetermined his rule of life.
Fr. Edward Roche, C.M., is working on the MiIt was now urgent for him to "look and make himself acraculous Medal Novena with St. Vincent's in St. Louis
cording to the pattern that was shown him on the mount."
as his permanent house.
Fr. Otto Meyer, C.M., has been appointed proConsequently, in his relations to God and men, he wished
curator at S'. Vincent's in St. Louis.
to conform himself more and more to Jesus Christ-to
Fr. John Modde, C.M., has been appointed as an
make of himself a representation far superior to that of
assistant pastor at the Seminary Church, Perryville.
empty imitation or shadowy vestige. Father De -Andreis, as
-Rev. Charles Saunders, C.M., is stationed at
a result, offers a most complete example of the Sacrificial
St. Katherine's, New Orleans.
(Continued on page six)
human-Divine Prototype.
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Students 7
Novices 1
Sunday afternoon, May 20, saw a
continuation in the long standing
Scholastics-Seminarists rivalry on the
ball diamond. The weather man was
kind: no wind, no rain, not even a
cloud in the sky. The respective teams
had no excuse to offer. The Novices
came out with "the best team ever,"
only to bow gallantly to their elder
brethren of more experience, 7-1.
The Novices were off with a "bang"
in their half of the first inning,
scoring a run on an error. But after
this, Mr. Gillespie, Student pitcher,
settled down and held Novice batters
in check while his team-mates piled
up two runs in both the 2nd and 3rd
frames, and one run in each of th1st, 5th, and 7th innings.
Mr. Rowland was the starting Novice pitcher. He was relieved in the
fifth inning by Mr. Martin McHugh,
who held the Students to one run for
the remainder of the game
The outstanding hitter of the afternoon was one who will soon be relinquishing his berth on the Student
ball team, Rev. Mr. Dimond Ryan. In
the course of five times at bat, the
Rev. Deacon collected two doubles and
two sinales. Messrs. Vidal, Virgets, and
Pittman provided the remaining batting punch for the Student team.
The Novices collected three hits in,
all. One came in the first inning by
Mr. C. Miller. The others were garnered
in the 6th and 7th innings by Messers.
Rechtin and Bruns.
Messrs. R. Yergeau (Student) and
D. Ryan (Novice) officiated as Umpires and handled their "touchy" positions remarkably well. Refreshments
were served about the fourth or fifth
inning of the game.

The Story of De Paul
St. Vincent's Becomes First Ca tholic University in Illinois
Charles William
Eliot, President of
Harvard Univer-

i3ity, boasted that

he had the largest Catholic college in the United States. A possible reason for this paradoxical situation was that Eliot had introduced
the elective system which no longer
required the students to follow rigidly
prescribed program of studies, but allowed them to choose, within certain
limits, any of the subjects taught. At
the same time no Catholic college of
liberal arts in the United States could
clhim an enrollment of more than two
hundred students. The fairly large
enrollments in the Catholic universities
in those days were mostly in the professional schocls such as those of law
and medicine. Furthermore, all these
Catholic colleges and universities adhered to a set and established curriculum, rigid ,arid stereotyped, although their student: were interested
in other studies besides those prescribed.
DePaul Pioneers

All these factors had been discussed by the President and Faculty of
St. Vincent's College. They also bewailed the fact that in largely Catholic
Chicago, the very heart of the United
States, there were only a few little
Catholic colleges while much smaller
cities possessed larger Catholic insti-

AUTHOR:
We are greatly
indebted to Father J. C. Lehane, C.M., whois
the author of the
articles on DeP a ul University
that have appeared in the last
four issues of the
De Andrein. "The

S.S. Niagara Victory
Terminal Island, Calif., May
Victory Ship of 10,500 tons, the
Niagara Victory, was launched
from the Calship Yards. The

19-A
S. S.
today
Very

Reverend George Noonan, C.M., President of Niagara University, designated
Fr. Thomas F. Gaughan, C.M., as an
honorary Alumnus to represent the
Faculty and Alumni of the University.
The Very Reverend Marshall F. Winne, C.M.V., also an honorary Alumnus,
gave the invocation
and
Father
Gaughan gave a short history of the
University.
After the launching there was a
dinner party at the Hotel Clark in
Los Angeles. In addition to the Rev.
Visitor there were the following con-

freres in attendance: Fathers Robert
Brown, Bernard McCoy, George Brennan, Richard Matthews, and Jules
Yallaly of Los Angeles College; Fa-

Father Lehane

Story of De Paul"

has been interesting and educational
reading.

--

-

thers James Stakelum, Russell Kirschenheuter, and Victor Roden of St.
Fathers Thomas
John's Seminary;
Gaughan and Joseph Dyra from S't.
William
Father
Vincent's parish.
Ward attended the launching but was
not present at the dinner.
When the S. S. Niagara Victory is
ready for the test to prove her seaworthy Father Gauqhan will take the
trip as the guest of the Cal:hip's General Manager.

tutions. These were some of the motives that prompted Father Byrne to
take the bold and daring plunge to
establish a new Catholic University.
Its distinctive mark would be that for
the first time in any Catholic College
in the United States there would be
a modified elective system. The educational spirit of the institution was
expressed by the Reverend Justin A.
Nuelle, C.M., in his "Report of the Director of Studies on the College of
Liberal Arts" in which he stated: ".....
this curriculum must include the polishing studies of the old system and
the practical system of the new-must
be made up of prescribed studies and
elective studies. The prescribed studies must embrace the ancient classics,
philosophy and of course the mother
tongue; the elective studies may embrace whatever the student judges to
be most serviceable to himself in after life."
Thus the desire to make the elective system available to Catholic students played an important part in
the foundation of De Paul.
The Changing of the Name

No sooner had the big step been
taken than there arose the very interesting question of what the new institution should be called. Among the
names suggested by Faculty members
were "St. Vincent's University", "North
Chicago University", and "Lakeview
University". The name of St. Vincent's
University was rejected because it
was feared that on the athletic field
the cry, "Drag 'em out, St. Vincent,"
or something similar, fortified with a
string of colorful adjectives, would
hardly do honor to the Saint. The
other names were rejected lest they
obscure the religious nature of the
institution. Finally, by a happy inspiration the name "De Paul University, was suggested and adopted.
The Charter

About the middle of December, 1907,
Father Byrne, C.M., accompanied by
the Trustees, both priests and laymen,
journeyed to the state capital, Springfield, to secure a charter. Before the
month was out, the formal document
certifying "that the said De Paul University is a legally organized Corporation'under the laws of this State" was
signed and sealed by James A. Rose,
Secretary of State, on December 24,
1907. It was the first Catholic University in the state of Illinois. According to the Chicago Tribune for December 29, 1907, the Student-body of
the new De Paul University consisted
of 255 students.
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Rev. Clarence John Bogetto, C.M.,
was born in Negaunee, Michigan, on
February 15, 1915. After attending St.
Paul's Grade School, Negaunee, and
Negaunee High School, Father entered
St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau,
Mo. He was received into the Internal
Seminary on September 7, 1937, and
pronounced his holy vows on September 8, 1939. In St. Paul's Church, Negaunee, Father will celebrate his First
Solemn Ma s on June 17. The Rt.
Rev. Joseph F. Dittman will be Archpriest, the Rev. David P. Spelgatti
will be Deacon, and the Rev. John N.
Arneth will be Subdeacon. The Rev.
R. W. Gieselman, C.M., will deliver the
sermon.
Rev. C. J. Bogetto

Rev. J. A. Burroughs

Rev. Henry James Piacitelli, C.M.,
was born on July 5, 1918, in Sunnyside, Utah.
After
attending Price
Central School, Notre Dame School,
and Carbon County High School in
Price, Utah, Father entered St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
in 1935. On September 7, 1937, he was
received into the Internal Seminary
and pronounced his holy vows on September 8, 1939. He will celebrate his
17 in
First Solemn Mass on June
Notre Dame de Lourdes Church, Price,
Utah. Assisting him will be the Very
Rev. Thomas F. Butler, V.F., as Archpriest, the Rev. Francis R. Lamothe,
as Deacon and the Rev. John F. Sanders, as Subdeacon. Father John A.
La Branche will deliver the sermon.

Rev. Joseph Alvin Burraughs, C.M.,
was born on March 12, 1919, in Shreveport, Louisiana.
After
graduating
from St. Joseph's Grade School, New
Orleans, La., in 1932, Father entered
St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau,
Mo. On September 7, 1937, he was received into the Internal Seminary and
pronounced his holy vows on September 8, 1939. Father will celebrate his
First Solemn Mass on June 17 in S't.
Theresa's Church, Shreveport, La. The
Very Rev. M. F. Walsh, Pastor, will be
Archpriest. The Rev. John Druhan,
S. J., and the Rev. Felix Clarkson, S.J.,
will be Deacon and Subdeacon respectively. The Rev. Charles Rice, C.M.,
will deliver the sermon.

Rev. Anthony Joseph Falanga, C.M.,
was born on November 6, 1919, in New
Orleans, Louisiana.
Before entering
the Novitiate on September 7, 1937,
Father attended St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo. On September 8,
.939, he pronounced his holy vow,.
Father Falanga will celebrate his First
Solemn Mass on June 17 in St. S'ephen's Church, New Orleans. Those assisting him will be the Very Rev. Peter
J. Frcmmell, C.M., Archpriest, the Rev.
Warren F. Dicharry, C.M., Deacon, and
Mr. Joseph Falanga C.M., a brother,
Subdeacon. The Rev. Raphael Kuchler, C.M., will deliver the sermon.
Rev. A. J. Falanga

Rev. H. J. Piacitelli
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Rev. T. D. Ryan

Rev. Thomas Dimond Ryan, C.M.,
was born in La Salle, Illinois, on December 2, 1918. Graduating from St.
Patrick's Grammar School, La Salle,
he entered St, Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., in 1932. He was received into the Internal Seminary on
September 7, 1937, and pronounced his
holy vows on September 8, 1939., On
June 24 he will celebrate his First
Solemn Mass in St. Patrick's Church,
La Salle. The assisting priests will be
the Very Rev. E. E. McCarthy, C.M.,
Archpriest, the Rev. Peter Diliberto,
C.M., Deacon, and the Rev. James McThe Rev.
Hardy, C.M., Subdeacon.
William V. Brennan C.M., will deliver
the sermon.

Rev. W. F. Dicharry

Rev. Warren Florian Dicharry, C.M.,
was born on November 23, 1919, in Vacherie, Louisiana. After attending St.
Michael's School, Convent, La., and
graduating from St. Stephen's School,
New Orleans, La., he entered St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
in 1932. On September 7, 1937, he was
received into the Internal Seminary
and pronounced his holy vows on September 18, 1939. St. Stephen's Church,
New Orleans, will be the scene of
Father Dicharry's First Solemn Mass
on June 24. The Very Rev. Peter J.
Frcmmell, C.M., will be
archpriest.
His brother, the Rev. Harold E. Dicharry, C.M., will be Deacon, and his
cousin, the Rev. Russell L. Dornier,
S T. will be Subdeacon. The Rev. John
O'Regan, C.M., will deliver the sermon.

Rev. R. F. White
Rev. Raymond Francis White, C.M.,
was born in Chicago, Illinois, on October 8, 1916. In 1935 he entered St.
Cape Girardeau,
Vincent's College,
Mo., after graduating from De Paul
Academy. On September 7, 1937, Father was received into the Novitiate
and pronounced his holy vows on Sepember 8, 1939. On June 17 he will celebrate his First Solemn Mass in St.
Vincent De Paul Church, Chicago,
Illinois. The Very Rev. Edmund Vohs,
C.M., will be Archpriest, the Rev. Allan De Witt, C.M., will be Deacon, and
the Rev. Walter Cook, C.M., S'ubdeacon.
The Very Rev. John Overberg, C.M.,
will deliver the sermon.

Rev. C. J. Welter

Rev. Charles Joseph Welter, C.M.,
was born on March 1, 1914. Having attended St. Patrick's Grade School, La
Salle, and St. Vincent's College, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., he entered the Novitiate on September 7, 1937. On September 8, 1939, Father pronounced his
holy vows. St. Patrick's Church, La
SF~lle, will be the scene of his First
Solemn Mass on June 17. The Very
Rev. E. E. McCarthy, C.M., will be
Archpriest, the Rev. Dimond Ryan,
C.M., will be Deacon and the Rev.
William V. Brennan, C.M., will be
Subdeaccn. The Rev. Joseph Brennan,
C.M., will deliver the sermon.

Rev. Thomas Jefferson Wesner, C.M.,
was born in New Orleans, Louisiana,
on September 26, 1919. In 1932 he entered St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Mo., after graduating from
St. Joseph's Grade School, New Orleans. He was received into the Novitiate on September 7, 1937, and pro-

nounced his holy vows on September
8, 1939. Father Wesner will celebrate
his First Solemn Mass in St. Maurice's
Church, New Orleans, on June 17. The
Rt. Rev. C. P. Greco will be Archpriest, the Rev. Maurice J. Hymel,
C.M., will be Deacon, and the Rev. A.
Wegman, Subdeacon. The Rev. John
F. Zimmerman, C.M., will deliver the
sermon.

Rev. T. J. Wesner
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CHINA
May 22, 1945-Word has recently
arrived by means of secret underground Chinese communications that
all of our confreres of the Yukiang
Vicariate (Kiangsi) are well and safe.
Moreover, they have means of escape
should the Japanese again enter the
Vicariate.
*

*

*

*

The diary of Fr. Wendelin Dunker
was found by a soldier, on the body of
a dead Japanese officer in Iwo Jima.
Evidently, this officer purloined this
diary when the Japs overran our vicariate a couple of years ago.
*

*

*

*

The BROOKLYN TABLET for May
19 carried an interesting article on
three Brooklyn confreres who have
just returned from China.
Fr. John McLaughlin, C.M., who
went to China in 1921 as a seminarian,
was ordained in 1924 at Kanchow, and
strange to say, has not yet said his
first Solemn Mass. Fr. McLaughlin was
in charge of the Sinfeng mission a
year after his ordination and has held
that post ever since. Only once in all
these years was he out of the interior
of China: in 1929, when he went to
Hong Kong for several months to avoid
the Communists who were sweeping the
country.
Fr. Frederick McGuire, C.M., proVicar of the Kanchow Vicariate has
been in China twelve years, sailing two
years after his ordination in 1932. In
1936 he was appointed to the mission
of Yutu where he rebuilt the mission,
including a rectory and a brick chapel
seating five hundred people, which has
been destroyed by the Communists. In
Hsiaochi he restored the church and
in Juikin fixed uoptemporary living
quarters and a small chapel.
On foot, horse-back, and by motorcycle Father McGuire travelled his
vast quasi-parish. In 1938, he came in
contact with Rewi Alley, the Newv
Zealander who may be called the
founder of the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives. As a result of this meeting
Fr. McGuire became the unpaid adviser for the Chinese Industrial Cooperatives in the southeasterrn section
of China.
In 1940 he was appointed to take
over the care of the central mission
at Kanchow, where he came into conGeneralissimo
with
stant contact
Chiang Kai-shek's elder son, Chiang
Ching-kwo and his second son, Chiang
Wei-kwo. In 1943 he had to refuse the
offer made by bhe United China Relief
to appoint him inspector of all relief
in the Province of Kiangsi, Fukien,
Chekiang and Anhwei. Typhoid fever
and malaria had taken their toll of his
health.

While recovering in the mission of
Tangkiang he became Professor of
English Literature in the National

eAnri

Mary's Kneeling Army
Our Blessed Mother's favors are not
limited territorially; Mary has the
same appeal for the people of the
Western United States as she has for
those of the East. This is the reason
why the Miraculous Medal Novenas
have been received with enthusiasm
in the West by both the clergy and
the laity. There is every hope that,
given time and organization, the Miraculous Medal devotion will be equally
as popular in the West as in the East.
Fr. George I. Frey, C.M., whose help
cannot be overestimated, is the man
most responsible for this excellent beginning. At the same time emphasis
must be placed on the zeal and interest of the Very Reverend Visitor,
Fr. Marshall F. Winne, C.M., who has
made the whole endeavor possible and
given every encouragement.
Up to
the present, Novenas have been given
in New Orleans, Chicago, St. Louis
(ten parishes), Milwaukee, and Kansas City (five parishes). Already a
full schedule for the Fall is taking
shape with Novenas scheduled in Los
Angeles, New Orleans, Texas, Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, and
Milwaukee.
The Novenas in St. Louis were most
successful; the churches were filled
and one or two had to add extra
services to take care of the crowds.
The Miraculous Medal Novena is being continued in these churches as a
regular weekly service. In Chicago,
Father Frey copducted the Novena
at St. Vincent's and preached to somne
of the largest crowds in the hi tory of
that venerable parish.
At 'St. Vincent's in Kansas City and
Chiang Kai-shek Medical College.
When the Japanese invaded the Kanchow area he was evacuated in a Liberator bomber, flew the Hump with
the R.A.F. and landed in California in
a troop transport.
Fr. Joseph Kennedy, C.M., was ordained and sent to China in 1934. His
first years were memorable because of
one particular incident when 200 orphans fleeing bombed Kanchow were
dumped on him at Taholi, with the"almost impossible responsibility of feeding and housing them. This was a
preparation for his recent task of last
Charity were
June. The S'isters of
evacuated from Kanchow and had to
leave the 100-bed hospital and the
Old Folks Home which they conducted
there. After a fcur-hour briefing by
the Sisters, Father Kennedy took over
the administration of this large institution. Not only did he carry on
the work of the Sisters but he instituted the School of Nursing and
opened new wards. He was a patient
himself when the Japs began their
drive on Kanchow. He flew to Calcutta, and from there he sailed in a

Liberty ship to this country.

at other parishes the Novena was
equally successful. After the first
service of the second Novena which
Father Roche conducted there the
pastor, quite evidently pleased, and
somewhat surprised, told him that it
was the largest crowd for an evening
service in the history of the parish.
Those crowds continued and even increased as the Novena progressed.
Never has Fr. Roche experienced such
expressions of appreciation as he did
in that parish. A great number of
the people made it a point to speak
to him and tell him how much they
enjoyed the Novena and how much
they were getting out of this particular devotion. Several had special
favors answered even before the Novena clcsed.
In one of these Kansas City Novenas a woman was praying for three intentions: that her husband would return to the Sacraments, that her son
overseas might ccme home, and that
the relative of a friend of hers might
be heard from, a serviceman from
whcm they hadn't heard in two years.
The week following the Novena her
husband went to confession and Holy
Communion, she received a telephone
call from her son who was in Washington and on his way home, and her
friend called her up and tcld her that
they had just heard that their relative had been a prisoner in Germany
and was released.
In all of these parishes fhe confessions have been, as usual, a real measure of the success of the Novena. The
clergy, well aware of the new field and
keenly interested, are another gauge
that indicates that the Novena devotion is meeting with real success and
will continue to do so. The priest in
charge of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine in Kansas City remarked
that there hasn't been a day since the
Novenas be'an in the city that someone hasn't mentioned the Novena t)
him. The field is ripe, and there
should be even a better harvest in the
Fall than there has been this spring.

APPOINTMENTS
(Continued frcm page two)
Fr. William Casey, C.M., will begin
work on his course in speech at Northwestern this month.
Rev. John Casey, C.M., will assist
in St. Vincent's Parish, Los Angeles.
Rev. Henry Altenburg, C.M.. is chaplain of St. Joseph Convent, Campbellsport, Wis.
Rev. Raymond A. Harvey, C.M., is
assigned to St. Louis Preparatory Seminary.
Rev. Leonidas V. Moore, C.M., is the
chaplain at St. Paul Hospital, Dallas.
Rev. Francis Kunz, C.M., is chaplain
at St. Vincent Hospital, Sherman,
Texas.
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CLASS OF 1920
Our congratulations
are extended
to five confreres who this year will
have spent twenty-five years in the
Priesthood. May God
grant them
many more fruitful years
in the
Priestly Ministry and the Little Company!
Father Donald McNeil was ordained
on June 29th in the chapel of St.
Vincent's College, Los Angeles, by Bishop Enlogio Gillow. Fathers Michael Dillon, Thomas Gaughan, Leo Moore,
and Ferdinand Ward received first
tcnsure from Bishon Jo.se'h Glass on
July 15, 1920. On the 16th they received the Orders of Porter and Lector; July 17th, that of Exorcist and
Acolyte; July 18th Subdiaconate; July7
25th, Diaconate; and finally on July
26th, the Sacred Order of Priesthood.
Father Gaughan will offer a Solemn
Mass of thanksgiving on the 29th of
July at St. Vincent's church, Los Angeles, at which Fr. William Ward will
be Deacon and Fr. McNeil will be Subdeacon. Fr. Carl Osthoff will preach
the sermon. There i: no other celebration planned for Los Angeles but Fr.
Gaughan will have a Solemn Mass,
luncheon, and reception in his hcmetown of Loorport, N. Y.. August 5.
Fr. Francis Meade, C.M., Dean of Niagara University, has been invited to
preach and Fr. Richard Sherlock of
De Paul, cousin of Fr. Gau'han, to be
Deaccn. The reception will be held in
the afternoon at the home of Fr.
Gaughan's parents, 132 Vine St.

CAPE TRIP
CALLED OFF
The mumps is a childhood disease,
and so is the measles. When the first
student appeared with red blotches on
his face "He had a case of the hives."
But when he and three others went to
bed with these identical red spots,
swollen glands behind their ears, and
aching eyes we knew that something
more contagious than the hives was
among us. The 'doctor diagnosed it
as the German Measles, a contagious
disease very similar to the measles
but not producing any permanent ill
effects. Ironically, the expectations of
V-E Day were the strongest when the
German Measles seized Perryville.
With a half dozen students quarantined in their rooms it was hardly
feasible to have the students from the
Preparatory College at Cape Girardeau come for their annual visit, May
2. Hoping that the epidemic would
pass quickly, plans were pushed back

a week. It was either then or never
since the end of the month would
bring up the Novices' five day retreat
and examinations for both the Major

Seminary Patriotic
The Barrens took an active part in
the celebration of V-E Day. A greater

crowd than had ever before been assembled in the Seminary Church participated in the Solemn Mass at ninethirty. Even the choir stalls were occupied by the overflow congregation.
Prie-dieus were arranged in the sanctuary for the priests. Students and Novices used the small lofts on either
side, where they chanted the Mass and
the "Te Deum". After the Mass, Fr.
Huber exhorted those present to continue in a Catholic spirit the day of
subdued jubilation they had so well
begun.
Immediately afterward everyone adjourned to the Town Square. A pro-

cession, headed by the flags of the Allied Nations, and made up of various
civic groups, and the children of the
public and parochial schools, paraded
past the outdoor "Roll of Honor", upon which shone thirty or more gold
stars. The American Legion Commander, from the microphone in the portico
of the Court House, welcomed the
throngs of people. Between band music selections, the "Seminary Choir" was
called upon for several appropriate
airs. Although taken somewhat by
surprise with the formality of this in-

and Minor Seminarians.

troduction, all the Students and Novices, who had been prepared merely

As the 9th approached the measles
gave no sign of being conquered and

to take part in the singing by the peo-

the Cape Trip was definitely called
off. This disappointment was mnst
keerly felt because we realized what a

the repeated requests of the Master of
Ceremonies, and Father Gieselman,
Director, to join in the audience preferred to listen.
The religicus celebration continued
all day at the Seminary Church.
Groups of Students and Novices took
turns in the Sanctuary to adore the
Most Blessed Sacrament, exposed from
morning to evening.

great day this is for the Cape students. We have put away till the fall
the three act play which we had prepared. We hope to present it for its
orioinal audience at that time. It will
still be baseball season and the Cape
Varsity will be able to play the game
for which they prenared so stren-

uously in the spring.

ple, gave forth vigorously.

From A Confrere Overseas
Exerpt from a letter

Million Dollars For
New St. John's
Perryville-In its work with serviceCOURSES has
men the CRUSADE
found a very prominent plice for a
little card entitled "My Daily Prayer."
It is printed on water repellent paper
and folds to a vest-pccket size. On it
are printed all the acts- necessary and
sufficient for salvation: belief in the
necessary truths, perfect love, contrition, and purpose of amendment. The
purpose in distributing the cards is
patent-to get non-Catholics to read
the prayer frequently and fervently,
but especially at the moment of their
death so that they might arouse in

themselves the dispositions meritorious
of eternal salvation.
Copies of the card may be obtained from the Crusade Courses.

A million dollar goal has been set
in the building fund drive for St.
John's University, and it is confidently
expected that this goal will be reached
by the end of the month. Most Rev.
Thomas F. Molloy, Bishop of Brooklvn and Most Reverend Raymond A.
Kearney, Auxiliary Bishop, are aiding
the campaign in every way. This is
St. John's diamond jubilee year. In
1865, twelve years after the establishment of the diocese, Bishop Louthlin
invited the Vincentian Fathers to onen
a day college in Brooklyn for the
youth of the city. On September 5,
1870, the college was formally opened.
Forty-seven students became the first

St. John's men with a faculty of six,
including the rresident, Father John
T. Landry, C.M.

Despite

from Father

Preston Murphy, dated May 11:
"The constant shifting of our forces
to the end of the trail in Italy has de-

layed my writing to you.

Thank God

the grim year is past. We are now at
ease in the Al-oine town of Felre in
the vicinity of the Austrian border....
The place and climate are lovely.
As we rest we naturally wonder what
the future holds for us. It may be the
occupation and again it may be the
Pacific. Of course the fellows prefer
the former because it would mean a
better chance of getting home. The
longer I'm over here the more I in
struck with the finer:ess and nobility
cf our confreres in China, who snend
long years in an alien land without
thought of returning to the States.
Their reward must be great. I am hoping for the good fortune of seeing you

and of renewing myself in the spirit
and work of the Little Company.
Warmest personal regards to. all the
confreres."
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BITS OF NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
CAMARILLO, CALIF.
May 26 saw eighteen men ordained

Subdeacons. Three of these received
the diaconate and priesthood later
that week, bringing the total of newly ordained priests from St. John's up
to fifteen for this year.
During May there has been an intensive program to encourage vocations throughout the
Archdiocese,
with special sermons in every parish
church and school. The Seminary with
its activities has been shown to visitors and, through the press, to many
others, in an effort to foster priestly
vocations,,
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

On the 23rd of May the Commencement exercises were held at Catholic
University. Fathers
Harold Guyot,
C.M., and Francis Hynes, C.M., received their Licentiates in Theology. Father Marion Gibbons, C.M., was awarded his degree of Bachelor of Canon
Law.
Rev. Nelson C. Schrader. C.M., chaplain of Providence Hospital, offered
the prayer of invocation at the meeting of the House of Representatives,
May 4. It was undoubtedly a strange
prayer to the ears of many of the
Honorable Gentlemen for it was one
of dedication to the Sacred Heart and
a plea for the unity of one flock and
one shepherd.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
The Very Rev. William M. Brennan,
C.M., is conducting two retreats this
summer: one for the Daughters of
Charity at St. Philomena's in St.
Loiiý, be'inning June 5: and the second for the Sisters of Charity at Color do Springs, Colorado,
beginning
July 9.
Summer school appointments: Fathers Lee Zimmermann, C.M., and Edward Riley, C.M., to Northwestern to
study speech, and Fr. Patrick O'Brien,
C.M., to Catholic University to study
sociology.
On Sunday, May 27, the following
members of St. John's delivered baccalaureate addresses in the city: Fr.
Francis O'Brien, C.M., at Blessed Sacrament Academy; and
Fr. Edward
Riley, C.M., at St. Patrick's Academy.
Fr. Francis O'Erien, C.M., is teaching a course in fundamental dogma
and a course in fundamental moral to
religion teachers attending the Incarnate Word College Summer School,
June 3-July 14.
Fathers John Bagen, C.M., and Robert Zimney C.M., are making extensive preparations for the June Bazaars to be held at their respective
parishes of Von Ormy and Losoya.

St. John's Seminary ended the first
quarter of the 1945-46 academic year
on May 30. The Most Rev. Robert E.
Lucey conferred the Orders of Porter,
Lector, and Diaconate. Assisting His
Excellency were the Very Rev. William Brennan, C.M., as Notary, and
Fr. Bernard Degan, C.M., as Master of
Ceremonies.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
St. Josenh's Outdoor
Recreation
Center was dedicated Sunday, May 27,
in a colorful ceremony at which the
New Orleans Pelicans were the guests
of the evening.
Most Rev. Joseph F. Rummel awarded 44 diplomas to graduating nurses
from Hotel Dieu on May 24th. The
ceremony took place in St. Joseph's
church and the Very Rev. Marshall
LeSage, C.M., gave the sermon.
Fr. Daniel E. Kane, C.M., addressed
the New Orleans Metropolitan Council
of Holy Name Societies when the
quarterly meeting in
group held its
the auditorium of Hcly Name of Mary
church, Algiers.
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NECROLOGY
The usual suffrages are requested for Fr. William Kelley,
C.M.
numbers for
The suffrage
June are 26 to 30; for July, 31
to 35; for August, 36 ,to 40; for
September, 41 to 45. All these
indications are to be taken as
inclusive.
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PERRYVILLE, MO.

Sister Catherine, assistant to the
Visitatrix of the Daughters of Charity,
addressed the assembled seminarians
and priests on the 21st of May. She
showed some slides and gave a very
interesting lecture on Hansen's disease and the United States Marine
hospital of COrville, La.
The Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of
the Catholic Students Mission Crusade
The
elected new officers May 20.
president, vice-president, and secretary, in that order, are Messrs. Francis
Gaydos, C.M., John O'Connor, C.M.,
and John Lenihan, C. M.
The May procession to the grotto
and the crowning there of Our Blessed Mother was very well attended
May 6. Fr. James McOwen, C.M., delivered the sermon.
Fr. Edward Whooley, C.M., gave the
conferences to the ordinandsat Kenrick Seminary, and Fr. Thomas Navin.
C.M., of the Kenrick faculty conducted
the retreats for the ordinands at the
Barrens.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Archbishop John J. Glennon ordained twelve men to the priesthood for
his Archdiocese in the chapel of Kenrick Seminary June 2.
Fr. Gilmore Guyot, C.M., preached
the sermon at the May Crowning of our
Blessed Mother at Webster Groves College,. May 3.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.

At the first acies, or regional meeting of the Legion of Mary, in Southeast Missouri held in St.
Mary's
church Fr. Thomas J. Murphy, C.M.,
delivered the sermon. Fr. Myles Moynihaon, C.M., was celebrant at the Solemn Benedictis.n and Fr. Cary Newsum,
C.M., ,subdeacon.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Fr. John B. Murphy, C.M., head of

the Biology Department of De Paul,
received his Doctor of Philosophy in
biological science Friday, May
11,
frcm Northwestern University. He has
the distinction of
being the fir:t
priest to receive a degree in either the
Botany or Biology Department of that
university since the founding of the
university in 1851. Besides the A.B. and
M.A. which Fr. Murphy earned at Perryville he has a B.S. and M.S. from
De Paul.
Fr. William T. Gaughan, C.M., has
been recently honored by being elected to membership in Illinois Epsilon
Chapter of PI GAMMA MU, the NaSociety.
tional Social Science Honor
Fr. Frederick B. Coupal, C.M., spoke
as Director of Alumni at the Concert
given by the De Paul School of Music
for the benefit of the Alumni on May
22. The concert was very well attended.
On Jure 10, Father Frank Marnhy
C.M., will be the rpeaker at the baccalaureate Mass to be said in St. Vincent's Church.
Father Allan De Witt, C.M., conducted a solemn rovena in honor of
the Sacred Heart of Jesus in St. Vincent's Church from May 31 to June 8.
EMMITSBURG, MD.
Si ter Madeline Morris has not been
able to go to Paris to assist in the distribution of War Relief Services due
to French red tape, but she still hopes
to be able to get away.
POLAND
According to an incomplete and unofficial list of suffrages that has come
in from Poland 45 priests and 15 brothers are reported as having died during the years of 1939 to 1944.
ITALY
Fr. Ferdinand Ward is now stationed
at a base hospitaJ in Leghorn.

